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Deaths Per Year 

2013: 36 Deaths 

2012: 51  
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TOTAL: 618 

 

2013: 36 Deaths 



 

 

October 13, 2013—Lorain, Ohio—32-year-old William Taylor died after police tasered him 

while he was prone on the ground being handcuffed. Police say that Taylor shot and killed 

his girlfriend several minutes before breaking into the house of another woman, allegedly 

fleeing the scene. A man who lived in the house subdued Taylor and pinned him to the 

floor. According to the woman Taylor pleaded with the residents “please help me!” several 

times. When police arrived at the house they began to cuff Taylor and according to the 

resident tasered him while he lay prone. According to police Taylor then “passed out” after 

being tasered. He died at a nearby hospital a few hours later.  

http://chronicle.northcoastnow.com/2013/10/15/circumstances-of-lorain-deaths-

investigated/ 

October 13, 2013—El Paso, Texas—36-year-old Mercedes Demarco died after police 

tasered her. At 4 a.m. police were called because someone was allegedly screaming outside 

a motel room in the Sunset Heights neighborhood. A witness Demarco, stage performer 

and transgender woman, was outside the motel office yelling for help. Police arrived and 

with no explanation or interaction with Demarco decided to arrest her. As many as five 

police officers attacked Demarco, tasered her, and put her in a squad car. Police say 

Demarco “became unresponsive” while being transported and she was later pronounced 

dead at an area hospital.  http://lexiecannes.wordpress.com/2013/10/17/texas-drag-

performers-tragic-death-poses-a-dilemma-for-this-reporter/ 

October 5, 2013—Cleveland, Ohio—29-year-old- Reginald Williams Jr.  died after police, 

according to an eyewitness, tasered him multiple times. Police allegedly chased Williams 

and he became tangled in a fence. He allegedly told officers that he was “exhausted and 

couldn't stand up.” A resident, Kimberly Hawthorne, said that she witnessed police taser 

Williams multiple times after cornering him. Neither of the officers involved filed a use-of-

force report, or made any mention of shocking Williams with their tasers in their reports of 

the arrest. They mentioned no altercation or violence of any kind. Williams was taken to a 

local hospital following the arrest where he died several hours later. Police say they will not 

investigate further unless there is evidence from the medical examiner that a taser killed 

Williams. 

(http://www.cleveland.com/metro/index.ssf/2013/10/no_lethal_injury_reported_in_a.html)  

September 22, 2013—Northwood, Iowa— 39-year-old Michael Lee Zubrod was tasered by 

Worth County sheriff’s deputies. Police were called to a residence and allegedly found 

Zubrod beating a woman with a hammer and scissors. Police say they tasered Zubrod and 

then wrestled him to the ground to stop the attack and arrest him.  He allegedly fought or 

kicked officers and they handcuffed him, as well as cuffing his ankles. He “became 
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unresponsive” while restrained on the ground and was later transported to a local hospital.  

(http://blogs.desmoinesregister.com/dmr/index.php/2013/09/27/police-used-tasers-on-

northern-iowa-man-who-later-died-in-handcuffs-authorities-say/article?nclick_check=1)  

September 2, 2013—New Britain, Connecticut—40-year-old Seth Victor died after being 

tasered by police following a several-hour stand-off. Police say Victor was shocked with a 

taser because he was “resisting officers at the end of the standoff.” They said he 

“experienced a medical emergency” shortly thereafter and was declared dead at the 

hospital.  Police responded to a 6:45 p.m. call about someone at the top floor of an 

apartment building yelling and tossing objects out the window. They found Victor 

barricaded on the third floor of the building. Police say he dropped many objects out of the 

windows after their arrival, and threatened to jump out of it if police entered the building. 

Police responded by bringing in a “SWAT team . . . along with a K-9 unit and dozens of 

officers.” Police entered the building at 9:30 p.m. to force Victor to surrender. He then 

allegedly “fought” officers; he was then shocked with the taser. As they dragged him from 

the building police say he “experienced breathing difficulties” and was taken to the hospital 

where he died at 2 a.m. (http://www.nbcconnecticut.com/news/local/Police-Respond-to-

Report-of-Barricaded-Suspect-in-New-Britain-222107071.html)  

September 2, 2013—Miami-Dade County, Florida—43-year-old Norman Oosterbroek, 

former bodyguard for several celebrities, was allegedly attempting to enter a home in 

Pinecrest. Christiane Jung says she found Oosterbroek naked inside her home. Markus 

Jung says he got into a verbal argument with Oosterbroek which turned into a physical 

fight, during which he says Ooserbroek ingested something. Police arrived on the scene, 

called by Christiane Jung, Police say they found the two men fighting, and “Oosterbroek 

became aggressive with the officers, who asked him to stop and tried to take him into 

custody.” Police say he then “violently struggled” with them and was shocked with their 

tasers as a result.  It is unclear what happened next, but soon after being tasered he was 

transported to an area hospital and pronounced dead. 

(http://www.nbcmiami.com/news/local/Celebrity-Bodyguard-Dies-After-Being-Shocked-

with-Taser-by-Miami-Dade-Police-222242381.html)  

August 13, 2013—Sycamore, Ohio—59-year-old Gary Roell died after Hamilton County 

sheriff’s deputies tasered him at around 3 a.m. According to police a woman called them 

saying her neighbor, Roell, was trying to break into her home. Police arrived and found 

Roell, shirtless, and said he “resisted” when deputies tried to arrest him and then allegedly 

punched one of them. Deputies say the three of them fought Roell for several minutes, 

tasering him at least once, before handcuffing him. A spokesman admitted that “within 

minutes” they discovered Roell was not breathing and attempted CPR to no avail. Roell’s 

son, Gary Roell Jr., said his father had suffered from mental illness for 30 years and had 

recently stopped taking his medication. He was taken to a hospital and pronounced dead on 

arrival. 
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(http://www.wcpo.com/dpp/news/region_east_cincinnati/sycamore_township/Police-Man-

dies-after-Deputy-uses-taser-to-shock-him) 

August 8, 2013—Indianapolis, Indiana—22-year-old Jeffrey B. Lilly Jr. died shortly after 

Indianapolis police tasered him, allegedly following a short foot chase. At around 8 p.m. 

police say Lilly “fled” from officers and fell down, they say he then “resisted” when officers 

tried to arrest him so they shocked him with their tasers an indeterminate number of times. 

He “grew unresponsive” immediately after he was tasered and was pronounced dead 

shortly thereafter. 

(http://www.indystar.com/article/20130809/NEWS02/308090021/Suspect-who-died-

Thursday-during-drug-investigation-had-background-arrests)  

August 6, 2013—Miami Beach, Florida—18-year-old Israel Hernandez-Llach was tasered 

and killed by police following a short foot chase after police saw him spray-painting on an 

abandoned McDonalds building. Hernandez-Llach, a well-known local artist, was with two 

friends (who acted as lookouts and confirmed the activity) was applying paint to a derelict 

building when police say they saw him doing so at 5 a.m. Police say they engaged in a short 

foot-chase with Hernadez-Llach before cornering him. Witnesses Felix Fernandez and 

Thiago Souza say that they saw police shove the teen against a brick wall, then taser him in 

the chest. They also say police officers high-fived each other afterwards as Hernadze-Llach 

lay motionless on the ground. Police say that the teen went into immediate “medical 

distress” after being handcuffed. He was transported to a local hospital and pronounced 

dead thereafter. (http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/08/07/israel-hernandez-

taser_n_3722420.html?utm_hp_ref=mostpopular) 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/10/12/israel-hernandez-taser_n_4088777.html  

http://www.miamiherald.com/2013/08/07/3548779/graffiti-artist-dies-after-tasering.html  

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/08/27/israel-hernandez-lawsuit_n_3823813.html  

August 2, 2013—Phoenix, Arizona—44-year-old Michael Angel Ruiz died five days after he 

was tasered by police “several times” according to multiple witnesses while he was standing 

on his roof on July 28 . Police allegedly responded to a call about a man on a roof and 

found Ruiz on the roof of his house. He may have had mental health issues, according to 

family and friends. They forced him down with their tasers, in direct contravention of their 

own department’s policy for not using tasers on people in danger of falling; he then jumped 

or fell from the roof to his outside stairway. Police were waiting, and once surrounded they 

placed Ruiz in a chokehold for several minutes while tasering him again. Multiple officers 

then dragged Ruiz down a long flight of concrete steps, and in video of the incident his 

head can be seen striking each step as they dragged him down. Ruiz died, was resuscitated 

at the scene, but was then declared brain dead at the hospital. His family took him off life 
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support August 2. (http://www.usaprepares.com/uncategorized/phoenix-az-cops-tase-

choke-and-drag-man-to-death-phoenix-police-department-information-line-602-262-7626)  

July 29, 2013—St. Louis Park, Minnesota—76-year-old Zheng Diao died from 

complications of injuries suffered after police tasered him on July 14. According to police 

they were called to Park Heath and Rehab nursing home because Diao was allegedly 

“acting irrationally.” He allegedly held a knife or scissors, and allegedly moved a weapon to 

his own throat, which is when police say that shocked him with their tasers. Diao died of 

pneumonia contracted at the hospital on July 29 while he was still being treated for injuries 

caused by the police tasering. 

(http://www.startribune.com/politics/statelocal/220573291.html)  

July 26, 2013—Park Forest, Illinois—95-year-old John Wrana, a WW2 veteran, died after 

between five and seven police officers shot him with tasers and beanbag shotgun rounds at 

his nursing home. According to police, Wrana threatened them and staff with a metal 

shoehorn and a metal cane, though staff confirmed that Wrana required a walker to get 

around. Police also claimed that Wrana threatened them with a knife, but nursing home 

staff and family members contradict this claim saying Wrana had no knife in his room and 

staff never saw one before or after he was killed. The medical examiner’s initial report 

indicates that Wrana died from the taser shot followed by internal bleeding caused from 

the shotgun blast. (http://articles.chicagotribune.com/2013-08-03/news/ct-met-kass-0802-

20130803_1_butcher-type-kitchen-knife-park-forest-police-taser) 

July 24, 2013—Middle Island, New York—29-year-old Dainell Simmons was living in a 

Long Island group home when staff requested that he be “transported to Stony Brook 

University Hospital for a psychiatric emergency,” because Simmons had allegedly become 

“uncontrollable” and “violent” after 9 p.m. Police arrived and Simmons, they say, “fought” 

with them and they used tasers and pepper spray on him. Police say that “during the 

struggle Simmons became unresponsive” and he was transported to a nearby hospital 

where he died shortly thereafter. 

(http://abclocal.go.com/wabc/story?section=news/local/long_island&id=9184322) 

July 23, 2013—Coralville, Iowa—40-year-old Thomas Martinez died at University of Iowa 

Hospitals and Clinics after police tasered him at least two times following a call regarding 

property destruction. According to a police report at 3:45 p.m. staff at a local business 

called police about a man acting strangely and destroying nearby property. Police arrived 

and reported that they found Martinez “sweating profusely” and “appeared to [be 

having] mini-seizures.” Police say that “his eyes were dilated and he was not speaking 

coherently.” Police called for paramedics and allegedly attempted to calm him down. They 

say that when paramedics arrived Martinez “became violent” and was “flailing” at 

officers; they tasered him twice in quick succession. Martinez then stopped breathing and 

paramedics attempted CPR while he was taken to the hospital where he died a day later. 
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(http://iowacity.patch.com/groups/police-and-fire/p/authorities-to-investigate-coralville-

police-after-out-of-control-man-dies-after-arrest-coralville) 

(http://www.press-citizen.com/article/20130725/NEWS01/307250027/Death-investigation-

continues-after-man-Tased-Coralville?nclick_check=1) 

July 23, 2013—Wenatchee, Washington—40-year-old Jason M. Nalls died very early in the 

morning shortly after sheriff’s deputies tasered and handcuffed him following his taking of 

a squad car. Deputies say that earlier, around 10 p.m., Nalls called them to his house for 

the second time that day. He reportedly locked himself in the bathroom and deputies either 

enticed him out—or broke the door down. Nalls requested that deputies take him to a 

hospital for mental health treatment. According to deputies he then fled his house. Deputies 

found him later around 1 a.m. Nalls allegedly got into a deputies patrol car when the 

deputy got out and drove off, allegedly dragging a deputy two blocks along with him. When 

he was forced to stop in a park the deputy shocked him with a taser and then handcuffed 

him. Within one minute of handcuffing him deputies “noticed” Nalls was not breathing. 

Paramedics attempted to save him but failed and he was reported dead at the scene. 

(http://www.yakimaherald.com/news/latestnews/1350334-8/washington-man-dies-after-

being-handcuffed)  

July 21, 2013—Wilmington, Delaware—28-year-old Deomain Hayman died in an area 

hospital after a Wilmington police officer tasered him following a car and foot chase. 

Hayman allegedly sped away from police attempting a traffic stop, and police later caught 

up with him after he had allegedly abandoned his car. According to officers Hayman 

“became combative” when they tried to arrest him and two used their tasers, although 

police say only one struck the man. The six-foot, 380-pound Hayman was set upon by at 

least four police officers afterwards and was restrained with multiple pairs of handcuffs. 

Minutes later, according to police, Hayman “began having trouble breathing and appeared 

to be going into cardiac arrest.” Paramedics attempted to save him and took him to a 

hospital where he died shortly thereafter. 

(http://www.delawareonline.com/article/20130723/NEWS01/307230040/Tasers-

malfunctioned-before-suspect-died-Wilmington-police-say?nclick_check=1) 

June 29, 2013—Augusta, Georgia—39-year-old George Harvey died after Richmond 

County sheriff’s deputies tasered him multiple times, including while he was lying on 

handcuffed on the ground. Harvey’s fiancé Chiffon Pope told a local news outlet that she 

and Harvey got into a verbal argument on Gordon Highway. Harvey then pulled the car 

over and flagged down an a passing police car to help the couple defuse what Pope called a 

heated argument. “The police was trying to talk to him and he was like, whatever, and the 

police was really aggressive with him,” she said. The deputy then tasered Harvey, she said. 

“He tased him, he went down to the ground, another cop arrived to the scene. He was 

straddled on his back and they was putting him in handcuffs, and the other cop continued 
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to tase him. They tased him multiple times,” Pope said. When they turned Harvey over 

Pope said she could clearly see that he was dead, and he was so pronounced later at a local 

hospital. Their children, three and 13-years-old, were in the car and witnessed their 

father’s death. Deputies did not even mention the use of a taser in their two-sentence 

report. The family says that Harvey had no history of heart problems or other medical 

problems. (http://www.wrdw.com/news/crimeteam12/headlines/ONLY-ON-12--Witnesses-

family-paint-different-picture-of-tasing-death-213905871.html)  

June 24, 2013—Roseburg, Oregon—56-year-old Gregory Price died after two sheriff’s 

deputies tasered and pepper-sprayed him outside the Douglas County courthouse less than 

an hour after his release. Price had been arrested the day before on a reckless driving 

charge but was released at 2:14 pm after a judge found that officer’s lacked probable cause 

to charge him with a crime. Shortly after Price then allegedly jumped on several cars 

outside the courthouse. According to the sheriff’s department deputies responded and 

Price allegedly “refused to comply with officer’s commands” and they then tasered and 

pepper-sprayed him in response. Price stopped breathing immediately and died on the 

scene shortly thereafter. (http://www.registerguard.com/rg/news/local/30069671-

75/story.csp) (http://www.541radio.com/pages/16676081.php?)  

June 9, 2013—Thorton, Illinois—28-year-old Mark A. Koves died after Thornton police 

officers tasered him. Police responded to a call about a naked man in the street near a local 

park at 4:30 p.m. Police claim that Koves was “very erratic and combative” and they were 

“forced” to “subdue” him in order for paramedics to take him to the hospital where he 

died at 5:44 p.m. that same day. The medical examiner’s office said that Koves died as a 

result of a police tasering. 

 

Source: http://www.nbcchicago.com/news/local/Naked-Man-Dies-After-Police-Tasering-

210831661.html#ixzz2dx3BmLaC 

 (http://abclocal.go.com/wls/story?section=news/local&id=9133872) 

(http://www.nbcchicago.com/news/local/Naked-Man-Dies-After-Police-Tasering-

210831661.html)  

June 9, 2013—Meridian, Connecticut—43-year-old Noel Mendoza died after Meridian 

police tasered him. According to police, Mendoza was “bleeding from his hands and acting 

irrationally” in the police station parking lot when they confronted him. He allegedly told 

police that he had taken drugs and was being chased by several people who had tried to 

carjack him. Mendoza, according to police, “became combative” and police tasered him 

because of this. He died later that night in an area hospital. He is the third person to die 

after being tasered by Meridian police since 2008. 
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(http://www.norwichbulletin.com/news/x1697574576/NAACP-reviewing-death-Meriden-

police-Taser-use)  

June 8, 2013—San Angelo, Texas—24-year-old Micah Anthony Key died after San Angelo 

police tasered him during following a domestic disturbance call at his home at 3:30 am. 

Officers say they ordered Key to come out from the door way and that he did not respond. 

Officers then say they climbed stairs to Key’s apartment door and that he became 

“aggressive” with them. Police tasered Key two times before handcuffing him; a short time 

after, police say, they discovered Key was not breathing and called in paramedics from the 

fire department. Key died shortly thereafter outside his apartment. 

(http://www.gosanangelo.com/news/2013/jun/12/peaceful-protest/) 

(http://conchovalleyhomepage.com/fulltext?nxd_id=225912)  

May 17, 2013—Fort Worth, Texas—34-year-old Jermaine Darden was tasered at least 

three times by Forth Worth police when they executed a search warrant on his mother’s 

home. According to Darden’s mother, Donna Randall, Darden was asleep at around 3 p.m. 

when police, acting on a “narcotics search warrant” kicked down the door to their home 

without knocking or announcing their presence. They threw Darden to the ground and 

while “subduing” him tasered him three times. Darden’s family said he was a “chronic 

asthmatic” who took medication and used a breathing machine to help his respiration; 

when police placed him on his stomach they say Darden could not breathe. His mother said 

she was attempting to explain this to police and that Darden tried to turn on his side when 

he was tasered multiple times. Paramedics attempted CPR on him some time later; he was 

taken to an area hospital and pronounced dead. 

(http://www.liveleak.com/view?i=4f4_1368978864&comments=1) 

(http://dfw.cbslocal.com/2013/05/17/man-dies-after-being-tased-by-fort-worth-police/) 

(http://opnateye.com/?p=845) 

April 30, 2013—Vernal, Utah—28-year-old Jayson Leon Carmickle was tasered by police. 

He died in hospital two days later on May 2. Vernal police say that they responded to a call 

about someone breaking into a car in a motel parking lot. After arriving they say a witness 

identified Carmickle as the man breaking into a pickup truck. Assistant Vernal Police 

Chief Keith Campbell said that officers attempted to arrest Carmickle but, in his words 

“Verbal commands were issued to the suspect and he refused to comply… Attempts to 

physically restrain the suspect resulted in his resisting arrest and in him assaulting 

officers.” He said that Carmickle was tasered by one officer then arrested and taken to 

Unitah County Jail. Police say that Carmickle “continued to be combative” and was placed 

in a solitary holding cell. “Within minutes” according to police, they discovered that 

Carmickle was “unresponsive” and called an ambulance. He died two days later after 

transport to University Hospital on May 2. (http://www.ksl.com/?nid=148&sid=25075498) 

(http://www.deseretnews.com/article/865579530/Vernal-man-dies-3-days-after-officer-

deployed-a-Taser.html?pg=all) 
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April 29, 2013—Jonesborough, Tennessee—22-year-old Stewart Peppers died in 

Washington County jail after multiple guards allegedly subjected him to an extensive 

beating involving tasers, pepper spray, physical violence, and a restraint chair.  Pepper’s 

parents have sued the county over his death, alleging the extreme violence resulted from 

Pepper’s isolation after his arrest in a solitary confinement cell and his shouting profanity 

at guards. He died at a nearby hospital. 

(http://www.heraldandtribune.com/Detail.php?Cat=LOCaliforniaLNEWS&ID=60918) 

(http://www.wjhl.com/story/22124862/tbi-investigating-inmate-death-in-jonesborough) 

April 19, 2013—Gaithersburg, Maryland—a 51-year-old Anthony Howard, died after 

being tasered at least twice by two Montgomery County police officers. Montgomery 

County Police say that officers responded to a 6:10 p.m. call saying that man was hitting a 

car with rocks and yelling profanities. Police say that when they arrived the man acted in 

an “more aggressive manner” and then “ignored orders,” so police pepper sprayed him. 

Police say the pepper spray did not subdue the man and he ran away from them and 

allegedly onto a private residence’s property. Police say Howard “ignored orders” to leave 

the porch and two police officers tasered him simultaneously. Once they began handcuffing 

him police say they “noticed [Howard] was not breathing.” He was taken to a nearby 

hospital and pronounced dead there shortly after. 

(http://washington.cbslocal.com/2013/04/20/strange-acting-man-dies-after-being-tasered-

by-police/) (http://www.gazette.net/article/20130420/NEWS/130429997/1007/gaithersburg-

man-dies-after-being-tased-by-police&template=gazette) 

April 10, 2013—Raleigh, North Carolina—45-year-old Thomas Jeffery Sadler died after 

police tasered him in the street early that morning. Sadler was allegedly wandering the 

street naked and police confronted him, whereupon they say he “became physically 

aggressive” and they used a taser to “subdue” him. “After officers used the taser, Sadler 

collapsed and was pronounced dead at the scene, police said.” A next-door neighbor of 

Sadler’s, Sue Stevick said “He [Sadler] was flailing around in the parking lot, cursing and 

buck-naked with nothing on.” http://www.newsobserver.com/2013/04/10/2816738/raleigh-

police-say-man-died-after.html 

April 4, 2013—Los Angeles, California—Los Angeles police refused to identify a man who 

died after police tasered him following a traffic accident. The man was allegedly involved in 

a collision and police say he “appeared to be drunk and was combative.” The police 

encountered and tasered the man at roughly 11:20 p.m. According to police he “started 

having health problems and was pronounced dead Friday around 1 a.m. at a local 

hospital.”  Dr. Stephen Kishineff, an emergency room physician at Providence St. Joseph 

Medical Center in Burbank, said that most people underestimate the danger of the device.  

He said that the large burst of electricity from a taser generally doesn’t cause any serious 

problems in relatively healthy people. But drugs or underlying heart problems can turn a 

taser into a lethal weapon. “It would probably be unusual for a young man without any 

underlying coronary disease who is not on cocaine or methamphetamine to die a Taser 
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related death,” Dr. Kishineff said. 

(http://abclocal.go.com/kabc/story?section=news/local/los_angeles&id=9054887) 

March 24, 2013 – Lee County, Alabama – 25-year-old Khari Neville Illidge died after being 

tasered twice by Lee County sheriff’s deputies. He was unarmed during the incident. On 

the evening of March 24, a family called 911 at 7:41 p.m. and reported that a nude man, 

later identified as Illidge, had entered their home and was behaving in an incoherent, 

irrational and threatening manner. Responding to the call, officers located Illidge near the 

home. A struggle ensued. Deputies say Illidge “was combative and deputies deployed a 

Taser device in an attempt to subdue him.” He then allegedly continued to fight with police 

and Phenix City police joined the fight, which police say lasted 10 minutes. Several minutes 

later, Illidge lost consciousness as the officers were placing him in leg restraints. Deputies 

attempted to perform CPR and a medical crew was summoned. But Illidge never regained 

consciousness. He was pronounced dead on arrival at Jack Hughston Hospital at 8:58 p.m. 

http://www.wrbl.com/story/21786552/suspect-dies-after-being-subdued-by-taser-in-lee-

county; http://www.ledger-enquirer.com/2013/03/25/2438192/naked-intruder-shot-with-

taser.html 

March 21, 2013 – Gregg County, Texas – 51-year-old Bobby Madewell, Jr. died after being  

tasered at the Gregg County Jail. Madewell was arrested on March 12 for aggravated 

assault with a deadly weapon and bond forfeiture. According to a news release by the 

Gregg County Sheriff, Madewell had previously been arrested 16 times in Gregg County. 

The news release says that Madewell was in a “separation cell” (solitary confinement), that 

at 12:40 am he began “exhibit[ing] erratic behavior,” and that when officers “interacted” 

with him he “began to resist and became extremely violent.” So, according to a news 

release, “following policies and procedures, officers used a taser and attempted to apply 

restraints to control the inmate.” Madewell immediately lost consciousness. He was 

transported to Good Shepherd Medical Center by EMS, where he was pronounced dead at 

2:09 a.m. (http://www.kcbd.com/story/21760223/investigation-launched-into-death-of-gregg-county-

inmate)  

February 24, 2013—Spokane, Washington—33-year-old Christopher J. Parker, a diabetic, 

died in the booking area of Spokane County Jail after police or jail staff tasered him. Police 

say the man called 911, saying he had ingested methamphetamine; after medics “cleared” 

him Parker was arrested on the dispatcher’s advisement of an outstanding warrant. At the 

jail the man “became combative” according to police, and he was tasered and then forced 

into a restraint chair. He quickly became unconscious and died shortly thereafter.  

(http://www.spokesman.com/stories/2013/feb/26/officials-identify-inmate-who-died/) 

February 16, 2013—Jamestown, New York—30-year-old Charles A. Baker, Jr. died two 

hours after being tasered by Jamestown police at the Jamestown police lockup. Police say 

Baker “fought” with police and they used a taser to subdue him. He had “a medical event” 
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and was transported to a local hospital sometime late at night or, early on Sunday morning, 

where he was pronounced dead. A person, apparently another inmate, who witnessed the 

incident said that Baker “became agitated” after he requested a drink of water and was 

refused. The witness said Baker was placed in a cell with no water and no working toilet. 

Baker had been arrested at 3 p.m. on Saturday afternoon and apparently spent all day in a 

holding cell without water. According to the witness Baker was increasingly upset over the 

lack of water and an officer shocked him with a taser as a result. 

http://www.buffalonews.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20130217/CITYANDREGION/13

0219255/1003 

February 6, 2013—Flint, Michigan—54-year-old Steven B. Mackenzie was arrested by 

Flint police and taken to the city lockup at 9:20 a.m. An hour after arriving the county 

sheriff’s department said that Mackenzie was seen trying to cover a security camera with 

toilet paper. Sheriffs said an officer confronted Mackenzie and that Mackenzie simply 

“resisted” and was tasered. After he had been tasered, he complied with all orders.   He as 

was then returned to his cell, where, according to them, he began striking his head against 

the bars. Mackenzie was transported Hurley Medical Center where he his head wounds 

were stitched up. Mackenzie was then taken to county jail and handcuffed to a bench, with 

officers reporting that they checked on him every 15 minutes over the course of February 

7. Just after midnight on February 8 the sheriffs say Mackenzie was unresponsive. He died 

at the medical center 40 minutes later. 

(http://www.mlive.com/news/flint/index.ssf/2013/02/genesee_county_sheriff_identif.html) 

January 17, 2013—Logan, Utah—49-year-old Bruce Thomson was tasered by police and 

later hospital security officers, putting him into cardiac arrest and causing his death. Police 

report an encounter with a man who they allege was yelling loudly at or about “Satan.” 

Police say he “refused to follow [officer’s] orders” and then threatened to get a gun. Police 

tasered him and arrested Thomson. He was transported to Logan Regional Hospital. Police 

say he calmed down and they interviewed him—he was charged with disorderly conduct 

and released. Hospital staff called police 3 hours later about a patient allegedly scuffling 

with security officers. The security officers tasered the man at least once for being 

“combative” and when police arrived he was in full cardiac arrest and died soon thereafter. 

(http://www.sltrib.com/sltrib/news/55688563-78/police-logan-hospital-gun.html.csp) 

(http://www.heraldextra.com/news/local/probe-of-logan-hospital-taser-death-

delayed/article_e04eecbe-c152-11e2-90aa-0019bb2963f4.html) 

(http://www.sltrib.com/sltrib/news/55688563-78/police-logan-hospital-gun.html.csp; 

http://www.cachevalleydaily.com/news/local/article_964839b0-65b1-11e2-8e42-0019bb30f31a.html)  

January 4, 2013—Marshall, Texas—32-year-old Marcus Dewayne Slade died after being 

tasered by local police. Officers reported that they were called to a scene where Slade was 

walking down a public street naked. Local resident Vikie Hartsell said Slade was calling 
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out “Kryptonite, kryptonite,” when police arrived. Officers arrested Slade on charges of 

“Disorderly Conduct, Assault on an Officer and Resisting Arrest” and was tasered in a 

fight which, according to officers, Slade started. Hartsell said that Slade was tasered and 

collapsed to the pavement. Slade was taken to the nearby Harrison County Jail but soon 

afterwards an ambulance was called for him because he was “unresponsive.” He was 

“declared dead” soon after the ambulance arrived. 

(http://kpho.membercenter.worldnow.com/story/20510814/man-tazed-by-police-later-dies) 

January 1, 2013—Mankato, Minnesota—26-year-old Andrew Layton was twice tasered by 

police on January 1. At 4:40 a.m. police found Layton unconscious at the entrance of a Hy-

Vee, a chain of grocery stores. Police report that they arrested Layton—the reason is 

unclear—and that once under arrest he “became combative,” “did not respond to officer’s 

(sic) repeated commands,” and was tasered two times. Officers called an ambulance to the 

scene and transported Layton to the jail. His heart stopped on the way to the jail and after 

being revived on the ambulance the vehicle was redirected to a local hospital. Layton died 

four days later on January 5. (http://mankatofreepress.com/local/x964871925/North-

Mankato-man-tasered-by-police-before-death-Mankato-city-officials-say) 

 

2012: 51 Deaths 

 

December 25, 2012—Benton County, Washington—29-year-old Kevin T. Culp, an inmate 

in the Benton County Jail, was tasered by corrections officers. Officers reported that Culp 

was placed in an isolation cell due to an “unknown medical problem” on December 17. 

Officers report that Culp later “became combative” and was shocked an unknown number 

of times with a taser, which according to officers “[had] little effect.” They then placed 

Culp in a “restraint chair” and, upon returning 15 minutes later, discovered Culp was 

“unresponsive.” He died eight days later at Kadlec Regional Medical Center. Culp is 

reported to have had a medical condition that made him prone to seizures and was 

imprisoned for an automobile crash wherein he struck and killed three people while having 

a seizure. 

 (http://www.kxly.com/news/spokane-news/Spokane-inmate-dies-after-being-tased-in-Benton-

County/-/101214/17909226/-/ubi1rb/-/index.html) 

December 16, 2012—Norman, Oklahoma—66-year-old George Morris allegedly refused to 

heed orders from Oklahoma Highway Patrol officers to cease attempting to cross Interstate 

35 on foot. Police say Morris was naked following a car crash. It is unclear whether Morris 

was injured or involved in the accident. Police say they were forced to taser Morris after he 
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refused to stop attempting to cross the highway. He was transported to an area hospital 

and pronounced dead on arrival. 

 http://newsok.com/naked-man-dies-after-being-shocked-with-taser-by-norman-

police/article/3738324  

December 15, 2012—North Strabane, Pennsylvania—49-year-old Darryl Briston, a former 

police chief, died after being tasered by State Police. Briston was in a casino when he 

encountered his estranged wife and her companion. Briston, a former police chief in 

Rankin, PA allegedly started a fight with the companion. Local police, casino security, and 

state police intervened in the altercation. Briston left the scene and police chased him and 

caught up with him after at least one-quarter mile.  Police say Briston was uncooperative 

and had to be wrestled to the ground and tasered in the leg by a state police trooper. He 

was then placed under arrest. Within a few minutes of arrest he reported having trouble 

breathing, an ambulance was called. Briston went into cardiac arrest—he was taken to a 

local hospital and pronounced dead. Police say a total of 24 minutes elapsed between the 

use of the taser and Briston’s death.  “When attempting to take the decedent into custody, 

he refused several commands to present his hands to be handcuffed and resisted attempts 

to restrain him. At this time, he was again directed to place his hands behind his back and 

warned that a Taser would be deployed if he failed to comply,” a police news release reads. 

At this point, police said, a state police trooper used his Taser on Mr. Briston’s upper right 

leg once for two seconds. Mr. Briston then complied with the officer's orders to place his 

hands behind his back and he was handcuffed, police said.  

 http://www.post-gazette.com/stories/local/washington/man-dies-following-police-chase-that-

involves-use-of-a-taser-666624/#ixzz2Qkmuimbf 

 http://www.post-gazette.com/stories/local/washington/man-dies-following-police-chase-

that-involves-use-of-a-taser-666624/ 

December 13, 2012—Chicago, Illinois—38-year-old Philip Coleman died after spending 

one day in the hospital following police tasering him at least two times. According to police, 

Coleman, a recent masters graduate from the University of Illinois, “went on a tirade.” 

According to police Coleman began by beating his 69-year-old mother. Friend and 

neighbor Dana Robinson reported that Coleman began running in and out of Robinson’s 

garage, speaking nonsensically, smashing objects on the ground, and eventually injuring 

himself on a barbed wire fence. Police arrested Coleman shortly thereafter. The next day 

police say that as they were transporting Coleman to the courthouse he “became 

combative” and was tasered. Coleman was later transported to Roseland Community 

Hospital where he allegedly became aggressive towards officers and staff, and officers 

tasered him a second time. Coleman was dead just before 6 p.m. that evening. 
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http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/local/ct-met-taser-death-coleman-

20121215,0,5943125.story 

November 28, 2012—West Allis, Wisconsin—46-year-old Robert Wayne Maurina was 

tasered by police at Aurora West Allis Medical Center when he allegedly resisted an 

attempt to get a sample of his blood. Maurina had gone to West Allis police station at 

around 4 a.m. to bail his girlfriend out of jail. Police suspected he was intoxicated and 

arrested him. After transporting him to a hospital to get blood draw Maurina allegedly 

fought with police and staff and was tasered so they could obtain his blood. Maurina was 

released just before noon on that same day. Maurina returned to his brother’s home, 

complaining about pain in his chest and ribs. He was found dead in his bed the next 

morning by his brother. 

 http://www.jsonline.com/news/crime/da-reviewing-death-of-west-allis-man-after-taser-

incident-fb7udli-182445041.html  

October 30, 2012—Oakland, California—58-year-old Donald Ray McCullough died in 

Contra Costa County jail after guards tasered him. McCullough was arrested on suspicion 

of burglary and became “uncooperative” in the jail’s in-take area. Officers tasered him and 

placed him in a “safety cell.” According to the jail spokesman “He resisted deputies’ efforts 

to control him, and a deputy used his Taser to subdue him.” The county says that 

McCullough was checked and cleared by medical staff after the incident but a subsequent 

check found him dead. He was transported to a local hospital where his death was 

confirmed. 

 http://pleasanthill.patch.com/articles/inmate-who-died-at-county-jail-identified  

October 21, 2012—Norco, California-- A 27-year-old Anthony Lawson was hogtied by 

Sheriff’s deputies in Norco and repeatedly shocked by a taser, according to the deceased 

man’s aunt. Around 20 deputies surrounded and restrained Lawson at 1:30 am, saying 

later he had attempted a robbery earlier that night. Family members say the deputies had 

Lawson on the ground, outnumbered 20 to 1, and he was screaming that police were 

hurting him. According to family his screaming stopped abruptly, apparently once police 

used a taser on him. Police claim the taser had little effect because of his size (6’5”). 

http://losangeles.cbslocal.com/2012/10/21/corona-man-27-dies-after-hes-allegedly-

restrained-and-shot-with-taser-by-sheriff/ 

October 8, 2012—Plam Springs, Florida—27-year-old Joshua Sznaider died in hospital 

several days after a confrontation with police. Someone had police called after he was seen 

climbing a tree and running down a street. Sznaider allegedly obeyed police orders until 

they placed their hands on him to effect an arrest, when he allegedly resisted. Police say 
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they tasered Sznaider once before three officers and a witness taking video wrestled him to 

the ground. Police say video of the incident will not be releasable under the case is closed. 

http://palmspringspoa.com/index.php?option=com_acymailing&ctrl=archive&task=view&

mailid=42&key=b637463042cde08b02988af7f60866e9 

October 3, 2012—Redding, California--44-year-old Scott Wininger was tasered by Redding 

police and then died in the hospital about 34 hours later, on October 5. Officers claim that 

Wininger was shirtless and “sweating profusely;” therefore it was difficult to restrain him 

and they used their tasers to subdue him. Police ordered Wininiger to surrender to their 

authority and used their tasers as he was running/struggling with them and refusing to 

comply. Wininger stopped breathing immediately after being tasered by police and never 

regained consciousness. According to a police statement, officers repeatedly ordered 

Wininger to stop resisting and comply with their orders; Wininger refused and was 

exhibiting unusual strength; for the protection of the officers, and to gain compliance, they 

deployed an electronic control device (a taser).  

(http://losgatos.patch.com/articles/los-gatos-man-dies-after-being-tasered-by-redding-

police) 

October 4, 2012—Osawatomie, Kansas—32-year-old Travis Maupin was shocked by a 

police taser as he attempted to flee a domestic violence call. Police arrived to see a woman 

fleeing a house where Maupin was inside after she claimed he tried to strangle her. A 

neighbor said Maupin came out to talk to police before fleeing the scene. He fought with 

four officers before they tasered him. Then, while in handcuffs, he complained that he 

couldn’t breathe, and collapsed. He was transported to a hospital where he later died. 

(http://www.americanownews.com/story/19733670/man-32-dies-after-police-use-stun-gun-

on-him?clienttype=printable) 

( http://fox4kc.com/2012/10/04/man-dies-after-police-use-taser-to-stop-him/) 

September 23, 2012—Oklahoma City, Oklahoma—43-year-old Timothy Dennis died in a 

hospital after being tasered by police. Dennis allegedly fired several shots “randomly” 

(though it is not claimed he was shooting at anyone).  Police arrived and Dennis allegedly 

refused to comply with orders and fled. Police tasered him as he fled. After being tasered, 

officers noticed Dennis was having trouble breathing. Dennis was transported to an area 

hospital in critical condition. He remained on life support for three days until his death on 

September 26. 

http://www.news9.com/story/19656485/man-dies-in-hospital-after-being-tased-by-okc-

police-officer 
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September 15, 2012—Everett, Washington—59-year-old Bill C. Williams was shocked 

twice with an electronic stun gun (taser) just minutes before he died at the Snohomish 

County Jail.  Williams, who had a documented history of mental illness, was in jail after 

being arrested on a shoplifting charge. Williams allegedly became uncooperative and 

violent once booked into the jail, and police say the tasers had “little effect” on him. He was 

forced into a cell alone after being tasered and apparently went into medical distress. 

Officers only noticed Williams was unwell after some indeterminate period of time and he 

was dead when they went into the cell and attempted to revive him. Williams was booked 

into the jail at 10:17 p.m. At 10:34 p.m., Williams was found in medical distress.   Thus, less 

than half an hour passed between the tasering and the discovery that Williams was in 

medical distress. http://www.heraldnet.com/article/20120920/NEWS01/709209917#2-

shocks-preceded-mans-death 

September 12, 2012—Bangor, Maine—28-year-old Phillip McCue was tasered by Bangor 

police. According to his parents, McCue had a history of mental illness and possibly drug 

use. He died in a hospital on September 17, five days after being tasered.  He suffered a 

heart attack shortly after the tasering, and later had another heart attack, which directly 

preceded his death. McCue had no known heart problems prior to contact with police, who 

refused to release any information about the incident with McCue. 

http://bangordailynews.com/2012/09/20/news/bangor/state-investigating-death-of-bangor-

man-in-police-custody/ 

September 10, 2012—Seattle, Washington—30-year-old Mike Chen died after being 

tasered “several” times once he allegedly wielded a sword at police and ripped a set of taser 

barbs out of his body. A two-day saga of Chen’s strange interactions with police which 

began with Chen allegedly tearing up a 7-11 store and being taken to a mental hospital; he 

then called police later that day from his apartment saying that people under his bed were 

trying to harm him. Early on September 10 Chen was allegedly banging on doors in his 

apartment complex and at least one resident called police in addition to Chen. Police 

reported that the found Chen unconscious, but with a sword in his hand. They report that 

they attempted to take the sword but that Chen woke up. According to police he refused 

orders to drop the sword and was tasered. He then allegedly tore the tasers prongs from his 

body and a second officer tasered him. He then “swung his fists at officers” and passed out 

after several more taser shocks. Chen was handcuffed and found to have no pulse. He was 

taken to a local hospital and declared dead. 

 http://q13fox.com/2013/01/10/inquest-ordered-into-death-of-sword-wielding-man/  

September 9, 2012—Las Vegas, Nevada—29-year-old Alejandro Sanchez-Escoto fell (or 

possibly jumped) to his death from a freeway overpass after a Nevada Highway Patrol 

trooper fired his taser at Sanchez-Escoto. Sanchez-Escoto’s family said that he was 
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undocumented, and was likely very afraid of contact with the police. Police confronted 

Sanchez-Escoto on the overpass as he traversed it on foot. He ran from them and the 

trooper chased him. The trooper fired his taser into Sanchez-Escoto’s back, with the barbs 

allegedly not making proper contact. Moments after the trooper fired his taser and at least 

partially stuck Sanchez-Escoto, the 29-year-old father went over the side and died on 

impact. Police later searched the family’s home and confiscated several items belonging to 

the victim after his death. 

http://www.lvrj.com/news/man-who-died-in-fall-may-have-fled-because-he-was-in-country-

illegally-169125226.html 

http://www.reviewjournal.com/news/crime-courts/deaths-raise-questions-about-nevada-

troopers-use-taser 

August 24, 2012—Baton Rouge, Louisiana—43-year-old Derek Dukes went into cardiac 

arrest after being tasered in a fight with police. Police say they responded to a domestic 

violence call and witnessed Dukes physically attacking his wife through a window. They 

entered the house. They say they confronted Dukes and tasered him when he “took an 

aggressive stance.” According to the first officer to taser Dukes, the man removed the 

barbs and fought him until other officers arrived. A second officer tasered Dukes and 

eventually several officers fought him to the ground, according to police. Upon handcuffing 

Dukes police “discovered” that he was not breathing. He died shortly thereafter at an area 

hospital. A recently released toxicology report says that Dukes’ death is due entirely to a 

legal dose of cocaine (5000 nanograms per milliliter of blood) combined with an 

abnormally enlarged heart creating a “terminal cardiac arrhythmia,” which, say police, 

had nothing to do with the two taser shocks. http://theadvocate.com/home/5417641-

125/coroner-cocaine-not-stun-gun  

(http://www.wbrz.com/videos/man-dies-after-stun-gun-incident/) 

August 1, 2012—Houston, Texas—38-year-old Denis Chabot was killed after police 

shocked him with a taser 3 or 4 times. According to an indentified motel manager Chabot 

become “agitated and paranoid” when visiting someone at the motel. A security guard 

called Houston PD. Two officers used their tasers after Chabot refused help from EMTs 

and allegedly acted aggressively towards the responding officers. Chabot was taken into 

custody and transported to the hospital where he subsequently died of a heart attack soon 

thereafter.  http://www.chron.com/news/houston-texas/article/Man-s-death-on-North-

Freeway-after-Taser-use-is-3835445.php  

July 5, 2012—Fife, Washington—29-year-old Sampson Castellane died after being tasered 

by Puyallup tribal police in a casino hotel room. Security personnel say they observed two 

men fighting through the room’s window and called police to the scene. Police say they 

knocked on the door and then were suddenly attacked by Castellane. They tasered him at 
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least once and put him in handcuffs. He went into clear respiratory distress and was 

unresponsive to CPR. He was taken to an area hospital and pronounced dead. The officers 

involved were placed on paid leave. http://blog.thenewstribune.com/crime/2012/07/05/man-

dies-after-being-tased-at-emerald-queen-casino/ 

July 3, 2012—Tukwila, Washington—25-year-old Victor Duffy called the police during a 

verbal argument with his sister despite his “deathly” fear of police. Duffy’s mother, present 

during the incident, reports “begging” police not to use a taser on her son, who had been 

diagnosed with several mental health problems stemming from a 2006 tasering by police. 

Police say they were in the process of arresting Duffy to forcibly commit him to a mental 

hospital. Several members of Duffy’s family were ejected from the home and reported 

hearing him screaming in pain as the police tasered him. He jumped from a second story 

window in an effort to escape. Police claim Duffy began having “breathing difficulties” in 

the ambulance called for him and died on the way to a hospital. 

http://seattletimes.com/html/localnews/2018585691_tukwiladeath03m.html 

July 1, 2012—Cincinatti, Ohio—35-year-old Corey McGinnis was tasered by police during 

a fight in which police intervened. McGinnis was at a park with two of his four children 

(ages 15 and 16) while they played basketball. Witnesses and family say the boys’ 

opponents began a fight and McGinnis intervened to protect his sons. Police responded to 

the fight in Crutchfield Park. Springfield Township and North College Hill officers tasered 

McGinnis who collapsed and immediately had breathing problems. He was rushed to a 

hospital where he remained in a coma for five days until his wife decided to take him off of 

life-support. (http://electronicvillage.blogspot.com/2012/07/taser-death-corey-mcginnis-

cincinnati.html) 

July 2012—Robeson County, North Carolina—Sheriff’s deputies received a call about a 

man assaulting people at a store in Parkton. When officers arrived, they said the man 

attacked them and tried to steal a patrol car. Deputies say the man was shocked once with 

the stun gun (taser) but that he kept attacking officers, so he was shocked a second time. 

The man kept fighting with deputies for a short time, then collapsed. 

http://www.newsobserver.com/2013/04/10/2816738/raleigh-police-say-man-died-after.html 
 

June 20, 2012—Thetford, Vermont—39-year-old Macadam Mason was shocked with a 

taser by a state trooper. The officers responded to a call from a local hospital which Mason 

had earlier contacted and threatened to harm himself. Mason was suffering the after-

effects of a seizure and was noncompliant with the state police. He refused orders to lie on 

the ground and made “threatening” movements. The trooper shocked Mason with the taser 

and Mason stopped breathing. Shortly afterward he was produced dead at a hospital. 

(“Police Say Thetford Man Dies In Hospital After Taser Used On Him,” Vermont Public 

Radio, June 21, 2012 http://www.vpr.net/news_detail/94924/police-say-thetford-man-dies-

in-hospital-after-tas/  http://www.vtcommons.org/blog/taser-death-still-festers-vermont   
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June 17, 2012—Vallejo, California—47-year-old Michael White died in hospital after an 

allegedly violent confrontation with a neighbor. Police responded to a 911 call by White’s 

neighbor that he had attacked her. Police say White was violent, non-compliant, as well as 

“irrational and delusional.” Police say that several officers used their tasers multiple times 

on White before finally handcuffing him and tying him to a medical gurney. He was taken 

to a hospital and pronounced dead on arrival. He was on parole. 

http://www.policeone.com/police-products/less-lethal/TASER/articles/2083718-Calif-man-

dies-at-hospital-after-being-hit-with-TASER/ 

June 15, 2012—Harris County, Texas—42-year-old Jose Alfredo Jimenez was tasered by 

police in the course of a traffic stop. Jimenez allegedly struck an officer in the chest as he 

fled after being ordered from his truck during a traffic stop. Police say Jimenez ran about 

75 feet away before the officer used the taser to stop him. Jimenez struck his head after 

being tasered and collapsing to the ground. Jimenez died in the hospital the next day. 

http://www.chron.com/news/houston-texas/article/Head-injury-suspected-in-Taser-related-death-

in-1717397.php 

June 13, 2012—Munnsville, New York—35-year-old Pamela McCarthy suffered fatal 

cardiac arrest after state troopers tasered her. McCarthy, allegedly high on “bath salts” (a 

legal chemical relative of methamphetamine) stripped naked and began running around 

outside her home. Her boyfriend went outside to protect their 3-year-old son (pictured in 

article) who neighbors say McCarthy violently attacked before police arrived. They 

attempted to subdue McCarthy but she was not compliant. They reported using pepper 

spray but it having no effect. Police tasered McCarthy and handcuffed her, she went into 

cardiac arrest and was taken to a hospital where she later died. 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2159333/Bath-salts-mom-pictured-Pamela-

McCarthy-35-dies-police-Taser-attacking-child-3.html 

June 9, 2012—Houma, Louisiana—41-year-old Randolph Bonvillian Jr. died in a local 

Walmart after police tasered him. Police informed Bonvillian's family that officers used a 

taser to subdue him, family members said, but authorities declined to confirm that.  Police 

say Bonvillian fought with several police (they refused to confirm the use of a taser) before 

dying in the store. Police say three officers suffered shoulder and knee sprains in the fight. 

Police claim that Bonivillian was on methamphetamine at the time. 

http://www.houmatoday.com/article/20120614/HURBLOG/120619811 

June 1, 2012—Columbia Falls, Montana—77-year-old Stanley L. Downen was shocked by 

police with a taser; he fell and hit his head and died in hospital three weeks later.  Downen, 

a Korean War veteran with severely advanced Alzheimer’s disease, had wandered away 

from a veteran’s nursing home. Staff allegedly tried to bring Downen back but only 

escalated the situation, they called 911 and the police responded. When Downen still 

“refused to cooperate,” a police officer used a taser on him. He fell to the ground and hit 
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his head. “An ambulance arrived … to find Stanley handcuffed and lying face down in the 

middle of the street,” according to a lawsuit filed by his family. Nursing staff initially 

covered up the involvement of police, saying that Downen had fallen while running. He 

died in hospital on June 24, 2012. (http://www.ravallirepublic.com/news/state-and-

regional/article_32f249b7-0669-53fe-b61c-51beaea55c78.html)  

May 31, 2012—Merced, California— 35-year-old Randolph Rodas was fighting with a 

homeowner in a driveway. Police tried to subdue Rodas with a stun gun (taser), and then 

released a dog onto him after he “resisted arrest.” Police took him into custody, and he 

stopped breathing. Police took him to the hospital, where he was pronounced dead. 

(http://www.mercedsunstar.com/2012/06/01/2367645/deputies-identify-man-who-died.html) 

May 21, 2012—Barstow, California— 22-year-old Alex Roman Quintanilla jumped out of 

his girlfriend’s moving vehicle. When police came, Quintanilla threw rocks at the officers 

and ran across the freeway towards the open desert. Quintanilla bit one of the officer’s 

arms. The police tasered him, and he stopped breathing. He was pronounced dead at the 

Barstow Community Hospital. (http://www.copwatchie.org/?q=node/25)    

May 10, 2012—Lafayette, Louisiana— 33-year-old Damon Abraham was at the police 

department to follow up on a restraining order filed against him. When the police informed 

him that he had warrants for his arrest, he tried to run from police. Police tasered him 

multiple times and hit him with a baton. He later died in police custody. 

(http://www.klfy.com/story/18310424/state-police-investigating) 

May 1, 2012—Mobile, Alabama—42-year-old Gregory Rachel allegedly tried to “resist 

arrest” for domestic violence. Police tasered him. He began to have medical problems soon 

after, so they rushed him to Providence Hospital, where he later died. One witness said 

“[The police] still couldn't get him down. Then two other officers come up, they've got him 

in the ditch with batons, beating him with batons and kicking him, kicking him, and finally 

got him down. One of the officers sat on top of his back for a few minutes.” 

(http://www.fox10tv.com/dpp/news/local_news/mobile_county/domestic-dispute-death-

investigated) (http://www.alabamas13.com/story/21406481/man-dies-after-being-tased-by-

mobile-police) 

April 25, 2012—Pocatello, Idaho— 26-year-old Kevin Benglan broke into a man’s house by 

diving through the window. When the police arrived, Benglan got violent. The police 

tasered Benglan to subdue him. He died the next day. 

(http://www.ktvb.com/news/crime/Police-kill-home-invader-with-stun-gun-

149051155.html) 

April 23, 2012—Grass Valley, California— 52-year-old Bruce Chrestensen was yelling at 

people in the middle of the street with his pants down. When the police approached, he ran 

from them and punched a driver in the vehicle. Police tasered him. Noting that 
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Chrestensen was in distress, police took him to the hospital, where he died the next day.  

http://www.news10.net/news/local/article/190993/2/DA-Police-use-Taser-on-man-man-dies-

day-later   

April 21, 2012—Meriden, Connecticut— 48-year-old Angel Hiraldo was breaking items in 

a household with a hammer. The police found Hiraldo on the porch of the house with a 

hammer in his hand. When, they say, the police asked Hiraldo to drop the hammer, he 

approached them in a threatening manner. An officer tasered Hiraldo. They took him to 

the hospital, where he was pronounced dead that night. 

http://www.wtnh.com/dpp/news/new_haven_cty/police-use-taser-on-man-armed-with-

hammer-man-dies  

April 13, 2012—Miami-Dade County, Florida— 21-year old George Salgado was reported 

to have been acting wildly, trying to bite people and rip off their clothes. Officers 

responded to the scene, found Salgado naked and incoherent, and tasered Salgado in an 

effort to subdue him. Salgado died hours after being taken into custody. 

http://miami.cbslocal.com/ 2012/04/17/west-miami-man-dies-in-police-custody-family-

wants-answers/ 

April 13, 2012—Houston, Texas— 41-year old Joe Faltesek was found being aggressive 

towards his family when officers were responding to a call about a drug overdose. Falesek 

punched a police officer and struggled with other officers, so an officer tasered him. He was 

rushed to East Houston Regional Medical Center, where he was pronounced dead. 

http://blog.chron.com/newswatch/2012/04/man-dies-after-hes-shocked-with-stun-gun/  

April 13, 2012—Los Angeles, California— 39-year-old Marland Anderson attempted to 

commit suicide by stabbing himself with a knife. An ambulance responded and restrained 

him, but he broke free from restraints. In an effort to restrain Anderson again, the police 

tasered him. He made it to the hospital but died there later that week. 

http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/lanow/2012/04/porn-actor-was-violent-before-deadly-

police-clash-lapd-says.html   

April 10, 2012—Saginaw, Michigan— 38-year-old Bobby Louis Merrill III (or Jr.) was 

running into traffic and jumping onto cars. When officers came on the scene, Merrill 

became combative. The police deployed tasers to try to subdue him. Merrill seemed to go 

into [cardiac] arrest, so he was taken to the hospital, where he was pronounced dead a 

short time later. http://detroit.cbslocal.com/2012/04/11/2-die-after-separate-confrontations-

with-police/ (http://detroit.cbslocal.com/2012/04/11/2-die-after-separate-confrontations-with-

police/) 

March 19, 2012—Tarpon Springs, Florida—37-year-old James Clifton Barnes was being 

baptized when he suddenly started pushing his aunt next to him and cursing. The police 

arrived, but Barnes got into a fist fight with the officer. He allegedly fought them and 
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resisted arrest. The police tasered him three times, and then Barnes stopped breathing. He 

died at the hospital. http://www.myfoxtampabay.com/story/17662004/man-shocked-by-

taser-on-honeymoon-island-fights-for-life (https://www.pcsoweb.com/news-release/12-052-

investigation-underway-on-honeymoon-island-man-struggles-with-law-enforcement/) 

http://www.9news.com/news/article/257629/188/James-Barnes-man-shot-with-Taser-3-

times-by-deputy-dies  

March 18, 2012—Tucson, Arizona—46-year old Michael Carbone was involved in a 

domestic violence incident. He ran from police, and when the police caught him, he started 

fighting with them. An officer tasered Carbone twice. Carbone lost consciousness at the 

scene where officers detained him, and he was pronounced dead at the hospital. (“Man dies 

after being tasered by Tucson Police,” Tucson News Now, March 19, 2012, http:// 

www.tucsonnewsnow.com/story/17185727/man  

March 13, 2012—Aurora, Illinois—37-year old Jersey K. Green was jumping on top of cars 

when police arrived at the scene. Green jumped on top of a patrol car, and an officer 

tasered him in the upper thigh because the officer claims he thought he was going to attack 

the other officer. Paramedics took Green to the hospital, where he died shortly after 

arrival. (http://www.dailyherald.com/article/20120315/news/703159740/photos/AR/)  

March 5, 2012—Gainesville, Florida—29-year old Nehemiah Lazar Dillard was suspected 

to be mentally unstable after he was found talking about hurting himself in a stranger’s 

yard. Dillard was taken to Meridian Behavioral Healthcare, where he began tearing the 

place apart. He apparently suffered from mental illness and died at a mental hospital. 

Officers used a taser to subdue him. Dillard died shortly thereafter. 

(http://www.clickorlando.com/news/Man-dies-after-being-stunned-by-Taser-at-mental-

hospital/-/1637132/9225270/-/11n19dw/-/index.html) 

(http://www.gainesville.com/article/20120305/ARTICLES/120309835) 

February 29, 2012—Galveston, Texas—34-year old Raymond Luther Allen jumped off the 

second story of a balcony at a hotel twice while under the influence of drugs. The police 

shocked him with a taser because officers say he was resisting arrest. He became 

unconscious, but medical crews revived him and took him to the hospital, where he was 

listed as being in critical condition. He soon died at the hospital. 

http://www.chron.com/news/houston-texas/article/Taser-victim-s-wife-sues-Galveston-Taser-

3400948.php (http://www.khou.com/news/local/Galveston-AG-asked-to-withhold-reports-on-in-

custody-death-157791065.html) 

February 16, 2012—Donaldsville, Louisiana—30-year old Charmin Bennett broke into a 

home. When the police arrived, they tasered him twice to try to subdue him. Bennett went 

unconscious and also into cardiac arrest on the way to the hospital. He was pronounced 
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dead upon arrival at Prevost Hospital.  

http://www.wafb.com/story/16952281/donaldsonville-man-dies-after-being-tased 

February 13, 2012—Dothan, Alabama—43-year-old Johnnie Kamahi Warren was 

intoxicated at Houligans bar when he became combative. An officer tasered him at least 

twice. He started going in and out of consciousness, so he was taken to the hospital, where 

he died shortly thereafter.  (http://alastatenews.blogspot.com/2012/02/georgia-man-dead-

after-having-tazer.html) (http://www.theguardian.com/education/2012/may/14/human-

rights-sixth-form-award1)  

January 24, 2012—Alamance County, North Carolina—57-year-old Thomas Lumpkin, an 

Alamance County Jail inmate, was fighting with another inmate. An officer told them to 

stop fighting, but they did not, so he tasered Lumpkin. Lumpkin was hospitalized at Moses 

Cone Hospital, where he died a few days later.  (“Alamance Co. Inmate Dies After Being 

Hospitalized in Fight,” Fox 8 News, January 25, 2012, 

http://myfox8.com/2012/01/25/alamance-co-inmate-dies-after-being-hospitalized-in-fight/ 

January 15, 2012—Fort Worth, Texas—24-year-old Daniel Guerra was pulled over by 

police when they suspected he had been shooting a gun from his car.  He led them in a car 

chase, but stopped and appeared to surrender, putting his hands on his hand and getting 

out of the car.  However, according to police, he appeared to head back into his car 

suddenly, so two officers tasered him in shoot mode, and then when he allegedly “continued 

to resist” they tasered him in drive-stun mode again.  He died two days later.  

http://www.wfaa.com/news/local/Suspect-dies-after-being-Tasered-Fort-Worth-police-

137450963.html  

January 15, 2012—Colton, California—43-year-old Hutalio Serrano was walking up and 

down a street when family members, concerned something was wrong with him, called 

police.  When police arrived, they tasered him at least three times by three different 

officers.  He was hospitalized and died an hour later.  “Colton man dies after police fire 

Tasers,” Rob McMillan, ABC 7, January 16, 2012, 

http://abclocal.go.com/kabc/story?section=news/local/inland_empire&id=8507690  

January 2, 2012—Santa Ana, California—53-year-old Mario Marin was, according to 

witnesses, trying to fight with children and adults involved in a church service.  When 

officers arrived, he resisted arrest them, according to police.  They used a taser to subdue 

him.  He died at UCI Medical Center several days later during a mental-health evaluation.  

http://www.ocregister.com/articles/marin-334039-police-bertagna.html 

(http://blogs.ocweekly.com/navelgazing/2012/01/mario_marin_dies_in_custody.php)  
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December 29, 2011—Burnet, Texas—52-year-old Willie Banks reportedly built a large fire 

near his front porch and was shouting.  When contacted by two officers, Banks became 

confrontational and struck both officers.  They used a taser to subdue him and transported 

him to Burnet County Jail.  When they arrived, Banks was unresponsive, so he was taken 

to Seton Highland Lakes Hospital, where he later died.  

(http://www.smalltownnews.com/article.php?aid=86918&pub=Burnet%20Bulletin) 

(http://www.kvue.com/news/Mans-death-in-police-custody-sparks-investigation-

136463763.html)  

December 27, 2011—Indianapolis, Indiana—25-year-old Michael Calvert, a Marion 

County jail inmate, was allegedly “violent and resistive,” assaulting deputies and a health 

care provider.  A taser was used to subdue him for his trip to Wishard Hospital, where he 

later died.  (http://www.wibc.com/news/story.aspx?ID=1631622)  

December 22, 2011—Houma, Louisiana—27-year-old Wayne Williams exchanged an item 

with a pedestrian from his vehicle in what police suspected was a drug deal.  As the agents 

tried to detain him, they noticed he was trying to swallow something. An officer 

approached Williams and attempted to pull him out of the driver seat.  After an 

unsuccessful attempt to pull him out of the driver's side, the officer tasered Williams.  After 

he was tasered, he began choking.  He was taken to an emergency room, where he was 

pronounced dead shortly thereafter.  A police spokesman would not say how many times 

Williams was shocked with the taser. 

(http://www.houmatoday.com/article/20111223/HURBLOG/111229843?Title=Suspect-dies-

following-narcotics-stop)  

December 16, 2011—Phoenix, Arizona—44-year-old Marty Atencio, while in jail, was 

pacing and acting erratically, according to police officers, so they handcuffed him to a 

chair.  After he crossed his arms, several officers surrounded him, put him in a choke hold, 

and repeatedly tasered him.  He was then thrown, naked, into an isolation cell, where for 

ten minutes he did not move.  Medical personnel then came in.  He was taken to a hospital 

and put on life support.  He died several days later after his family pulled the plug on his 

life support.  ( http://inewp.com/?p=10314 For video of his fatal tasering, see 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FZem2lknSSI) 

November 22, 2011—Scotland Neck, North Carolina—61-year-old Roger Anthony fell off 

his bicycle in the parking lot of a bank.  A caller dialed 911 to report that Anthony 

appeared drunk and may have injured himself.  When Police Officer John Turner arrived, 

Anthony was back on his bicycle.  Turner put on his sirens and lights and yelled for 

Anthony to stop, but he continued to ride away, according to police.  Turner then used a 

stun gun (taser) on him, causing him to fall off of his bike.  He was transported to Pitt 

County Memorial Hospital, where he was declared brain dead, taken off life support, and 
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died.  http://www.cbsnews.com/8301-201_162-57330721/n.c-probes-death-of-bicyclist-tased-

by-police/  

November 15, 2011—San Bernardino, California—29-year-old Jonathan White was 

tasered twice after officers say he was resisting them.  They had been called because White, 

who had schizophrenia and bipolar disorder, was yelling, throwing things, and ripping his 

clothes off, according to his mother.  Paramedics evaluated him after he had been subdued, 

but he stopped breathing midway through the evaluation.  He was rushed to the hospital 

where he died just an hour after his mother had called police.  

(http://laist.com/2011/11/16/san_bernardino_man_dies_after_polic.php)  

November 15, 2011—Tucson, Arizona—43-year-old Henry Fung, a Tucson police officer, 

volunteered to be shot by a taser as part of his training.  Though young and physically fit, 

Fung died of a heart attack one day after being shot by the taser. 

(http://www.kvoa.com/news/heart-attack-kills-tpd-officer-while-visiting-mother/)  

November 13, 2011—Waukegan, Illinois—45-year-old Darrin Hannah was arrested and 

subdued by police when they were called to his apartment over a domestic dispute.  

Pictures taken after his arrest show severe injuries to his face.  Reportedly, the police also 

tasered Hannah.  He was immediately taken to a hospital, where he died from his injuries a 

week later.  (http://newssun.suntimes.com/news/8824309-418/state-police-probe-death-of-

man-subdued-by-north-chicago-cops.html) After the autopsy the coroner said that 

Hannah’s sickle cell anemia was aggravated by fists and stun guns used during his arrest. 

so that the official cause of death was changed from undetermined to homicide. 

(http://chicago.cbslocal.com/2013/01/22/death-of-man-tasered-by-police-ruled-homicide/) 

November 13, 2011—Bridgeport, Connecticut—51-year-old Ronald Cristiano was, 

according to police, acting erratically and resisting efforts by medical technicians to help 

him.  Police also say Cristiano tried to assault one of the medical technicians, so they [the 

police] tasered him at least three times.  He went into cardiac arrest at the scene and died a 

short time later.  (http://www.ctpost.com/policereports/article/Police-ID-man-who-died-in-

custody-2267236.php)  

October 31, 2011—Albany, New York—32-year-old Chad Brothers, according to police, 

trashed a Gold’s Gym and attacked a female police officer and another gym-goer.  Police 

responded and estimated that Brothers was shocked four or five times, on top of being hit 

with a baton.  He was subdued and went into cardiac arrest shortly thereafter.  He was 

rushed to Albany Medical Center, where he died.  

(http://www.nydailynews.com/news/national/man-dies-tasered-cops-wild-rampage-gold-

gym-article-1.970367?localLinksEnabled=false)  

October 9, 2011—San Leandro, California—32-year-old Darnell Hutchinson was 

reportedly scaring customers and refusing to leave Nation’s Giant Hamburgers, a 
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restaurant in San Leandro.  According to reports, he was acting paranoid, thought 

someone was following him, and saying he needed to use someone’s phone.  When officers 

tried to take him into custody, the police say he resisted, and one of the officers used a taser 

on him.  It is unclear how many times the taser was used.  Hutchinson was placed in 

handcuffs, and immediately became unresponsive and his health deteriorated.  He was 

taken by ambulance to an East Bay hospital, where he was pronounced dead.  

(http://www.mercurynews.com/breaking-news/ci_19097286)  

October 4, 2011—Osage Beach, Missouri—46-year-old Glenn D. Norman reportedly broke 

into a home and struggled with the owner of the house.  The owner called the police and 

Norman left the residence.  Police found Norman in the neighborhood and, after he resisted 

arrest, they used a taser to subdue him.  Several minutes later, he began having troubles 

breathing.  Paramedics were called.  He was pronounced dead on the scene by an on duty 

Lake Regional Emergency Room physician.  

(http://www.connectmidmissouri.com/news/story.aspx?id=670662)  

September 28, 2011—York, Pennsylvania—30-year-old Howard Cooke reportedly ran 

from a vehicle that had been pulled over by a police officer.  Cooke was not the driver.  

Police chased him and used a stun gun (taser) on him, which was initially ineffective.  

When he was caught, the officers drive-stunned him.  He was arrested and while in 

custody, became unresponsive.  He was taken to York Hospital, where he was pronounced 

dead.  ( http://www.wgal.com/r/29334069/detail.html)  

September 26, 2011—Oklahoma City, Oklahoma—34-year-old Gerald Hall died after 

failing to comply with police officers.  Hall had been involved in a scuffle.  Six police 

officers were involved in the incident.  

(http://truthnottasers.blogspot.com/2011/09/oklahoma-man-dies.html)  

September 24, 2011—Isabella County, Michigan—36-year-old Bradford T. Gibson 

struggled with police and was tasered twice outside a Wayside bar, according to a police 

report.  He had reportedly been grabbing women in the bar.  About an hour after he 

arrived at the Isabella County Jail, he died.  

(http://www.clarecountyreview.com/2011/09/msp-investigating-isabella-inmate-death/)  

September 24, 2011—Lubbock, Texas—43-year-old Donacio Rendon was, according to a 

911 call, on drugs and acting crazy.  Deputies arrived, where he was found hiding under a 

nearby house.  He fled from the deputies, according to a police statement.  Deputies 

eventually caught Rendon and shocked him with a taser.  After being placed into custody, 

he was subdued a second time after he tried to escape.  He became unresponsive and was 

taken to University Medical Center, where he was pronounced dead.  

(http://lubbockonline.com/crime-and-courts/2011-09-26/sheriffs-office-tells-name-taser-

death?v=)  
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September 16, 2011—Warren, Michigan—27-year-old Richard Kokenos was reportedly 

trying to contact his mother via telephone, going from house to house in a neighborhood.  

When police responded, they say he was slamming his body in a house.  Officers 

handcuffed and placed him in a patrol car.  When he attempted to break out of the squad 

car, one of the officers attempted to stop him by shocking him with a taser gun, according 

to a television report.  

(http://www.macombdaily.com/articles/2011/09/18/news/doc4e7617e828c67564447672.txt?v

iewmode=fullstory) (http://www.wxyz.com/dpp/news/region/macomb_county/a-mother-

wants-answers-in-the-death-of-her-son-who-she-says-was-tased-by-police)  

September 13, 2011—Fresno County, California—44-year-old Damon Barnett was 

reportedly running in and out of traffic.  Deputies contacted him on the road, tried to get 

him to safety, but, according to the deputies, he would not cooperate.  They then used a 

taser to try to calm him down.  He was taken into custody and then taken to the hospital, 

where he dies a short time later. (http://www.ksee24.com/news/gallery/Man-Dies-After-He-

is-Tased-by-Law-Enforcement-129779078.html)  

September 11, 2011—Corpus Christi, Texas—32-year-old Tyree Sinclair Edwards, 

according to police, attacked or charged two officers and started a fight.  He ran away, and 

police used pepper spray and a taser on him.  He collapsed after being handcuffed, and was 

taken to Doctor’s Regional Hospital where he was pronounced dead.  

(http://electronicvillage.blogspot.com/2011/09/taser-deathtyree-sinclair-corpus.html)  

(http://www.caller.com/news/2011/sep/11/corpus-christi-police-report-death-custody/)  

August 30, 2011—Lancaster, New York—27-year-old Nicholas Koscielniak was allegedly 

involved a violent disturbance.  Police say they arrived and found Koscielniak out of 

control and assaulting another adult male.  An “electronic control device”  (taser) was used 

to control his violence, but was unsuccessful.  He became unresponsive after being put on 

an ambulance gurney.  He had been put on the gurney for ambulance transport to the 

hospital for a mental health evaluation.  He was pronounced dead in Sisters Hospital St. 

Joseph Campus, Cheektowaga. He allegedly died from “excited delirium.”  

(http://online.wsj.com/article/AP4df51ca0e8584bc7b2eef77fcee6f701.html) 

(http://www.wivb.com/news/erie/man-dies-after-police-use-taser)  

August 24, 2011—Fayetteville, North Carolina—56-year-old Michael Wade Evans, was, 

according to witnesses, acting strangely in front of a restaurant and tried to jump into the 

path of passing cars.  During a struggle with three police officers Evans collapsed after 

being shocked with a taser and then died.  

(http://www.wral.com/news/news_briefs/story/10060649/( 

August 21, 2011—Oklahoma City, Oklahoma—37-year-old Montalito McKissick allegedly 

fled from police who had been called to break up a fight.  Officers shocked McKissik with a 
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taser and he collapsed in a yard.  They noticed he was not breathing after they handcuffed 

him.  McKissick died. “We have always had in-custody deaths.  The difference is now we 

have Tasers and there are automatic assumptions the Taser caused death, but we leave it to 

the medical examiner and professionals to make those decisions,” Captain Patrick Stewart 

of the Oklahoma City Police Department said. (http://www.news9.com/story/15305313/okc-

police-investigate-in-custody-taser-death)  

August 17, 2011—Great Falls, Montana—41-year-old Roger Chandler was reportedly 

acting violently inside his residence.  Officers used a taser on him when he burst out of a 

trailer, and again when he continued to be combative.  He became unresponsive and died in 

Great Falls hospital.  (http://helenair.com/news/man-who-was-involved-in-scuffle-with-

police-dies-in/article_c6c8f6fc-c90d-11e0-94b2-001cc4c03286.html)  

August 11, 2011—Santa Barbara, California—49-year-old Joseph Novoa Lopez allegedly 

caused a disturbance at his residence by destroying his room and throwing items out of the 

window.  One officer shocked Lopez with a taser multiple times to subdue him.  He died at 

Santa Barbara Psychiatric Health Facility.  

(http://www.independent.com/news/2011/aug/16/man-dies-after-bizarre-incident-new-

faulding-hotel/)  

August 6, 2011—Kaukauna, Wisconsin—50-year-old Gregory V. Kralovetz reportedly 

yelled for help early in the morning.  Police arrived and found him running nude down the 

road.  They called an ambulance, but he became combative and ran away.  Police used a 

taser to subdue him.  He died at St. Elizabeth Hospital 45 minutes are paramedics rushed 

him away in an ambulance.  (http://wtaq.com/news/articles/2011/aug/08/autopsy-monday-

for-kaukauna-man-in-possible-drug-related-death/)  

August 6, 2011—Cincinnati, Ohio—18-year-old Everette Howard was allegedly acting 

agitated and angry in his dormitory hallway.  Campus police at one point asked him to 

back off.  When he did not, they used a stun gun (taser) to subdue him.  Howard couldn't 

be revived after going into cardiac arrest. 

(http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2011/08/08/everette-howard-universit_n_920800.html)  

http://www.pearlswindow.com/2011/08/student-everette-howard-18-dies-after.html  

August 6, 2011—Manassas, Virginia—29-year-old Debro Lamont Wilkerson was being 

treated for a medical emergency when police say he became combative with paramedics.  

He then lunged at an officer, who deployed a taser.  The taser was deployed again when he 

lunged at the officers again.  He eventually became very passive, and his vital signs began 

to deteriorate.  He was taken to the hospital, but was later pronounced dead.  

(http://www.serpefirm.com/debro-wilkerson-manassas-man-dies-taser-police.aspx)  

August 3, 2011—San Antonio, Texas—30-year-old Pierre Abernathy was, according to 

police, driving the wrong way down Interstate 10.  When police tried to pull him over, he 
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led them on a slow speed chase to his mother’s house and became extremely combative.  A 

family friend said that multiple tasers were used.  Abernathy stopped breathing several 

minutes after the confrontation.  He was transported to Westover Hills Santa Rosa 

Hospital where he was pronounced dead.  (http://www.kens5.com/video/yahoo-video/Man-

dead-after-rumble-with-San-Antonio-police-126760813.html)  

July 30, 2011—Westland, Michigan—39-year-old Donald Murray allegedly broke into the 

home of an elderly woman and attacked her.  Police were called, and when Murray 

resisted, a taser was used on him.  Murray began experiencing labored breathing and one 

of the officers performed CPR on him.  He was taken to Garden City Hospital for 

treatment but was pronounced dead on arrival.  

(http://www.danielromanolaw.com/Romano-News/Mom-questions-sons-death.shtml)  

July 21, 2011—Charlotte, North Carolina—21-year-old La’Reko Williams was allegedly 

beating a choking a woman in public.  Officers arrived and ordered Williams to stop and 

sit down.  Williams ran, and Officer Michael Forbes gave chase and during the chase, he 

deployed his taser.  Williams was knocked unconscious.  Attempts to revive him were 

unsuccessful.  Less than an hour later, he was dead.  

(http://electronicvillage.blogspot.com/2011/07/taser-death-lareko-williams-charlotte.html) 

(http://myfox8.com/2012/12/20/parents-of-charlotte-man-sue-police-over-stun-gun-death/)  

July 19, 2011—Denver, Colorado—29-year-old Alonzo Ashley died at Presbyterian St. 

Luke Hospital roughly an hour after police responded to the zoo on a report of a 

“domestic” incident.  Ashley allegedly got into an argument with a security guard after 

Ashley tried to cool his head using water from a fountain.  Police responded to the situation 

and subdued and tasered him.  (http://www.thedenverchannel.com/news/coroner-death-of-

man-at-zoo-was-homicide)   

July 10, 2011—Tulsa, Oklahoma—27-year-old Mathew Kelley was allegedly harassing two 

individuals, so police were called.  When they arrived, they said Kelley resisted arrest, so he 

was tasered twice.  The police saw blood on Kelley and took him to a hospital, but he died 

in the backseat of the patrol car.  (http://www.stwnewspress.com/local/x967732554/Taser-

use-questioned-by-Oklahoma-lawmaker)  

July 9, 2011—Springfield, Missouri—32-year-old Joshua Amir Nossoughi reportedly 

attempted to break into the Battlefield City Hall, and was taken into custody.  The police 

say he acted erratically, so they tasered him.  He was taken to Cox South Hospital, where 

he was pronounced dead two hours later.  (http://republicmonews.com/news/springfield-

man-s-death-in-battlefield-suspicious/article_62c7e6aa-acab-11e0-9236-001cc4c03286.html)  

(http://articles.kspr.com/2011-07-11/taser_29763256)  

July 5, 2011—Fullerton, California—37-year-old Kelly Thomas was in an area being 

investigated by police for burglary.  When approached, Thomas, who is schizophrenic, 
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reportedly resisted the officers, and was tasered as many as five times.  He died several 

days later in the hospital.  (http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2019225/Kelly-

Thomas-Police-beat-taser-gentle-mentally-ill-homeless-man-death.html)  

July 5, 2011—Marysville, California—46-year-old Alvaredo Flores-Bravo allegedly 

stabbed a store clerk with scissors during a dispute over cigarettes.  Officers found him in a 

field and Flores-Bravo ignored requests to drop the scissors.  A taser was fired at him.  

Police weren’t sure if both prongs of taser wire hit him, so another officer tasered him 

again in drive-stun mode.  He became unresponsive and taken to Rideout Memorial 

Hospital where he was later pronounced dead.  ( http://www.appeal-

democrat.com/articles/gil-108124-deputies-taser.html) 

July 3, 2011—Erie, Pennsylvania—29-year-old Talia Barnes died after being tasered by 

Erie police. A lawsuit filed in May 2013 alleges that police violated Barnes’ constitutional 

rights and caused her death with a taser, disputing the county medical examiner’s report 

saying Barnes died of a drug overdose.  According to the lawsuit Barnes was arrested on 

July 1 and taken to the Erie police station. It says that at 9:45 p.m. police tasered her 

multiple times and collapsed. It says Barnes was taken to a nearby hospital at 9:55 p.m. 

where she remained “unresponsive” and died on July 3, 2011. The police did not inform the 

coroner or the medical examiner that Barnes had been shocked with a taser at any point 

and they ruled the death as resulting solely from the drugs in Barnes’ system. 

(http://www.goerie.com/lawsuit-erie-police-use-of-taser-killed-woman) 

(http://www.legacy.com/obituaries/erietimesnews/obituary.aspx?page=lifestory&pid=15241

0236) 

June 29, 2011—Nassau Bay, Texas—54-year-old Steven Hayes was reportedly causing a 

disturbance at a Hilton Hotel.  Police arrived and attempted to place Hayes in protective 

custody, but they say Hayes became violent.  The attempted to taser him multiple times to 

no effect, so additional units had to come to subdue him.  Hayes appeared distressed, 

stopped breathing, and went into cardiac arrest.  He slipped into a coma at an area 

hospital, and died shortly after being taken off life support.  (“Nassau Bay TASER victim 

dies,” ABC 13, July 10, 2011, 

http://abclocal.go.com/ktrk/story?section=news/local&id=8242157)  

June 28, 2011—Silver Spring, Maryland—40-year-old Delric East drove his vehicle into a 

barrier and allegedly became agitated and began to fight rescue personnel.  A taser was 

used to subdue him.  East was taken to an the emergency room at Suburban Hospital and 

died at 11:30 p.m.  

(http://www6.montgomerycountymd.gov/Apps/Police/News/NA_details.asp?NaID=6004)   

June 22, 2011—Waycross, Georgia—55-year-old Otto Kolberg crashed his car into a tree, 

but when deputies came to help, he allegedly became combative—kicking, biting and 
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hitting crews that were trying to help him—so they used a taser gun on him.  Kolberg 

became unresponsive and died a short time later at the hospital. 

(http://www.wctv.tv/news/headlines/124451104.html)  

June 13, 2011—Middleburg, Ohio—Officers tasered 41-year-old Howard Hammon after 

he allegedly resisted arrest following a fender-bender crash.  Chief John Maddox said two 

tasers were used to subdue him after one failed to knock him Hammon down.  He stopped 

breathing while waiting for an ambulance and was later pronounced dead at Southwest 

General.  (http://www.newsnet5.com/dpp/news/local_news/cleveland_metro/man-shocked-

with-taser-after-crash-in-middleburg-heights-dies For a video of his fatal tasering, see 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VdkXzMAGbo4) 

June 6, 2011—Broward County, Florida—31-year-old James Doe was asked by police to 

leave his girlfriend’s apartment after the two had an argument.  Doe complied, but 

returned an hour later, at which time police were called again.  An officer arrested Doe and 

placed him in the backseat of his cruiser.  Although he was detained, he reportedly kicked 

inside the police car, and was then tasered.  He died in the police car shortly after being 

tasered.  (http://miami.cbslocal.com/2011/06/06/bso-investigates-death-of-suspect-in-

custody/)  

June 2, 2011—Santa Barbara, California—44-year-old Duane Kevin Chapman got into an 

argument with his girlfriend.  Police were called.  Chapman reportedly attempted to stab 

the police officer, so the officer tasered Chapman.  Chapman was taken to Cottage 

Hospital, where he later died.  

(http://www.independent.com/news/2011/jun/02/disturbance-suspect-dies-hospital/)  

May 18, 2011—Marrero, Louisiana—29-year-old Kirklin Woodridge was arrested after 

being pulled over for suspicion of driving under the influence of narcotics.  Police say he 

resisted arrest, so an officer tasered him.  He was taken to West Jefferson Medical Center, 

where he died a short time later.  (http://forums.catholic.com/showthread.php?p=8613407) 

(http://truthnottasers.blogspot.com/2008/04/what-follows-are-names-where-known.html)  

May 16, 2011—Boundary County, Indiana—56-year-old Daniel Lynn Mittelstadt 

reportedly blocked a road with his car.  He was said to be naked at the time.  An officer 

arrived and tasered him.  Mittelstadt started having trouble breathing, so the officer 

performed CPR on him.  He was pronounced dead later at a hospital.  

(http://www.ktvb.com/news/regional/Man-dies-after-being-tased-officer-will-not-be-

charged-128177363.html)  

May 11, 2011—San Bernardino County, California—43-year-old Allen Kephart died after 

a San Bernardino County sheriff’s deputy used a taser to subdue him after a traffic stop.  

Kephart was pulled over after he allegedly ran a stop sign.  A Sheriff’s Department 

spokeswoman said Kephart got out of his car and became combative and uncooperative.  
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She said the deputy attempted to place him under arrest and tasered him.  Kephart’s 

father said his son was tasered eight times by two officers, after slamming his son to the 

ground.  Kephart was taken to a local hospital, where he was declared dead.  

(http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/lanow/2011/05/man-dies-taser-san-bernardino-county-

sheriffs-deputies.html)  

May 6, 2011—West Babylon, New York—40-year-old Daniel McDonnell was in a police 

station cell when, according to police, he began acting irrationally.  Police tasered him 

twice.  He then experienced respiratory distress and was taken to a hospital where he was 

pronounced dead.  (http://newyork.cbslocal.com/2011/05/07/prisoner-shot-twice-in-cell-

with-taser-dies/)  

May 1, 2011—Waterbury, Connecticut—26-year-old Marcus Brown Police responded to a 

report of a man, allegedly Brown, creating a disturbance in the lobby of the Emergency 

Room at the hospital.  Brown was taken into custody and placed in the back of a police 

cruiser.  Police say Brown continued to be combative so they tasered him.  He became 

unresponsive and was pronounced dead a short time later.  

(http://www.wtnh.com/news/new-haven-cty/naacp-investigates-waterbury-taser-death)  

April 26, 2011—Tallahassee, Florida—39-year old Kevin Darius Campbell was running up 

and down the steps, in and out of his apartment, before running into a woman's apartment.  

Officers found Campbell inside the woman's apartment.  Police say that Campbell 

struggled as they tried to detain him.  One of the officers tasered Campbell and he became 

unresponsive.  He was transported to Tallahassee Memorial Hospital where he was 

pronounced dead.  (http://www.foxnews.com/us/2011/04/26/florida-man-dies-shortly-cops-

taser/)  

April 23, 2011—Pinehurst, North Carolina—43-year-old Ronald Armstrong was being 

taken into custody based on an involuntary mental health commitment order.  Armstrong 

allegedly resisted and fought with Pinehurst officers.  An officer used a taser on him.  

Armstrong then collapsed and stopped breathing.  He was taken to Moore Regional 

Hospital where attempts to revive him were unsuccessful.  

(http://thepilot.www.clients.ellingtoncms.com/news/2011/apr/25/sbi-investigating-death-

robbins-man-pinehurst/)  

April 22, 2011—Orlando, Florida—33-year-old Adam Spencer Johnson died after police 

tasered him. They say he acted irrationally outside of a movie theater.  When officers found 

him, they tried to restrain him.  Johnson began to resist violently, and he was tasered by 

officers.  Johnson was handcuffed, and became unresponsive on the ground.  Officers 

began CPR, and paramedics were called.  Johnson was pronounced dead at the hospital.  

(http://www.theledger.com/article/20110422/NEWS/110429788) 

(http://www.theledger.com/article/20120316/NEWS/120319422)  
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April 13, 2011—Saline County, Arkansas—30-year-old Casey S. Babovec reportedly was 

stopped by sheriff’s deputies and arrested for suspicion of DWisconsin.  While in custody, 

Babovec began acting strangely and agitated, so jail officers placed him in a holding cell.  

He allegedly struck another inmate.  Detention officers went in and broke up the 

altercation and removed Babovec and began to subdue him with a taser.  After they 

subdued him and placed him in another holding cell by himself, he became unresponsive.  

Babovec was immediately transported to the emergency room at Saline Memorial Hospital, 

and was there pronounced dead.  (http://www.fox16.com/mostpopular/story/Update-

Inmate-who-died-Saline-County-jail/wwycYdzOhUOyVXQqA324aQ.cspx)  

April 9, 2011—Whittier, California—34-year-old James Robert Hudson was allegedly 

found wandering nude and bleeding.  Officers found Hudson, still nude and bleeding from 

a gash on his head, lying face-down in some ivy, Lt. Mike Rosson said.  Hudson reportedly 

did not respond to verbal commands, and when officers went over to examine him, he 

jumped up and acted aggressively toward the officers.  He was then tasered.  As 

paramedics looked over Hudson at the scene, he began to show signs of physical distress, 

and officials rushed him to the hospital, where he was pronounced dead about an hour 

later, according to sheriff’s and coroner’s officials.  

(http://www.sgvtribune.com/news/ci_17838352)  

April 9, 2011—St. Francis City, Arkansas—38-year-old Ervin Terrell Motley allegedly 

drove left of center in his vehicle and was pulled over.  Motley jumped from the vehicle and 

ran from the officers, who apprehended him after chasing him for 300 yards.  As deputies 

attempted to take Motley into custody, he allegedly shoved the deputy and dropped his 

hands out of sight of the deputy, who then used a taser to subdue him.  According to the 

press release, deputies were in the process of transporting Motley to the county jail when 

Motley collapsed while talking to the deputy transporting him.  Motley was transported to 

Forrest City Medical Center where he was pronounced dead.  

(http://www.katv.com/story/14424319/man-dies-in-police-custody-following-traffic-

stop?clienttype=printable)  

April 4, 2011—Oklahoma City, Oklahoma—38-year-old Demetrius Johnson was allegedly 

driving his car erratically when police officer Bradley Dunn stopped him.  Johnson got out 

of the car and ran away.  He fought with Dunn when Dunn caught up with him, police said.  

Other officers arrived to help Dunn, and at least one of them used a taser to try to control 

Johnson as he struggled.  Investigators aren’t sure how many times Johnson was shocked 

but it was multiple times.  Johnson died shortly thereafter.  (Staff Reports, “Police used 

Tasers on Oklahoma City man who died in their custody,” Tulsa World, April 12, 2011, 

http://www.tulsaworld.com/news/article.aspx?subjectid=12&articleid=20110412_12_0_OK

LouisianaHO116304)  
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April 3, 2011—Tampa, Florida—23-year-old Jairious McGhee was allegedly beating on 

cars at an intersection.  A motorist flagged down Officer Greg Preyor.  Preyor approached 

McGhee to ask if he was okay.  McGhee had urinated on himself, had bloodshot eyes, and 

dry lips, police said.  McGhee lunged at Preyor and tried to punch the officer, who fired his 

taser, striking McGhee in the chest, McElroy said.  He  was taken to Tampa General 

Hospital where he died a day later.  (http://www.tampabay.com/news/publicsafety/as-

florida-bath-salts-deaths-rise-drug-enforcers-stymied/1256057)  

March 31, 2011—Pend Orielle, Oregon—67-year-old Estyl Lee Hall allegedly assaulted his 

landlord.  Deputies responded to the report of the assault.  Hall locked himself in a travel 

trailer and refused to come out.  Deputies believed he had a gun.  They cut open the door 

and one fired a taser.  At least one barb hit Hall in the face.  He fell, injuring his neck.  He 

died a week later at Spokane Hospital.  ( http://www.oregonlive.com/pacific-northwest-

news/index.ssf/2011/04/man_shot_with_taser_in_face_dies_at_spokane_hospital.html)  

March 24, 2011—Madill, Oklahoma—34-year-old Johnny Leija went to Integris Marshall 

Memorial Medical Center for symptoms of pneumonia, after having been sick for a week.  

Law enforcement says he became combative and was tasered.  He died shortly thereafter.  

(http://www.kten.com/story/14324948/family-looking-for-answers-in-madill-mans-

death?redirected=true)  

March 21, 2011—Albuquerque, New Mexico—38-year-old Jerry Perea was allegedly out of 

control, so his mother called the police.  The police didn’t find him home but located him 

later riding his bike.  At the point, he hit the officers with his crucifix.  When Perea 

couldn’t be subdued, he was tasered.  He died after being rushed to the hospital.  

(http://www.hispanicallyspeakingnews.com/notitas-de-noticias/details/bizarre-tragic-new-

mexico-man-attacks-police-with-crucifix-dies-after-/6289/)  

March 20, 2011—Pinellas Park, Florida—34-year-old Dale Lee Mitchell was allegedly 

involved in a domestic violence incident.  Police arrived and Mitchell allegedly threw some 

pills on the ground.  When officers attempted to identify what kind they were, Mitchell 

fled.  Officer Matthew Patsch fired his taser at Mitchell, who fell to the ground and down 

an embankment.  As he rolled the taser wires broke off.  Mitchell crawled into the pond at 

the bottom of the embankment.  He began to struggle the deeper he went into the water 

before he eventually disappeared from the surface.  A diver was called to scene.  He located 

Mitchell’s body and pulled him from the water unconscious.  He was pronounced dead 

shortly thereafter.  (http://www.tampabay.com/news/publicsafety/pinellas-park-man-shot-

by-taser-drowns-in-pond/1158607)   

March 17, 2011—Las Cruces, New Mexico—24-year-old Christopher Aparicio was 

involved in an incident at the Luna County Detention Center.  The county says a stun gun 

(taser) was used on Aparicio after he allegedly became “unruly” on March 3. He died at 
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Las Cruces Hospital 2 weeks later.  (http://www.krqe.com/news/crime/state-police-

investigating-inmates-death) (http://www.abqjournal.com/7785/abqnewsseeker/updated-

state-police-investigating-luna-county-inmates-death.html)  

March 15, 2011—Harnett County, North Carolina—24-year-old Brandon Bethea allegedly 

got into an altercation with deputies.  He had been in court earlier in the day and grew 

agitated when he was returned to jail.  He suffered from schizophrenia and asthma.  

Officers used a taser to control Bethea.  The autopsy report says officers noticed Bethea 

was non-responsive about 20 minutes after he was tasered.  He was taken to Betsy Johnson 

Regional Hospital where he was pronounced dead.  

(http://abclocal.go.com/wtvd/story?section=news/local&id=8189572)  

March 14, 2011—Los Angeles, California—36-year-old Christopher Davis was allegedly 

removing his clothing on a street in Los Angeles.  Police said in a statement that Davis 

would not respond to commands, refused to submit to arrest and challenged officers to a 

fight.  Police say he remained combative as he was subdued and put in handcuffs.  To 

subdue him, police shot him with bean bags and a taser.  Seven police officers were there.  

He was taken to a hospital and declared dead an hour later.  

(http://losangeles.cbslocal.com/2011/03/18/man-dies-in-police-custody-after-being-shot-

with-bean-bags-tasered/)  

February 5, 2011—Alexandria, Louisiana—23-year-old Robert Ricks was tasered and 

arrested on charges of simple battery and resisting an officer.  Ricks was transported to the 

Rapides Parish Jail where he collapsed in his cell after being booked.  He was transported 

to Rapides General where he was pronounced dead.  (“Man dies in APD custody,” KALB, 

February 8, 2011, http://www.kalb.com/story/13991576/man-dies-in-apd-custody)  

January 5, 2011—Amarillo, Texas—41-year-old Kelly Wayne Sinclair allegedly attempted 

to commit suicide using a butcher knife.  Sinclair’s father called the police.  Two were 

called to the scene.  They both felt Sinclair was trying to take his own life because he was 

holding a knife to his own throat.  To prevent Sinclair from harming himself or anyone 

else, one officer fired his taser and hit Sinclair in the upper body. Sinclair was taken to the 

ground and handcuffed. During this time the taser was turned off.  At this time, the officers 

realized that Sinclair was not breathing.  He was transported to Northwest Texas Hospital 

where he was pronounced dead.  (“Preliminary autopsy results released on man tased,” 

Connect Amarillo, January 7, 2011, 

http://www.connectamarillo.com/news/story.aspx?id=563881)  

2010: 64 Deaths 

December 31, 2010—Cleveland, Ohio—40-year-old Rodney Brown was stopped by patrol 

officers during in a traffic stop.  According to Sgt. Keith Campbell, Brown became 

uncooperative and combative.  He then ran.  Officers caught him a block and a half away, 
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where he resisted arrest until more officers arrive and Brown was stunned with a taser.  

Brown appeared to suffer from cardiac arrest and was taken to University Hospital, where 

he was pronounced dead shortly thereafter.  

(http://blog.cleveland.com/metro/2011/01/man_dies_after_cleveland_polic.html)  

December 21, 2010—Brunswick, Georgia—35-year-old Christopher Knight was arrested 

after undercover officers allegedly saw him ram a car with his vehicle.  Police Chief Matt 

Doering said Knight was uncooperative after his arrest and was shocked with the taser 

after he began kicking the police car’s doors and windows.  Doering says Knight then 

rolled over and stopped breathing.  ( http://www.gadailynews.com/news/59267-brunswick-

man-christopher-knight-shocked-with-taser-dies-in-custody.html)  

December 13, 2010—Naples, Florida—26-year-old Linel Lormeus allegedly wielded and 

swung a 10-pound dumbbell at his aunt, who then went to a neighbor for help.  The 

neighbor dialed 911.  Lormeus was mentally ill.  According to Lormeus’ aunt, three police 

arrived and Lormeus let them in.  He panicked when they tried to handcuff him.  He was 

tackled to the apartment floor by deputies.  He was able to get up and hid in a closet.  

That’s when the taser was used.  Lormeus then suffered a medical emergency as he was 

handcuffed.  He was taken to Physicians Regional Hospital, where he later died.  

(http://www.marconews.com/news/2010/dec/13/man-dies-taser-fight-collier-sheriff-Linel-

Lormeus/)  

December 11, 2010—Las Vegas, Nevada—44-year-old Anthony Jones allegedly tried to flee 

a traffic stop on foot.  Jones jumped over a wall into the backyard of an abandoned home.  

The officer who stopped him had been chasing him.  He followed Jones into the backyard 

as other officers arrived.  The officers tried to take the man into custody, but, according to 

police, he aggressively resisted the officers, so they used a taser on him “several times.”  

Jones was taken into custody and then officers noticed he was in medical distress.  He was 

taken to Valley Hospital, where he was pronounced dead after arriving.  

(http://www.lasvegassun.com/news/2010/dec/13/coroner-ids-man-who-died-after-police-

used-taser/)  

December 2, 2010—Elizabeth City, North Carolina—45-year-old Clayton Early James 

allegedly scuffled with a state trooper after James drove away from a traffic stop.  James 

drove for seven miles before attempting to get away on foot.  The trooper used a taser on 

James once during the initial stop and twice during the second.  James lost consciousness 

while Hardison was holding him on the ground after handcuffing him.  He died after the 

scuffle.  (http://www.carolinalive.com/news/story.aspx?id=550085)  

November 27, 2010—Jackson County, Mississippi—37-year-old Blaine Terrell McElroy 

allegedly became aggressive with his girlfriend, other adults, and some children in his 

home, so his girlfriend called authorities.  When deputies arrived, he was tasered after 
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reportedly struggling with deputies and becoming combative.  He died shortly thereafter.  

(http://blog.gulflive.com/mississippi-press-news/2010/11/37-year-

old_man_dies_of_cocain.html) (http://www.wlox.com/story/13584355/man-tasered-by-

deputies-dies-of-overdose)  

November 25, 2010—Waco, Texas—36-year-old Rodney Green was involved in a traffic 

accident when the car he was driving struck a pole.  He was allegedly acting strangely after 

the accident.  An officer arrived and determined Green was experiencing some type of 

difficulty.  The officer asked for backup.  When the second officer arrived, the two tried to 

get Green to stand still and identify himself but officers reported he continued to act 

strangely.  Green allegedly walked into the roadway.  Police say that to protect themselves 

they used a taser to bring Green under control.  Ankle cuffs were put on him, but he broke 

them off.  Officers say around that time Green became unresponsive both verbally and 

physically.  He was taken to Hillcrest Baptist Medical Center, where he died.  

(http://www.kwtx.com/home/headlines/Waco_Man_Dies_Thursday_Following_Police_Tase

r_Incident.html)  http://lancasteronline.com/article/local/894238_Mount-Joy-police-officer-

fired-after-Taser-incident-is-reinstated.html  

November 6, 2010—Mount Joy, Pennsylvania—61-year-old Robert A. Neill Jr. said that he 

had been harassed by his neighbors.  Officers arrived at his home and found him to be 

combative and aggressive.  Officers used a taser on him twice and sprayed him with Mace.  

Neill died on the way to the hospital.  (http://www.wgal.com/r/25659485/detail.html)  

November 4, 2010—Kent, Ohio—32-year-old Mark D. Shaver allegedly stole $990 worth of 

merchandise from Wal-Mart.  Wal-Mart loss prevention staff contacted police, who found 

Shaver hiding in the woods.  Shaver allegedly would not show his hands to officers, so they 

tasered him.  He was then subdued and handcuffed.  He was taken to the Portage County 

Jail, where he began vomiting and had some diarrhea.  He was treated by a nurse.  Two 

days later he was found in his jail cell lying face down without a heartbeat.  He was taken 

to Akron City Hospital, where he died.  

(http://electronicvillage.blogspot.com/2010/11/taser-death-mark-shaver-brimfield-oh.html) 

(http://www.recordpub.com/news%20local/2013/03/17/federal-lawsuit-over-portage-

county-jail-inmate-s-death-settled-for-175-000)   

November 4, 2010—Wilmington, Delaware—40-year-old Eugene Lamott Allen and his 

girlfriend were asked by Delaware State Police to get off the median in the road.  The 

girlfriend complied, but allegedly, Allen did not.  Sgt. Paul Shavack said Allen became very 

agitated, combative, and continued resisting arrest.  Allen was tasered twice and 

handcuffed.  He went into cardiac arrest and died at Christiana Hospital.  

(http://abclocal.go.com/wpvi/story?section=news/local&id=7764475)  
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October 19, 2010—Punxustawney, Pennsylvania—36-year-old Troy Hooftallen died after 

allegedly being tasered twice by police, who were responding to a call about a drug 

overdose.  (http://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/federal-complaint-barbara-j-wingard-v-

80548/ ) (http://electronicvillage.blogspot.com/2010/11/taser-death-troy-hooftallen.html)  

October 14, 2010—Montgomery County, Maryland—65-year-old Karreem A. Ali was 

found by a county officer lying unresponsive in the stairwell.  The officer attempted to 

move Ali out of the stairwell, grabbing his arm.  According to the officer, Ali began 

resisting.  Another officer was called.  They attempted to subdue Ali with pepper spray, 

followed by a brief “drive stun” from a handheld taser device.  They were able to cuff him, 

but Ali lost consciousness minutes later in the back of a police transport van.  Ali was 

rushed to Holy Cross Hospital, where he was in critical condition for several days before 

dying there.  (http://ww2.gazette.net/stories/10142010/montnew163521_32547.php)  

October 10, 2010—Billings, Montana—31-year-old Ryan Michael Bain was allegedly 

spotted naked by off-duty sheriff’s deputy, John Smith, running through a neighborhood.  

Bain ran into a house.  As the officer approached the house, Bain bolted, got into a van, 

and drove off.  He crashed several blocks later.  Smith tackled Bain as city officers arrived.  

Officers used a stun gun (taser) three times in an effort to subdue Bain.  He was taken to 

the Yellowstone County jail where, authorities said, he continued to be combative and was 

shocked with a taser a fourth time.  He was later found unresponsive in a holding cell, and 

died at the hospital less than 48 hours later. (http://billingsgazette.com/news/local/crime-

and-courts/article_8c0ea552-d6e2-11df-a8c5-001cc4c03286.html)  

October 7, 2010—Philadelphia, Pennsylvania—19-year-old Patrick Johnson called police to 

report a “person with a weapon.”  Johnson was mentally disabled and had the mental 

capacity of a 5-year-old.  When police arrived Johnson was reportedly agitated and pacing 

back and forth from the house into the front yard.  Police say he was breaking things and 

grabbing sticks or tree branches, which he tried to set on fire using the kitchen stove.  

Police say a taser gun had to be used to subdue him.  Two taser shocks were used on 

Johnson, and after the second one he dropped to the ground.  He died at Nazareth Hospital 

hours later.  (http://www.cbsnews.com/8301-504083_162-20019082-504083.html)  

October 4, 2010—Lafayette, Louisiana—28-year-old Javon Rakestrau was stopped by a 

sheriff’s deputy because a narcotics agent had watched a drug sale involving someone 

fitting Rakestrau’s description, and because marijuana was found on him.  Rakestrau and 

the officer argued, Rakestrau attempted to run, and the officer then used a taser on him, 

according to an account in The Advertiser.  Rakestrau died shortly thereafter.  

(http://www.klfy.com/story/13273354/man-dies-after-tasing?redirected=true For video of 

his fatal tasering, see http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2H0tSnMdwrY.) 
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September 18, 2010—La Mirada, California—48-year-old Joseph Frank Kennedy allegedly 

ran from two deputies who had contacted him.  Sheriff’s officials said Kennedy then hid, 

emerged from his hiding spot, attacked the deputies, and reached for one of the deputies’ 

guns and threatened to kill him.  After being tasered and handcuffed, Kennedy became 

unresponsive.  He was given CPR and taken to the hospital where he died.  

(http://www.whittierdailynews.com/news/ci_16127693)  

September 17, 2010—Minneapolis, Minnesota—28-year-old David Cornelius Smith was in 

the gym at the YMCalifornia when officers were called to remove him.  Cops say he 

punched and kicked them.  They tasered him and he died several days later.  

(http://blogs.citypages.com/blotter/2010/09/david_cornelius_1.php)  

September 16, 2010—Oklahoma City, OK—48-year-old Gary Lee Grossenbacher died fter 

being shocked with a taser by police. Officers arrived at Grossenbacher’s house in response 

to domestic dispute call.  Grossenbacher and wife were in an altercation, and the wife told 

police Grossenbacher had hit her. Grossenbacher resisted as officers attempted to place 

him under arrest and was tasered. He died shortly thereafter at a hospital. 

(http://newsok.com/oklahoma-city-man-dies-after-police-use-taser-to-subdue-him-during-

domestic-dispute/article/3495509)  

September 4, 2010—Gold Bar, Washington—Adam Colliers, was running up and down the 

street yelling and disturbing residents when police were notified.  When police arrived, 

Colliers charged deputies and fought them to the ground. One deputy tasered Colliers. 

Colliers stopped breathing and was pronounced dead at a local hospital.  

(http://www.komonews.com/news/local/102220354.html)  

August 31, 2010—Tacoma, Washington—King Hoover died after being tasered by police. 

Hoover got into a dispute with friends that led to him breaking windows in an apartment 

complex.  Hoover refused to come out of the apartment when ordered to by police.  Police 

then tasered him. Shortly after, Hoover was placed into custody and paramedics were 

called because he wasn't breathing. Hoover was pronounced dead when he reached the 

hospital.  (http://blog.thenewstribune.com/crime/2010/08/31/man-dies-after-taser-

application-in-spanaway/)   

August 25, 2010—Las Vegas, Nevada—21-year-old Eduardo Lopez-Hernandez was 

allegedly driving erratically and collided with at least one vehicle.  He then got out of the 

car and allegedly acted violently toward other motorists.  When troopers approached him, 

he allegedly became violent and combative.  They used a taser to subdue him and tasered 

him 19 times.  He stopped breathing after he was “controlled,” and was pronounced dead 

later at Sunrise Hospital. (http://www.lasvegassun.com/news/2010/aug/26/us-95-road-rage-

suspect-dies-police-custody/) 
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http://www.reviewjournal.com/news/crime-courts/family-still-questions-mans-taser-death 

http://www.clarkcountynv.gov/Depts/district_attorney/crm/Documents/Decision%20re%20

Eduardo%20Lopez-Hernandez%20Event%20100825-3520.pdf 

August 20, 2010—Superior Township, Michigan—31-year-old Stanley Jackson was tasered 

after police say he resisted arrest.  He was being arrested in a drug bust.  He died less than 

two hours later at St. Joseph Mercy Hospital. 

http://www.annarbor.com/news/superior-township-man-dies-shortly-after-he-was-tasered-

in-struggle-with-police/ 

 http://www.annarbor.com/news/man-dies-after-being-tasered-in-superior-township/) 

http://www.wsws.org/en/articles/2010/08/tase-a31.html 

August 19, 2010—Daytona Beach, Florida—30-year-old Adam Disalvo reportedly slipped 

out of handcuffs while in the back of a patrol car and was kicking at officers.  He had been 

taken into custody for a mental health evaluation.  He was tasered twice and, 35 minutes 

later, collapsed and stopped breathing.  He was taken to Florida Hospital in Ormond 

Beach and died.  (http://www.wftv.com/news/24676560/detail.html)  

August 19, 2010—Dublin, California—50-year-old Martin Harrison had been arrested for 

allegedly driving while intoxicated. While in jail, he began acting erratically by breaking 

food tray and flooding his cell by overflowing his toilet.  Deputies found him hiding behind 

his mattress saying someone was trying to kill him.  Harrison charged at the deputies when 

they tried to handcuff him to move him to another cell. Deputies then tasered Harrison. 

Harrison died at the hospital two days after incident. 

(http://www.utsandiego.com/news/2010/Aug/18/man-dies-after-being-shocked-by-taser-in-

jail/) (http://electronicvillage.blogspot.com/2011/10/taser-lawsuit-martin-harrison-dublin-

ca.html)  

August 14, 2010—Livonia, Michigan—50-year-old Michael Ford was, according to police, 

wielding a knife outside his apartment.  When he failed to obey the police, he was shocked 

with a taser.  He then fell and hit his head on concrete.  He died in a Detroit area hospital 

on August 26 when his family consented to have him removed from life support.  Ewayne 

Harrell, a cousin of Ford, told a Detroit newspaper that Ford sustained a ruptured spleen, 

cracked pelvis and head injuries and that Ford didn’t have a knife. Ford died of a blunt 

force head injury and complications, according to the Oakland County Medical Examiner's 

Office, which conducted the autopsy. 

http://www.mlive.com/news/detroit/index.ssf/2010/08/livonia_man_dies_more_than_wee.ht

ml  
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http://electronicvillage.blogspot.com/2010/08/taser-death-michael-ford-livonia-mi.html 

http://www.wsws.org/en/articles/2010/08/tase-a31.html 

http://www.lineofduty.com/the-blotter/2541-michigan-man-stunned-by-police-dies 

http://www.freep.com/article/20100827/NEWS05/100827079/1001/NEWS/Man-who-was-

hit-by-Taser-died-of-head-injury 

August 9, 2010—Greenville, South Carolina—39-year-old Andrew Torres was being taken 

into custody for involuntary psychiatric commitment because he was mentally ill.  Two 

officers used their tasers when it turned violent.  He was pronounced dead at a Greenville 

hospital.  (http://www.wspa.com/story/21466402/funeral-held-for-greenville-man-tased-by-

police)   

August 1, 2010—Houma, Louisiana—49-year-old Dennis C. Sandras was reportedly 

“jumping off of roofs.”  The police were called.  When they arrived, Sandras became 

combative, and a taser was used twice to subdue him.  After he was handcuffed, he became 

unresponsive.  He was taken to Terrebonne General Medical Center, where he was 

pronounced dead.  (http://www.houmatoday.com/article/20100803/ARTICLES/100809850)  

July 23, 2010—Cleveland, Mississippi—30-year-old Jermaine Williams died in police 

custody after being tasered.  (http://weallbe.blogspot.com/2010/07/death-of-jermaine-

williams-in-cleveland.html)  

July 18, 2010—Leavenworth, Kansas—46-year-old Edward G. Stephenson, according to 

police, yelled in a bar that he had been shot.  Police were called.  He became combative and 

was tasered three times.  He ended up dying at a local hospital.  

(http://www.emsworld.com/web/online/Top-EMS-News/Kansas-Man-Dies-After-Being-

Shot-with-Stun-Gun/1$14050)  

July 15, 2010—Chicago, Illinois—31-year-old Jerome Gill allegedly fled from police and 

resisted arrest during a drug raid.  Police shocked him with a taser.  He died at a hospital 

an hour after being taken into custody.  

(http://electronicvillage.blogspot.com/2010/07/taser-death-jerome-gill-chicago-il.html)  

July 12, 2010—New Britain, Connecticut—61-year-old Anibal Rosario-Rodriguez allegedly 

hit his girlfriend in the head with an unknown object.  He dropped her off at the hospital 

and police were told to look out for him.  An officer pulled him over in his car.  He fled and 

was tasered by a police officer.  He was taken to a hospital for a cut on his eye and, while 

being treated, suffered unknown medical complications.  He was pronounced dead at the 

hospital.  (http://www.wtnh.com/news/hartford-cty/man-dies-after-cop-shoots-him-with-

stun-gun)   
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July 9, 2010—Denver, Colorado—56-year-old Marvin Louis Booker reportedly wrestled 

with deputies while in custody.  One deputy touched Booker with a taser.  He was taken to 

a holding cell where he stopped breathing.  He was taken to Denver Health Medical Center 

where he was pronounced dead. For video of the tasering see the links below.  

(http://blogs.westword.com/latestword/2013/07/marvin_booker.php) 

(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vG7Mjt_j8Cs)  

July 8, 2010—Boring, Oregon—87-year-old Phyllis Owens allegedly reached for a handgun 

as deputies closed in on her.  An officer hiding in the shrubbery around her home shocked 

her with a stun gun (taser), and she collapsed unconscious.  She died soon after in the 

hospital.  (http://www.brokencountry.com/index.php/2010/07/10/87-year-old-phyllis-owens-

dies-after-hit-by-stun-gun/)  

July 6, 2010—Oklahoma City, OK—31-year-old Damon Lamont Falls, was attempting to 

rob a store when officers used a taser on him as he ran away.  Falls died shortly thereafter 

at a local hospital. (http://www.news9.com/story/13624547/suspects-death-in-okc-police-

custody-ruled-homicide)  

July 5, 2010—Imperial, California—22-year-old Edmund Gutierrez allegedly fled on foot 

after being pulled over.  A violent fight broke out on the ground between him and the 

officer.  He was eventually tasered and taken to a local hospital where he later died.  

(http://www.kswt.com/story/12763836/imperial-man-dies-after-being-tazed-by-officers)  

June 22, 2010—Del Norte County, California—35-year-old Daniel Sylvester died after 

being tasered by police. Police say he “became violent” with them. His mother told 

reporters that he had mental health problems and backed into his home to close the door 

when officers followed him in and tasered  him. (http://www.times-

standard.com/ci_15446792)  

June 15, 2010—Vallejo, California—47-year-old Michael White was being arrested for 

allegedly assaulting an elderly neighbor.  He died after officers shocked him with tasers.  

(http://articles.sfgate.com/2010-06-18/bay-area/21915653_1_tasers-officers-police-

confrontation)  

June 14, 2010—Harris County, Texas—42-year-old Jose Alfredo Jimenez allegedly slugged 

an officer during a traffic stop and tried to run away and flee.  The officer used a taser on 

him and he later died at Northwest Medical Center.  

(http://abclocal.go.com/ktrk/story?section=news/local&id=7497776)  

June 13, 2010—Homewood, Alabama—17-year-old William Owens, along with two other 

suspects, allegedly broke into vehicles in a university parking lot.  Owens resisted arrest 

and was tasered.  He became unconscious and collapsed.  He was transported to UAB 

where he never regained consciousness and was pronounced dead.  
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(http://blog.al.com/spotnews/2010/07/coroners_report_teen_who_died.html) 

(http://www.wtvm.com/Global/story.asp?S=12642109)  

June 12, 2010—Albuquerque, New Mexico—34-year-old Curtis Robinson was, according 

to police, being disruptive and throwing things after they responded to a domestic violence 

call.  One officer tasered him to take him into custody.  He entered cardiac arrest and 

stopped breathing.  He was pronounced dead a short time later at a hospital.  

(http://www.abqjournal.com/10605/abqnewsseeker/tasered-man-was-high-on-cocaine.html)  

June 9, 2010—Hempstead, Texas—22-year-old Terrelle Leray Houston allegedly violated a 

restraining order and police were called.  Houston fled and was chased by the officers.  He 

was tasered and never recovered.  He died at Bellville Hospital.  

(http://instantnewskaty.com/2010/06/10/14320)  

June 5, 2010—Los Angeles, California—Stephen Clancy Hill, a murder suspect died after 

falling forty feet down a hillside after being tasered by police.  Hill had been standing on 

the hill threatening to kill himself for eight hours.  

(http://www.talkleft.com/story/2010/6/6/2525/05605)  

May 29, 2010—San Diego, California—32-year-old Anastasio Hernandez, a Mexican 

citizen, died after being shocked by stun gun (taser) during a confrontation with Border 

Patrol agents.  (http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2010/06/02/mexican-man-anastasio-

her_n_597594.html)  

May 29, 2010—Waukegan, Illinois—53-year-old Jose Martinez was shocked with a taser 

when police were called to a liquor store involving a disturbance with him.  He went into 

cardiac arrest and was rushed to a local hospital where he was pronounced dead.  

(http://www.sj-r.com/breaking/x293548257/Authorities-investigate-Taser-involved-death-

in-Lake-County) 

May 28, 2010—Baltimore, Maryland—48-year-old Carl D’Andre Johnson allegedly drove 

erratically and later punched a state trooper.  He was tasered several times, went into 

cardiac arrest and died.  (http://mcacluchapter.blogspot.com/2011/07/june-28-2011-

another-police-taser-death.html) (http://foplodge4.org/woman-sues-baltimore-county-state-

police-over-husbands-death-after-he-was-pepper-sprayed-tasered/)   

May 24, 2010—Middletown, Connecticut—35-year-old Efrain Carrion was, according to 

police, irrational and despondent.  He was in handcuffs when paramedics began an 

evaluation of him.  He became “extremely violent.”  Police tried to subdue him with a taser.  

They used it on him multiple times and he then collapsed.  He was later pronounced dead 

at Middlesex Hospital.  (“Man’s family wants answers from police,” News 8, May 26, 2010, 

http://www.wtnh.com/dpp/news/middlesex_cty/middletown-man-dies-after-confrontation-

with-police)  
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May 14, 2010—DeKalb County, Georgia—40-year-old Sukeba Jackson-Olawunmi died 

after being tasered twice by police.  She was found by police running through a condo 

complex and banging on doors frantically yelling that someone was trying to kill her.  She 

kicked in several doors before falling off a second story balcony.  She got up and attempted 

to steal a car to get away.  After many unsuccessful carjackings, she got into one car and 

ended up crashing it. Police tasered her in the back and again in the side. A short time later 

she was unresponsive, and she later died at the hospital. 

http://www.bountymag.com/bountymag.com/Taser_News/Entries/2010/9/2_Ga._officers_cl

eared_in_2_TASER_deaths.html (http://m.lawofficer.com/article/news/georgia-taser-related-

deaths-r)  

May 9, 2010—DeKalb Co, Georgia—29-year-old Audrecas Davis paramedics arrived and 

began treating Audrecas Davis for possible drug overdose at hotel. They called police when 

he became violent in refusing their assistance.  Officers arrived and tasered him five times; 

during the incident paramedics were able to administer an unknown injection to “calm him 

down.”  He became unresponsive and died later at hospital. 

http://www.bountymag.com/bountymag.com/Taser_News/Entries/2010/9/2_Ga._officers_cl

eared_in_2_TASER_deaths.html (http://m.lawofficer.com/article/news/georgia-taser-related-

deaths-r)  

April 30, 2010—Arlington, Virginia—32-year-old Adil Jouamai. After a trip to the hospital 

earlier in the day, Jouamai became worse off, and his sister called police to get him further 

psychiatric care. Jouamai, who had been sleeping naked, was then uncooperative with 

police. Police say he “became combative” and “ignored officers’ commands,” and thus was 

tasered. After just a few minutes, Jouamai stopped breathing. He was transported to a 

hospital, then pronounced dead. A friend lamented the use of the taser, because he had 

committed no crime. (http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-

dyn/content/article/2010/04/30/AR2010043000909.html) 

http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-

dyn/content/article/2010/04/30/AR2010043000909.html) 

April 10, 2010—Cornelius, Oregon—24-year-old Daniel Joseph Barga.  

Pat Zumwalt found the partially clothed Barga trespassing in their backyard and said, "He 

climbed up on the table and picked up this chair and had it up over his head and he was 

going to put it through the door." When police responded to the call, Barga resisted arrest 

and several officers subdued him with both pepper spray and a taser. Then he stopped 

breathing, and medics could not revive him. Police believed that Barga had taken 

psilocybin mushrooms. Friends of the deceased man said that this behavior was completely 

uncharacteristic. (http://electronicvillage.blogspot.com/2010/05/taser-autopsy-daniel-

joseph-barga.html) 

(http://www.oregonlive.com/washingtoncounty/index.ssf/2010/06/cornelius_man_who_died

_in_poli_1.html)  
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March 19, 2010—Downey, California—31-year-old Albert Valencia. At a fitness gym, 

patrons called police about a man acting strangely and threatening people. When police 

arrived, Valencia left in his car, and a short chase ensued. Valencia pulled out a knife 

during the pursuit, which ended at a residential neighborhood. Valencia fled on foot into a 

rear yard where he struggled with officers. A taser was used to subdue him. Shortly after, 

Valencia became unresponsive. CPR was performed but he died at the hospital. 

(http://abclocal.go.com/kabc/story?section=news/local/los_angeles&id=7342141)  

March 10, 2010—Rhinebeck, New York—44-year-old James J. Healy Jr. was pronounced 

dead at a hospital shortly following his being tasered by police. Police responded to a 

potential domestic disturbance call, and when they arrived at Healy's house, they found 

him inside acting irrationally.  As police tried to secure Healy a struggle ensued where he 

was tasered.  Healy stopped breathing shortly thereafter. 

(http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2010/03/11/police-stun-gun-death-jam_n_494671.html)  

March 10, 2010—Midlothian, Illinois—Jaesun Ingles. During a traffic stop, police smelled 

marijuana smoke from Ingles' car. While doing a pat-down of him, Ingles fled and a 

struggle ensued with officers. Ingles tied to swallow a bag of suspected narcotics and was 

then tasered. Ingles died at the hospital just after midnight. 

(http://archive.chicagobreakingnews.com/2010/03/man-dies-after-being-subdued-by-

midlothian-cops.html)  

March 9, 2010—Bay County, Florida—23-year-old Andrew Grande, a.k.a. Dustin 

Michaels, died after police tasered him. Police arrived in response to a domestic dispute. 

When Michaels resisted arrest, police tasered him. The tasering caused him to choke on a 

baggie of marijuana he had placed in his mouth.  

(http://www.nydailynews.com/news/national/gay-porn-star-dustin-michaels-dies-cops-

taser-video-cameras-roll-article-1.168174)  

March 5, 2010—Seattle, Washington—48-year-old Christopher A. Wright allegedly 

attempted to a rape a woman at a hotel.  Police were called.  Wright became “belligerent” 

and began shouting incoherently.  He allegedly struck several of the officers attempting to 

take him into custody, and at some point, police shocked him with a taser gun.  He died at 

Harbor View Hospital.  (http://www.seattleweekly.com/home/930478-

129/crimepunishment)  

March 4, 2010—Tulare, California—33-year-old Roberto Olivo was allegedly banging on 

doors at the Virginia Motor Lodge and screaming.  Officers shocked Olivo three times in 

the back with a taser while trying to handcuff him.  While waiting for the ambulance, he 

started to lose consciousness and later started showing signs of difficulty breathing.  He was 

pronounced dead at Tulare Regional Medical Center.  
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(http://www.kmph.com/story/12121597/family-wants-answers-tulare-man-dies-after-police-

taser-him?redirected=true)  

February 8, 2010—Phoenix, Arizona—36-year-old Mark Andrew Morse. An autopsy 

shows Morse suffered a heart attack triggered by meth abuse. He was pronounced dead 

while being taken to the hospital. An officer used a taser on Morse, because the man 

"became combative" and "took a fighting stance," after officers found him wandering in a 

Interstate 17 carpool lane. Morse was visiting from Arkansas. 

(http://jonathanturley.org/2010/02/09/man-dies-after-being-tasered-in-arizona/)  

January 28, 2010—Mobile, Alabama—25-year-old Daniel Mingo. Mingo was stopped for a 

traffic violation. He ran from police, was chased on foot and was found hiding in a shed on 

private property. Police tasered him in order to handcuff him. A friend in the car with 

Mingo phoned his Mother as the incident was taking place. The mother told police don't 

kill him and that her son had been paranoid lately due to mental illness. Medical records 

seen by the Mingo's attorney show that Daniel did suffer cardiac arrest, and that he 

suffered brain swelling and was essentially brain dead, when he was admitted to the 

emergency room. In a lawsuit, the attorney claims Mingo was tasered multiple times. He 

died, after spending a week on life support, and no drugs were found in his system except a 

trace of marijuana. (http://blog.al.com/live/2013/03/judge_reinstates_lawsuit_alleg_1.html)  

January 28, 2010—Sangamon County, Illinois—50-year-old Patrick Burns.  After deputies 

were called to a suspected residential break-in, Burns was detained. Deputies found him 

wearing only a shirt and underwear. Burns lived around the corner and had been involved 

in a domestic dispute before the reported break-in. When Burns resisted, he was shocked 

several times with a taser and then subdued. He was taken to the hospital, where Burns’ 

condition deteriorated, and he died five days later. His brother said he couldn't understand 

what happened and “Pat was always willing to lend someone a helping hand.” 

(http://mywebtimes.com/archives/ottawa/display.php?id=396720) (http://excited-

delirium.blogspot.com/2010/05/cause-of-death-patrick-burns.html)  

January 27, 2010—Goldsboro, North Carolina—33-year-old Joe Spruill Jr.  

Deputies responded to a disorderly conduct call. They said they found Spruill throwing 

objects and yelling at the deputies. When they tried to arrest him, deputies say he broke 

away and ran. A taser was used to subdue Spruill. When paramedics came, they found the 

man unresponsive, and he was pronounced dead on the scene. His family said Spruill had a 

heart condition. (http://abclocal.go.com/wtvd/story?section=news/local&id=7241724)  

January 20, 2010—Cincinnati, Ohio—45-year-old Kelly Brinson. Police were called to a 

hospital psychiatric ward for a report of a disturbance. Brinson was subdued with a taser, 

after he refused to cooperate with officers in a hallway and then became violent again in a 

hospital room. Police intended to arrest Brinson for assaulting an officer, but first needed 
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to clear him medically. Ater the taser shock. Brinson lost consciousness several minutes 

after the shock, when he was placed on an examination table, and he died three days later. 

(http://www.americanownews.com/story/19479794/kelly-brinson-controversial-death-

prompts-hospital-policy-change?clienttype=printable)  

January 17, 2010—Arlington, Virginia—36-year-old William R. Bumbrey III died after 

being tasered by police. Bumbrey, who was on South Carolina's sex offender registry, had 

stolen several items from the Rite Aid pharmacy as it closed Sunday night. Officers saw the 

man with the stolen items and ordered him to stop. There was a scuffle and officers tasered 

Bumbrey. He started having breathing problems and was pronounced dead at the hospital. 

(http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-

dyn/content/article/2010/01/18/AR2010011802015.html)  

January 6, 2010—Elkhart, Indiana—21-year-old Delano R. Smith died after being tasered 

by police. When police arrived at Smith’s apartment, he was extremely distraught. He 

appeared to be biting at a wound on his own arm, as well as dipping his head into a sink 

full of water and blood and then putting exposed electrical wires into his mouth. After 

Smith began throwing objects at officers on the scene, he was tasered three times. He died a 

short time later at the hospital. An autopsy concluded that Smith died of excited delirium 

(acute exhaustive mania) related to underlying schizophrenia and manic depression, with a 

contributing factor of police confrontation and restraint. 

(http://www.wndu.com/home/headlines/80815507.html)  

2009: 57 Deaths 

December 30, 2009—Stamford Connecticut—47-year-old Stephen Palmer. Officers were 

called to his Palmer's home after caseworkers reported he threatened his roommate and 

doctors. Because of a struggle, police had to use pepper spray and a taser to subdue him, 

and he went into “medical distress” after they handcuffed him. Palmer died at the hospital 

later. (http://www.ctpost.com/news/article/Man-dies-after-being-Tasered-by-Stamford-

police-304114.php)  

December 21, 2009—Springfield, Missouri—39-year-old Michael D. Hawkins. A family 

member said Hawkins had mental problems and may have been afraid to come out of a 

crawl space at a motel, where police came thinking there had been a burglary. Hawkins 

was bitten by a police service dog, shocked with a taser, arrested, and then died at a 

hospital. (http://www.columbiatribune.com/wire/death-after-taser-use-ruled-

accidental/article_ec7a8394-26be-5703-9732-955ef9aeb576.html) (http://bus-

plunge.blogspot.com/2010/02/michael-d-hawkins-died-as-result-of.html)  

December 20, 2009—Rockledge, Florida—41-year-old Preston Bussey III. Bussey admitted 

himself to a hospital with apparent self-inflicted wounds. The emergency room physician 

called for an involuntary psychological examination. Bussey became combative and 
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disruptive. Hospital officials called police, after which two officers deployed their tasers on 

him. Bussey was kept in the waiting room, where he was given medication and placed on a 

gurney. Bussey died shortly after. The family said their son's death was even more painful, 

because another son died at a different hospital, after a struggle with police in 1999.  

(http://www.wftv.com/news/22015951/detail.html)  

December 13, 2009—Mason, Ohio—39-year-old Douglas Boucher. Stopped at a gas station 

for a drink, officers were asked by the clerk to talk to Boucher who she said was harassing 

her. Officers got one handcuff on Boucher, when he allegedly hit them. He was tasered and 

beaten with batons, then stopped breathing. CPR was tried, but Boucher died at the 

hospital. The coroner said he died of a skull fracture, when falling forward after being 

tasered.   (http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/03/22/doug-boucher-ohio-

lawsuit_n_2934713.html)  

December 11, 2009—Panama City Beach, Florida—23-year-old Andrew Grande. In a 

disturbance call, a woman claimed Grande assaulted her, and police tried to arrest him. 

Grande swallowed a plastic bag of marijuana, and a video catches the aftermath, in which 

he chokes to death on it. In the middle of all this, police tasered him! 

(http://www.towleroad.com/2009/12/gay-porn-actor-dustin-michaels-dies-after-police-

taser-drug-arrest.html)  

December 11, 2009—Roseville, California—36-year-old Paul Martin Martinez Jr. After his 

arrest for possession of meth, Martinez was resisting six officers, at the City Jail booking 

area. They tasered Martinez, and he stopped breathing and lost consciousness shortly after. 

CPR was performed, and he was taken to the hospital, where he was pronounced dead. 

(http://electronicvillage.blogspot.com/2009/12/taser-death-paul-martin-martinez.html) 

(http://www.theunion.com/article/20091214/BREAKINGNEWS/912149999) 

December 10, 2009—Hampton, Virginia—36-year-old Hatchel Pate Adams III.  

Officers tried to take Adams from his residence to get a mental evaluation. They gained 

access from a family member who came with the keys. Once inside, officers encountered 

Adams who was armed with a "samurai-style sword" that he swung at officers and was 

subsequently tasered in response. When he continued to swing the sword, Adams was then 

tasered a second time, and he stopped breathing. Officers performed CPR. Adams was 

taken to the hospital, where he was pronounced dead. (http://www.wvec.com/news/Suspect-

dies-after-being-tasered-by-Hampton-police-79062207.html)  

November 21, 2009—Washington County, Pennsylvania—49-year-old Ronald Petruney 

died after being tasered by police. An officer found Petruney lying in the street near his 

apartment. He attempted to get up and walk away, but was disoriented and would not 

follow police orders; instead, charging at the officers which resulted in a struggle, in which 

Petruney was tasered at least twice. His heart reportedly stopped and medics came to 
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revive him, but he died at the hospital. Petruney was known to have mental health issues. 

(http://newsodrome.com/african_american_news/taser-autopsy-death-of-ron-petruney-

was-accidental-18204836)  

November 19, 2009—Bloomfield Hills, Michigan—61-year-old Jesus Gillard died after 

being tasered by police. Gillard led police on a chase in his van through several 

communities, after assaulting a man at a gas station. After crashing his van into a black 

SUV, Gillard got out and started throwing punches at police that arrived. He was tasered 

and finally arrested. Gillard then became unresponsive and was pronounced dead at the 

hospital. 

(http://www.mlive.com/news/detroit/index.ssf/2009/11/detroit_man_killed_by_taser_id.htm

l)  

November 17, 2009—Chattanooga, Tennessee—53-year-old Edward Buckner died after 

being tasered by police. A witness described seeing Buckner appearing weak and having 

difficulty standing as he was escorted by two people out of the hospital, but police say he 

was combative, when they arrived, and they tasered him three times. The witness refuted 

the officers' statements, saying she never saw Buckner put up a fight, argue, or get 

combative with the officers. She says she also never saw anyone check Buckner's medical 

condition after the incident. He died the next day from what an autopsy says was natural 

causes. (http://www.chattanoogan.com/articles/article_163950.asp)  

November 16, 2009—East Grand Rapids, Michigan—30-year-old Matthew Bolick died 

after being tasered multiple times by police. A 10 minute dismaying video shows an officer 

tasering Bolick several times, mostly continuously for almost two straight minutes. Even 

after handcuffing him, the officer continues to threaten and use the taser for the most 

feeble of resistance. Although it’s hard to say for sure if a shock was delivered the whole 

time the taser sounded. Bolick was a very small man. His father called 911 reporting that 

Bolick “was out of control’ and had jumped through a picture window at their home. 

Bolick hit one of the officers and ran. He was tasered at least three or four times, and an 

ambulance was called. Bolick was receiving treatment, when he turned blue and was 

pronounced dead at the scene. A solemn group gathered for a vigil to remember Bolick. 

This was the first time any officer in the department had used one of the tasers which the 

department purchased the previous January.  (http://www.mlive.com/news/grand-

rapids/index.ssf/2009/11/east_grand_rapids_man_who_died.html)  For video of this fatal 

tasering: (http://www.mlive.com/news/grand-

rapids/index.ssf/2010/03/video_audio_documents_detail_w.html)  

November 14, 2009—Coram, New York—43-year-old Darryl Bain died after being tasered 

by police. His brother called 911 alleging Bain was high on cocaine and had shut himself in 

the house with their 78-year-old mother. Police fought with Bain inside the house and 

shocked him with a taser twice, the second time as they struggled to place handcuffs on him 
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before he died. Bain’s heartbroken mother says that a taser should never have been used. 

(http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2009/11/16/darryl-bain-is-twice-zapp_n_358890.html)  

November 13, 2009—Corpus Christi, Texas—58-year-old Herman George Knabe died 

after being tasered by police. When Knabe was pulled over for riding his bicycle into 

oncoming traffic, the homeless man resisted. More officers came, and they tasered him 

twice and used pepper spray to subdue him. Knabe stopped breathing, and CPR was 

unsuccessful. (http://www.caller.com/news/2009/nov/17/police-identify-man-who-died-last-

week-after-he/)  

October 27, 2009—Gallatin, Tennessee—33-year-old Jeffrey C. Woodward died after being 

tasered by police. The original call to bring police to his home was from Woodward 

himself, who said there was a home invasion, but that was a false report. Neighbors saw 

Woodward go to other homes. Police came, and they saw Woodward walking down the 

street with a knife. The situation became heated when the officers tried to escort 

Woodward back to his house. Police said Woodward began to violently struggle, and a 

taser was deployed. A neighbor witnessed the confrontation and said she can understand 

tasering Woodward once because “he was trying to run, but they kept doing it over and 

over and over again.” Another person who was across the street said police used the taser 

repeatedly. After Woodward was restrained, an ambulance arrived, and he died later at 

the hospital. (http://www.wkrn.com/story/11408225/old-hickory-man-dies-in-gallatin-

police-custody?redirected=true)  

October 18, 2009—San Bernardino, California— A 19-year-old boy died at a hospital after 

being tasered by police.  Police were called to involve a fight among three people.  The 

suspects were separated, but the 19-year-old became combative and police tasered him.   

(http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2009/10/19/19-year-old-man-dies-afte_n_325763.html)  

October 12, 2009—Ukiah, California—36-year-old Christopher John Belknap died after 

being tasered by police. The altercation began when Belknap approached the officer, who 

was sitting in his vehicle. Belknap began throwing punches, striking the officer several 

times. As they fought, the officer deployed his taser twice. Belknap was still fighting when 

another officer came and deployed his taser, stunning him a third time. The officers were 

still struggling with Belknap, placing him in leg restraints, when he became unresponsive. 

Paramedics took him to the hospital, where he later died. Belknap had just been released 

from jail and was using meth. He had a long history of assault and drug abuse. 

(http://electronicvillage.blogspot.com/2009/10/taser-death-christopher-john-belknap.html) 

(http://fivehusbands.wordpress.com/2008/08/12/grim-statistics-taser-deaths/)  

October 3, 2009—Pensacola, Flordia—17-year-old Victor Steen was killed while being 

chased by a police officer in his cruiser while Steen was riding his bike.  When the boy 

refused to stop the officer aimed his taser out the driver's window and fired.  The boy fell 
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off his bike and the cruiser ran over him, killing him.  

(http://www.tampabay.com/news/publicsafety/death-of-teen-on-bike-shows-risks-of-

expanded-use-of-tasers/1112106)  

(http://www.mydeathspace.com/article/2009/10/09/Victor_Steen_(17)_died_when_he_fled_f

rom_police_,_was_tasered,_crashed_his_bicycle_and_was_run_over_by_police_cruiser)  

October 2, 2009—Panama City, Florida—38-year-old Rickey R. Massey died after being 

tasered by police. A drug task force was arresting several suspects, when they saw Massey 

eating cocaine to destroy evidence, and officers tried to stop him with a taser. After that, he 

suffered medical problems and died. An autopsy analysis showed Massey with the second 

largest blood cocaine content sample ever tested at that lab. Massey was well-known to law 

enforcement in drug trafficking of cocaine. 

(http://www.wjhg.com/news/headlines/63534682.html)  

September 28, 2009—Bradenton, Florida—38-year-old Derrick Humbert. When a police 

officer pulled over Humbert, while he was on his bicycle, for not having a light, he ran, and 

a taser was used as he tried to climb a fence. He died later that day. Humbert had epilepsy. 

(http://www.heraldtribune.com/article/20090928/breaking/909289981) 

(http://www.bendbulletin.com/article/20130820/NEWS0107/308200332/)  

September 21, 2009—Laredo, Texas—Richard Battistata died after being tasered by 

police, who allege he “turned combative” with them.  

(http://www.uppermichiganssource.com/news/story.aspx?id=353846)  

September 19, 2009—Linndale, Ohio—21-year-old Yuceff W. Young II died after police 

tasered him following his crashing his car. 

(http://blog.cleveland.com/metro/2010/04/family_sues_of_tasering_fatal.html)   

September 16, 2009—Modesto, California—45-year-old Alton Warren Ham died after 

being tasered by police. While moving him to a sobering cell, deputies tasered Ham who 

fought them. He later became unresponsive and was given CPR but could not be revived. 

Ham had been arrested for a home invasion robbery. At the residence of an elderly woman, 

Ham had attempted to gain entry by telling the woman that he was being chased by a 

group of Hispanic men. The elderly woman did not let Ham in the house and called 911. 

Ham broke a window, entered the house, and ransacked the residence while the victim was 

still inside, but she was unharmed. Ham had an enlarged heart according to an autopsy. 

(http://www.modbee.com/2009/09/18/860273/stanislaus-county-inmate-hit-by.html)  

September 7, 2009—Aurora, Colorado—38-year-old Shane Ledbetter died after being 

tasered by police. While a different man was being arrested, Ledbetter fled from an 

apartment. Officers pursued him into a park and shocked him with a taser, when he 

became violent. He became unresponsive, and it was necessary for officers to perform CPR. 

An ambulance took Ledbetter to the hospital, and he died. Police say they later learned 
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several felony warrants had been issued for Ledbetter's arrest, one for escape. 

(http://www.upi.com/Top_News/2009/09/07/Man-dies-after-being-hit-by-police-Taser/UPI-

54951252346255/)  

August 26, 2009—Los Angeles, California—An unidentified man was killed after being 

tasered three times by deputies from the Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department at an 

Louisiana Subway Station. The officer approached the man and asked him if he had a 

ticket.  The man did not respond, so the officer grabbed his hands to stop him and question 

him.  The man broke free; officers then tasered him twice.  

(http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2009/08/27/man-dies-after-being-tase_n_270664.html)  

August 22, 2009—Arizona City, Arizona—37-year-old T.J. Nance died after being tasered 

by police.  (http://azstarnet.com/news/state-and-regional/tasered-man-who-died-was-from-

arizona-city/article_5705f541-0329-5dc4-8e7a-c9455ca6e040.html)   

August 20, 2009—Mesa, Arizona—36-year-old Francisco Sesate died after being tasered by 

police.   (http://www.azcentral.com/news/articles/2009/11/20/20091120mr-

taserdeath1121.html)  

August 18, 2009—Greensboro, North Carolina—38-year-old Ronald Eugene Cobbs died 

after being tasered by jail guards at the Guilford County Jail. 

(http://www.journalnow.com/news/local/article_7b1b9aa1-16a1-5b36-9dec-

763bd7643e1a.html)  

August 14, 2009—Philadelphia, Pennsylvania—31-year-old Hakim Jackson died after 

being tasered by police.   

(http://www.delcotimes.com/articles/2009/08/17/news/doc4a88c2e400548349153504.txt)  

August 12, 2009—Greenville, South Carolina—53-year-old Ernest Ridlehuber died after 

being tasered by police.   (http://electronicvillage.blogspot.com/2009/08/taser-death-ernest-

ridlehuber.html)  

August 9, 2009—Moreno Valley, California—52-year-old Terrace Clifton Smith died after 

being tasered by police.  (http://electronicvillage.blogspot.com/2009/08/taser-death-terrace-

clifton-smith.html)  

July 30, 2009—Riverside County, California—27-year-old Jonathan Michael Nelson died 

after being tasered jail guards at Southwest Detention Center.  (http://www.pe.com/local-

news/riverside-county/moreno-valley/moreno-valley-headlines-index/20100809-taser-

shocks-didnt-kill-riverside-county-inmate.ece)  

July 20, 2009—Simi Valley, California—35-year-old Charles Anthony Torrence died after 

being tasered by police.  (http://www.vcstar.com/news/2009/jul/20/police-still-not-certain-

taser-killed-simi-man/)  
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July 2, 2009—Bakersfield, California—25-year-old Rory McKenzie died after being 

tasered by police.  (http://www.bakersfieldnow.com/news/local/49703362.html)  

June 30, 2009—Fontana, California—37-year-old Shawn Iinuma died after being tasered 

by police.   (http://www.utsandiego.com/news/2009/jun/30/ca-taser-death-063009/all/?print)  

June 13, 2009—Bel Air, Maryland—48-year-old Dwight Madison died after being tasered 

by jailers at a detention center. (http://www.daggerpress.com/2009/06/14/prisoner-dies-at-

detention-center-after-being-tasered/)  

June 9, 2009—Hurricane, Utah—32-year-old Brian Cardall died after being tasered by 

police. He was mentally ill.  (http://www.sltrib.com/sltrib/news/55591619-78/cardall-police-

settlement-taser.html.csp)  

May 23, 2009—Salem, Oregon—37-year-old Gregory Rold died after being tasered by 

police.  

(http://www.oregonlive.com/news/index.ssf/2009/05/salem_man_dies_after_police_sh.html)  

May 17, 2009—La Marque, Texas—27-year-old Jamaal Valentinedied after being tasered 

by police.  (http://setexasrecord.com/news/235639-wrongful-death-suit-filed-against-la-

marque-police)  

May 4, 2009—Holbrook, Arizona—53-year-old Gilbert Tafoya died after being tasered by 

police.   (http://truthnottasers.blogspot.com/2009/05/arizona-man-dies-after-repeated-use-

of.html)  

April 30, 2009—Lumberton, Texas—35-year-old Kevin LaDay died after being tasered by 

police.  (http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/news/2254627/posts)  

April 18, 2009—Fort Worth, Texas—Michael Jacobs, Jr. died after being tasered twice by 

police.  Jacobs was mentally ill.  Jacob's family had called the police because he had not 

been taking his medication.  Jacobs became combative, and officer tasered him for 49 

seconds; then after a one second pause, tasered him again for five seconds.  

http://www.policeone.com/police-products/less-lethal/TASER/articles/1955539-Texas-cop-

not-disciplined-in-deadly-TASER-incident/  

http://friendsofjustice.wordpress.com/2009/08/28/fort-worth-taser-death-ruled-homicide/ 

April 16, 2009—Tuscon, Arizona—50-year-old Gary A. Decker died after being tasered by 

police.  (http://www.wbko.com/home/headlines/43255612.html)  

April 10, 2009—Detroit, Michigan—16 year-old Robert Mitchell died after being tasered 

by police. Mitchell fled from a traffic stop. Officers chased him to an abandoned house, he 

was tasered while struggling inside, and pronounced dead later at a local hospital.  

(http://edition.cnn.com/2009/CRIME/05/28/michigan.taser.death/)   
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April 6, 2009—Fresno, California—41-year-old Ricardo Varela died after being tasered by 

police.  (http://abclocal.go.com/kfsn/story?section=news/local&id=6746481)  

April 1, 2009—Tamarac, Florida—48-year-old John J. Meier Jr. died after being tasered 

by police.   (http://prof77.wordpress.com/2010/09/05/tasers-kill-lethal-force/) ) 

http://edpadgett.blogspot.com/2009/12/electronic-village-50-taser-related.html)  

March 26, 2009—Freeport, Illinois—40-year-old Marcus D. Moore died after being tasered 

by police.  (http://electronicvillage.blogspot.com/2009/03/taser-death-marcus-moore-

freeport-il.html)  

March 22, 2009—Bay City, Michigan—15-year old Brett Elder, died after being tasered by 

police. Cops responded to call about teens fighting.  (http://www.mlive.com/news/bay-

city/index.ssf/2011/08/complete_coverage_of_brett_eld.html)   

February 28, 2009—Conroe, Texas—26-year-old Robert Lee Welch died after being 

tasered by police.  (http://www.yourhoustonnews.com/woodlands/news/family-of-man-who-

died-after-tasering-sues-county-deputies/article_ac05add4-18ee-5955-aa72-

9270401a1678.html)  

February 14, 2009—Los Angeles, California—32-year-old Chenard Kierre Winfield died 

after being tasered by police. (http://www.nbclosangeles.com/news/local/Obese-Nude-Man-

Who-Died-after-Taser-Hit-Is-Identified.html)  

February 13, 2009—Quincy, Flordia—37-year-old Rudolph Byrd died after being tasered 

by police.  (http://whathappenedtoprotectandserve.blogspot.com/2009/02/rudolph-byrd-

dies-after-being-tasered.html) (http://timesenterprise.com/local/x4435088/Tasers-used-on-

man-cocaine-found-at-scene)  

February 13, 2009—Iberia, Los Angeles—43-year-old Michael Jones died after being 

tasered by police.  (http://electronicvillage.blogspot.com/2009/10/taser-lawsuit-michael-

jones-iberia-la.html)  

February 11, 2009—San Jose, California—28-year-old Richard Lua died after being 

tasered by police.  (http://www.indybay.org/newsitems/2009/02/19/18572041.php)  

February 2, 2009—Stockton, California—45-year-old Garrett Jones died after being 

tasered by police.  (http://streetsheetsf.wordpress.com/2012/10/15/1694/) 

(http://prof77.wordpress.com/2010/09/05/tasers-kill-lethal-force/)  

January 22, 2009—Soddy Daisy, Tennessee—52-year-old Roger Redden died after being 

tasered by police.  (http://www.timesfreepress.com/news/2009/may/08/report-exonerates-

soddy-daisy-police-officer-taser/)  
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January 11, 2009—Bakersfield, California—31-year-old Rodolfo Lepe died after being 

tasered by police.   (http://www.bakersfieldnow.com/news/local/49107796.html)  

January 9, 2009—Martinsville, Virginia—17-year-old Derrick Jones died after being 

tasered by police.  (http://www.martinsvillebulletin.com/article.cfm?ID=26890)  

2008: 62 Deaths 

December 24, 2008—Houston, Texas—46-year-old Mark Green. Deputies tasered Green 

four times after he ran naked around an apartment complex banging on doors and 

windows, breaking into one stranger's apartment and climbing into the front seat of an 

officer's patrol car. Green’s death last Christmas Eve was due to acute cocaine toxicity 

complicating a violent struggle, as well as heart disease, the medical examiner’s office said. 

(http://eddiegriffinbasg.blogspot.com/2009/12/taser-international-crimes-against.html) 

http://blogs.roanoke.com/dancasey/2009/10/a-72-year-old-texas-grandma-has-learned-her-

lesson-ouch/  

December 20, 2008—Santa Rosa, California—39-year-old Nathan Vaughn died after being 

tasered by police. Police responded to a call of a woman and her husband being assaulted 

by their son, Vaughn, who was also “destroying the house.” When deputies arrived, they 

were confronted by a combative Vaughn. A deputy fired a taser gun at Vaughn once, who 

they say continued to resist. The deputy shocked Vaughn with a taser twice. Authorities say 

after Vaughn was subdued, he showed signs of medical distress after being put in 

handcuffs. He was later pronounced dead at a hospital. Vaughn had a long criminal 

history. (http://www.nbcbayarea.com/news/local/Man-Dies-After-Being-Tasered-Three-

Times-By-Police.html)  

December 19, 2008—San Jose, California—26-year-old Edwin Rodriguez died after being 

tasered by police.  Family members say the 6’3”, 300-pound Rodriguez suffered from 

hallucinations and was off his medication. They took him to the hospital, but once there 

Rodriguez wanted to leave. An officer saw the argument and deployed his taser at that 

time. He was tasered several times before they could handcuff him. “While they're on top 

of him, they’re kicking him, they're punching him. They're doing things that they 

shouldn’t be doing because he's already down. They handcuffed him and they tasered him 

twice,” said the victim’s cousin. Rodriguez stopped moving and was pronounced dead 

inside the hospital.  (http://www.indybay.org/newsitems/2008/12/20/18555826.php)  

December 9, 2008—Minneapolis, Minnesota—24-year-old Quincy Smith died after being 

tasered by police. Police came after Smith threatened his girlfriend with a rifle around 

12:45 a.m. Officers arrived to find Smith outside in the suspected area and attempted to 

arrest him. He struggled and a taser was used to subdue him. Smith later died at the 

hospital. He was a popular disc jockey at KMOJ radio known as “Q the Blacksmith.” 

(http://www.highbeam.com/doc/1G1-192809320.html)  
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December 3, 2008—Covington, Kentucky—52-year-old Leroy Hughes died after being 

tasered by police. Police were called to investigate a report of a man armed with a gun. 

Nearby St. Augustine School was placed on lockdown. When police arrived at the scene, 

they were confronted by Hughes. Police said he refused to comply with officers’ orders and 

began to thrash about. Officers tackled Hughes, who fought while on the ground, and he 

was tasered before being handcuffed. A loaded 9mm pistol was recovered from him. 

Hughes became unresponsive, and paramedics took him to the hospital, where he later 

died. (http://www.wkyt.com/home/headlines/35863459.html)  

November 9, 2008—Santa Rosa, California—42-year-old Guy James Fernandez died after 

being tasered by police. (http://www.utsandiego.com/news/2008/Nov/10/ca-norcal-police-

custody-death-111008/) (http://www.indybay.org/newsitems/2012/10/21/18724212.php)   

November 3, 2008—Mexia, Texas—44-year-old Adren Maurice Turner died after being 

tasered by police. Looking for a reported suspicious person, at 4 AM police stopped a 

vehicle and tried to arrest the driver. Turner scuffled with an officer, who subdued him 

with a taser. A little over an hour later, the man died at the hospital. 

(http://www.kxxv.com/story/9284116/man-dies-after-bout-with-taser?clienttype=printable)  

October 31, 2008—Riverside, California—35-year-old Marlon Oliver Acevedo died after 

being tasered by police. Outside his home, Acevado on PCP was in the street. He yelled and 

screamed that he wanted to die. When the officers tried to take him into custody, Acevedo 

resisted, and both officers used their batons to strike him in the arms and legs. Acevedo 

punched an officer in the eye. After shocking him five times with a taser, officers finally 

handcuffed him. Paramedics arrived and his heart stopped. Acevado died at the hospital 

less than an hour after it all began. 

(http://neighbors.denverpost.com/viewtopic.php?p=1170727) 

http://fivehusbands.wordpress.com/2009/04/19/the-tragic-death-of-kevin-piskura-one-year-

later-the-taser-death-march-continues/  

October 18, 2008—Chicago, Illinois—39-year-old Homer Taylor died after being tasered 

by police. Officers on bike patrol saw Taylor behaving erratically and drinking from an 

open bottle. When officers tried to talk to him, the man ran away. After a foot chase, the 

officers tried to take him into custody, but they say he became combative and apparently 

wielded a sharp-edged object at officers, and they tasered him. Taylor was pronounced 

dead at the hospital. He was said to have taken a narcotic addict.  

(http://www.hinterlandgazette.com/2008/10/homer-taylor-jr-recent-parolee-tasered.html) 

(http://articles.chicagotribune.com/2008-10-20/news/0810190276_1_taser-gun-convictions-officers)  

October 1, 2008—Orlando, Florida—45-year-old Anibal Amaro died after being tasered by 

police. Running in and out of traffic while he waved a belt, Amaro was foaming at the 

mouth, police said. Amaro made a threatening gesture and ran twice, during a period 
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where police tasered him three different times. Once in custody, deputies saw he had 

medical issues, and Amaro was taken to a hospital, dying later. Witnesses said he had been 

drinking and used cocaine earlier. (http://www.wsws.org/articles/2011/apr2011/tase-

a23.shtml)  

September 25, 2008—New York, New York—35-year-old Iman Morales died after being 

tasered by police. His mother said Morales had a bad reaction to a new medication. He was 

naked and climbed outside onto a 10-foot high gate and fire ladder. He was waving a 

florescent light bulb at police. They tasered him, and he toppled over 10 feet, landing solely 

on his head. Police did not break his fall or wait for an inflatable bag that had been 

ordered. There is video on youtube from a cell phone of the incident. Police admitted their 

fatal mistake. (http://www.nypost.com/p/news/regional/item_WoislnrtJefRs16UlbH23O) 

For the video, see http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c9SEGvH8VbY  

September 19, 2008—Lincoln, Nebraska—23-year-old Gabriel Bitterman died after being 

tasered by police. Responding to complaints of a domestic fight, an officer entered an 

apartment building at 2:59 a.m. upon hearing a scream from the victim. The officer 

discovered Mr. Bitterman had forced his girlfriend into the bedroom, while armed with a 

knife. An investigation stated he had deliberately cut himself. Bitterman turned to face the 

officer with the knife. After repeated orders from the officer to drop the knife were 

ignored, the officer discharged a taser one time, striking Bitterman. The girlfriend ran 

from the bedroom, and Mr. Bitterman was then taken into custody without further 

incident. Within the next few minutes, Bitterman stopped breathing and died at the 

hospital shortly after 4 a.m.. (http://www.columbiamissourian.com/stories/2008/09/20/man-

knife-dies-after-taser-shot-neb-cop/)  

September 15, 2008—San Diego, California—87-year-old Guadalupe Zavala died after 

being tasered by police. (http://www.10news.com/news/18873627/detail.html)  

September 11, 2008—Hillsborough County, Florida—46-year-old Roney Wilson died after 

being tasered by police. His brother called 911 because Wilson had not taken his 

medication and smashed a window of a truck with his fist. Wilson fought with deputies and 

was tasered four times. “Please don’t taser my brother no more, he’s got high blood 

pressure, you all gonna kill him,” Michael Wilson, Sr. said. After being handcuffed, 

deputies noticed Wilson was unresponsive. He was taken to the hospital, where he later 

died. (http://www.tampabay.com/news/publicsafety/crime/article973457.ece)  

September 3, 2008—Garden Grove, California—32-year-old Andy Tran died after being 

tasered by police. On a report about a mentally ill man acting erratic, police were called. 

When they arrived, Tran was attempting to climb into a window of a house, where he lived, 

and police had to use a stun gun (taser) to subdue him. Tran stopped breathing not long 
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after being shocked and was taken to a hospital, where he was pronounced dead. 

(http://articles.latimes.com/2008/sep/05/local/me-taser5)  

September 3, 2008—San Jose, California—38-year-old Prince Swayzer III died after being 

tasered by police. Swayzer was pulled over on suspicion of narcotics trafficking. During the 

stop he became combative and struggled with the three officers. Swayzer is also believed to 

have ingested an unknown amount of a controlled substance. He was shocked with a taser 

and was finally subdued. Transported to the hospital, Swayzer refused medical aid and 

died shortly after. (http://www.noonehastodietomorrow.com/agenda/policestate/169-169)  

August 28, 2008—Randolph County, Missouri—23-year-old Stanley Harlan died after 

being tasered twice by police.  He became unresponsive at the scene, and was pronounced 

dead at the hospital.  (http://www.komu.com/news/missouri-taser-death-investigation-

concludes/)   

August 15, 2008—Miami-Dade County, Florida—45-year-old Kenneth Oliver died after 

being tasered three or four times by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He went 

into shock moments after the incident, and died at the hospital.  

(http://jonathanturley.org/2008/08/16/miami-man-pounds-on-doors-screaming-for-help-

when-police-arrive-and-taser-him-to-death/)  

August 10, 2008—Rockford, Illinois—31-year-old Kiethedric Hines died after he was 

tasered once by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He lost consciousness at the 

scene, was rushed to the hospital, and pronounced dead shortly after arrival.  

(http://www.rrstar.com/news/x1481342988/Rockford-police-offer-little-information-on-

Taser-death) (http://www.rrstar.com/news/x1570388800/Winnebago-County-Coroner-

Man-shot-with-Taser-died-of-adverse-effects-of-cocaine)  

August 7, 2008—Riverside County, California—54-year-old Lawrence Rosenthal died after 

he was tasered by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He died after five days in 

the hospital.  (http://bbvm.wordpress.com/2009/09/10/police-use-of-tasers-faulted/) 

http://legacy.utsandiego.com/news/state/20080809-0057-ca-socal-taserdeath.html 

August 5, 2008—Allegheny, Pennsylvania—37-year-old Andre Thomas died after he was 

tasered three times by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He had trouble 

breathing, was rushed to the hospital, and died 3 hours after the shocks.  

(http://digits.newsvine.com/_news/2008/08/09/1734185-taser-death-mimics-three-others-in-

allegheny-county-cited-as-excited-delirium-syndrome)  

August 4, 2008— Beaumont, Texas—45-year-old Jerry Jones died after he was tasered by 

police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He died shortly after arriving at the hospital.  

(http://unitedtruthseekers.com/m/blogpost?id=6387970%3ABlogPost%3A120466) 

http://fivehusbands.wordpress.com/tag/tasers/  
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July 26, 2008—Statesville, North Carolina—29-year-old Anthony Davidson died after 

being tasered by sheriff’s deputies in jail.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He was 

taken to a hospital, and taken off life support just hours later.  

(http://digbysblog.blogspot.com/2008/07/taser-atrocity-of-day-by-digby-heres.html) 

http://pulse.ncpolicywatch.org/2008/07/30/taser-death-marks-a-grim-milestone/ 

July 23, 2008—Dallas, Texas—Richard Smith died after being tasered three times by 

police.  He had a seizure, and became unconscious.  He was pronounced dead within two 

hours of the shocks.  (http://shawnpwilliams.com/2008/07/30/use-of-force-continuum-needs-

revisiting-due-to-lethal-nature-of-taser-guns-day-of-blogging-for-justice/feed/)  

July 14, 2008—Harris County, Texas—52-year-old Marion Wilson Jr. died after being 

tasered twice by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He was rushed to the 

hospital, and died.  (http://judycarlin.wordpress.com/2008/08/12/grim-statistics-taser-

death-toll/) (http://fivehusbands.wordpress.com/tag/taser-deaths/)  

July 12, 2008—Los Angeles, California—18-year-old Deshoun Keyon Torrence died after 

being tasered twice by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He died in the back of 

a police car just after the shocks.  

(http://www.presstelegram.com/technology/20080715/family-aims-anger-at-long-beach-

police)  (http://truthnottasers.blogspot.com/2008/04/what-follows-are-names-where-

known.html)  

July 8, 2008—St. Louis, Missouri—29-year-old Samuel Deboise died after being tasered at 

least seven times by police. De Boise was mentally ill He was unarmed during the incident. 

He died at the hospital within an hour of the shocks.   

(http://www.stltoday.com/news/local/crime-and-courts/federal-judge-dismisses-lawsuit-against-st-

louis-county-police-over/article_e3cf2943-d756-547c-a2e4-5159c2036f79.html)  

July 4, 2008—St. Martin Parish, Louisiana—23-year-old Othello Pierre died after tasered 

by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He died at the hospital within three hours 

after being shocked.  

(http://www.louisianapersonalinjurylawyerblog.com/2012/09/st_martin_parish_police_tasi

ng.html) (http://www.klfy.com/Global/story.asp?S=9199280)  

July 2, 2008—Louisville, Kentucky—34-year-old Isaac Bass died after being tasered by 

police. He was unarmed during the incident.  He was pronounced dead at the hospital 

within 40 minutes.  http://www.wave3.com/story/8617905/taser-death-victim-identified 

http://leoweekly.com/news-features/news/law-disorder-the-family-a-louisville-man-who-

died-after-being-tasered-blames-poli  

June 27, 2008—Houston County, Alabama—27-year-old Nicholas Cody died after he was  

tasered three times by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He suffered a seizure 

http://digbysblog.blogspot.com/2008/07/taser-atrocity-of-day-by-digby-heres.html
http://shawnpwilliams.com/2008/07/30/use-of-force-continuum-needs-revisiting-due-to-lethal-nature-of-taser-guns-day-of-blogging-for-justice/feed/
http://shawnpwilliams.com/2008/07/30/use-of-force-continuum-needs-revisiting-due-to-lethal-nature-of-taser-guns-day-of-blogging-for-justice/feed/
http://judycarlin.wordpress.com/2008/08/12/grim-statistics-taser-death-toll/
http://judycarlin.wordpress.com/2008/08/12/grim-statistics-taser-death-toll/
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http://www.stltoday.com/news/local/crime-and-courts/federal-judge-dismisses-lawsuit-against-st-louis-county-police-over/article_e3cf2943-d756-547c-a2e4-5159c2036f79.html
http://www.stltoday.com/news/local/crime-and-courts/federal-judge-dismisses-lawsuit-against-st-louis-county-police-over/article_e3cf2943-d756-547c-a2e4-5159c2036f79.html
http://www.louisianapersonalinjurylawyerblog.com/2012/09/st_martin_parish_police_tasing.html
http://www.louisianapersonalinjurylawyerblog.com/2012/09/st_martin_parish_police_tasing.html
http://www.klfy.com/Global/story.asp?S=9199280
http://www.wave3.com/story/8617905/taser-death-victim-identified
http://leoweekly.com/news-features/news/law-disorder-the-family-a-louisville-man-who-died-after-being-tasered-blames-poli
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after the final shock.  He died after 12 days in the hospital.  

(http://deniedclaim.wordpress.com/2010/06/16/wrongful-death-suit-filed-in-houston-

county-alabama-taser-incident/ http://www.jcfloridan.com/news/article_ea7e1dac-9eea-

525d-b052-dfe54497d233.html  

June 25, 2008—Rockford, Illinois—Ernest Graves died after he was tasered three times by 

police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He complained of breathing problems, and 

died after being admitted to the hospital.  

(http://www.rrstar.com/news/x1570388800/Winnebago-County-Coroner-Man-shot-with-

Taser-died-of-adverse-effects-of-cocaine)  

June 8, 2008—Knox County, Indiana—25-year-old Quintrell Brannon died after he was 

tasered by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He stopped breathing 40 minutes 

after the shock, and was pronounced dead at the hospital.  

(http://www.courierpress.com/news/2010/sep/25/deal-set-on-jail-death-excessive-force-

alleged/?print=1)  

June 7, 2008—New Haven, Connecticut—35-year-old Donovan Graham died after being 

tasered eleven times by police because he “fought” officers and “resisted” arrest.  He was 

unarmed. He stopped breathing, and died at a hospital soon after admission.  

(http://investmentwatchblog.com/police-department-tasers-a-mentally-ill-man-11-times-in-

the-span-of-4-minutes-resulting-in-his-death)  

June 5, 2008—Birmingham, Alabama—43-year-old Willie Maye died after being tasered 

by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He began to have breathing problems, 

and died later at the hospital.  

(http://www.finalcall.com/artman/publish/article_5165.shtml) 

(http://www.alabamas13.com/story/21387579/birmingham-police-involved-taser-death)  

May 31, 2008—Lafourche Parish, Louisiana—27-year old Robert Ingram died after being 

tasered by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He became unresponsive at the 

scene, and was pronounced dead later at a hospital.  (“List of Deaths Following Use of Stun 

Weapons in US Law Enforcement: June 2001 to 31 August 2008,” Amnesty International 

Publications, 2008) http://kbzenews.blogspot.com/2008_06_01_archive.html 

May 28, 2008—Yolo County, California—In his late 40’s Ricardo Abrahams died after 

being tasered three times by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He stopped 

breathing at the scene, and was pronounced dead at a hospital within an hour.  (“List of 

Deaths Following Use of Stun Weapons in US Law Enforcement: June 2001 to 31 August 

2008,” Amnesty International Publications, 2008) 

http://davisvanguard.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=964:comment

ary-looking-at-the-taser-death-of-ricardo-abrahams&catid=74:court-watch&Itemid=100 

http://deniedclaim.wordpress.com/2010/06/16/wrongful-death-suit-filed-in-houston-county-alabama-taser-incident/
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http://www.rrstar.com/news/x1570388800/Winnebago-County-Coroner-Man-shot-with-Taser-died-of-adverse-effects-of-cocaine
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http://www.courierpress.com/news/2010/sep/25/deal-set-on-jail-death-excessive-force-alleged/?print=1
http://investmentwatchblog.com/police-department-tasers-a-mentally-ill-man-11-times-in-the-span-of-4-minutes-resulting-in-his-death
http://investmentwatchblog.com/police-department-tasers-a-mentally-ill-man-11-times-in-the-span-of-4-minutes-resulting-in-his-death
http://www.finalcall.com/artman/publish/article_5165.shtml
http://www.alabamas13.com/story/21387579/birmingham-police-involved-taser-death


May 6, 2008—St. Charles County, Illinois—22-year old James Wilson died after being 

tasered by police.  He was unarmed during the incident. He lost consciousness at the scene, 

and died a short time later.  (“List of Deaths Following Use of Stun Weapons in US Law 

Enforcement: June 2001 to 31 August 2008,” Amnesty International Publications, 2008) 

May 4, 2008—Ramsey County, MN—Joe Kubat died after being tasered by police.  He was 

unarmed at the time.  He became unresponsive at the scene and died in the ambulance.  

(“List of Deaths Following Use of Stun Weapons in US Law Enforcement: June 2001 to 31 

August 2008,” Amnesty International Publications, 2008) 

http://www.lawreport.org/pdf/StLouisTaserDeath.pdf  

April 27, 2008—Gibson County, Tennessee—28-year old Jermaine Ward died after being 

tasered by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He became unresponsive at the 

scene, and was rushed to the hospital where he died.  (“List of Deaths Following Use of 

Stun Weapons in US Law Enforcement: June 2001 to 31 August 2008,” Amnesty 

International Publications, 2008) http://digits.newsvine.com/_news/2008/04/30/1461296-

taser-death-or-eating-marijuana-jermaine-ward-of-jackson-tn-is-dead  

April 24, 2008—Butler County, Ohio—24-year old Kevin Piskura died after being tasered 

by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He collapsed at the scene, and died at the 

hospital about 24 hours later.  (“List of Deaths Following Use of Stun Weapons in US Law 

Enforcement: June 2001 to 31 August 2008,” Amnesty International Publications, 2008) 

April 24, 2008—Crittenden County, Arkansas—Dewayne Chatt died after being tasered 

three times by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He collapsed in his cell and 

died immediately.  (“List of Deaths Following Use of Stun Weapons in US Law 

Enforcement: June 2001 to 31 August 2008,” Amnesty International Publications, 2008) 

http://www.daytondailynews.com/news/news/taser-lawsuit-involving-miami-student-likely-

to-go/nSsrJ/  

April 22, 2008—Guilford County, North Carolina—24-year old Paul Thompson Jr. died 

after being tasered by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He died five days later.  

Four Greensboro officers used a taser three times on the man, who was pulled over for 

speeding after the man resisted the officers. They called an ambulance after the man began 

bleeding from the mouth. The man appeared to have a seizure and go into cardiac arrest in 

the ambulance and died at a hospital five days later. An autopsy report concluded the man 

died from complications of cocaine toxicity. (“List of Deaths Following Use of Stun 

Weapons in US Law Enforcement: June 2001 to 31 August 2008,” Amnesty International 

Publications, 2008); http://www.wwaytv3.com/4_nc_officers_cleared_using_taser/01/2009 

April 22, 2008—Contra Costa County, California—26-year old Uriah Dach died after 

being tasered by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He stopped breathing after 

http://www.lawreport.org/pdf/StLouisTaserDeath.pdf
http://digits.newsvine.com/_news/2008/04/30/1461296-taser-death-or-eating-marijuana-jermaine-ward-of-jackson-tn-is-dead
http://digits.newsvine.com/_news/2008/04/30/1461296-taser-death-or-eating-marijuana-jermaine-ward-of-jackson-tn-is-dead
http://www.daytondailynews.com/news/news/taser-lawsuit-involving-miami-student-likely-to-go/nSsrJ/
http://www.daytondailynews.com/news/news/taser-lawsuit-involving-miami-student-likely-to-go/nSsrJ/


officers handcuffed him, and he died en route to the hospital.  (“List of Deaths Following 

Use of Stun Weapons in US Law Enforcement: June 2001 to 31 August 2008,” Amnesty 

International Publications, 2008) https://richmondconfidential.org/2011/12/01/richmond-

pays-1-5-million-to-family-of-mentally-ill-man-who-died-in-police-custody/ 

April 5, 2008—New Kent County, Virginia—31 year old Yvelt Occean died after being 

tasered by the Virginia State Patrol.  Occean was unarmed during the incident.  Occean 

collapsed in a holding cell two hours after the incident, and he was rushed to a hospital 

where he was pronounced dead.  (http://truthnottasers.blogspot.com/2008/04/what-follows-

are-names-where-known.html)  

April 1, 2008—Orange County, California—Jason Gomez died after being tasered by 

police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He lost consciousness after the shock, and 

died five days later.  (“List of Deaths Following Use of Stun Weapons in US Law 

Enforcement: June 2001 to 31 August 2008,” Amnesty International Publications, 2008) 

http://ww2.gazette.net/stories/040908/silvnew202759_32388.shtml  

March 29, 2008—Shawnee County, Kansas—59-year old Walter Haake Jr. died after being 

tasered three times by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He died as handcuffs 

were placed on him.  (“List of Deaths Following Use of Stun Weapons in US Law 

Enforcement: June 2001 to 31 August 2008,” Amnesty International Publications, 2008) 

http://www.wsws.org/en/articles/2008/04/tase-a04.html  

March 28, 2008—Marion County, Indiana—35-year old Henry Bryant died after he was 

tasered for one minute by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He stopped 

breathing, and died at a hospital shortly thereafter.  (“List of Deaths Following Use of Stun 

Weapons in US Law Enforcement: June 2001 to 31 August 2008,” Amnesty International 

Publications, 2008)  http://www.theindychannel.com/news/family-to-sue-police-stun-gun-

manufacturer-after-death  

March 27, 2008—Macklenburg County, North Carolina—17-year old Darryl Wayne died 

after being tasered twice by police.  Wayne, who was shocked with a taser by police after 

an altercation at a Charlotte grocery store, died from cardiac arrest, according to an 

autopsy. Police confronted the teen during an argument with the manager of the store and 

say he threw something at the manager, ignored commands and approached the officer, 

who used a taser. The boy’s heart was pumping so fast and chaotically from the taser shot 

and the stress of the confrontation that it stopped pumping blood properly. The autopsy 

found no relevant pre-existing conditions.  Wayne was unarmed during the incident.  He 

became unresponsive after the final shock and never recovered.  (“List of Deaths Following 

Use of Stun Weapons in US Law Enforcement: June 2001 to 31 August 2008,” Amnesty 

International Publications, 2008); Fontenot v. Taser Intern., Inc., 2012 WL 13790504 (W.D. 

http://truthnottasers.blogspot.com/2008/04/what-follows-are-names-where-known.html
http://truthnottasers.blogspot.com/2008/04/what-follows-are-names-where-known.html
http://ww2.gazette.net/stories/040908/silvnew202759_32388.shtml
http://www.wsws.org/en/articles/2008/04/tase-a04.html
http://www.theindychannel.com/news/family-to-sue-police-stun-gun-manufacturer-after-death
http://www.theindychannel.com/news/family-to-sue-police-stun-gun-manufacturer-after-death


N.C. 2012);  http://www.newsobserver.com/2013/04/10/2816738/raleigh-police-say-man-

died-after.html  

March 21, 2008—Broward County, Florida—41-year old James Garland died after being 

tasered once by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  Immediately he became 

unresponsive, and Garland was pronounced dead at the hospital.  (“List of Deaths 

Following Use of Stun Weapons in US Law Enforcement: June 2001 to 31 August 2008,” 

Amnesty International Publications, 2008) 

http://www.nbcnews.com/id/23756097/ns/us_news-crime_and_courts/t/naked-man-dies-

after-taser-jolts-police-say/  

March 18, 2008—Chicago, Illinois—24-year old Roberto Gonzalez died after being tasered 

twice by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He died at a hospital about an hour 

after the shock.  (“List of Deaths Following Use of Stun Weapons in US Law Enforcement: 

June 2001 to 31 August 2008,” Amnesty International Publications, 2008) 

http://www.weeklywilson.com/2008/03/24/death-by-taser-or-dont-tase-me-bro/  

March 6, 2008—Chaves County, New Mexico—46-year old Javier Aguilar died after he 

was tasered by police.  He was unarmed during the incident. He became unresponsive after 

the shock and died at the hospital within 40 minutes.  (“List of Deaths Following Use of 

Stun Weapons in US Law Enforcement: June 2001 to 31 August 2008,” Amnesty 

International Publications, 2008) http://www.abqjournal.com/news/state/apcustody03-10-

08.htm  

March 3, 2008—Onondaga County, New York—36-year old Christopher Jackson died 

after he was tasered by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He suffered from 

cardiac arrest moments after the shock and did not recover.  (“List of Deaths Following 

Use of Stun Weapons in US Law Enforcement: June 2001 to 31 August 2008,” Amnesty 

International Publications, 2008) 

http://www.syracuse.com/news/index.ssf/2009/08/family_of_man_who_died_after_b.html  

March 2, 2008—Mayes County, Oklahoma—44-year old Barron Davis died after he was 

tasered twice by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.   (“List of Deaths Following 

Use of Stun Weapons in US Law Enforcement: June 2001 to 31 August 2008,” Amnesty 

International Publications, 2008) 

http://www.tulsaworld.com/site/printerfriendlystory.aspx?articleid=20080228_1_A1_spanc

74573  

February 7, 2008 – Merced, California – 53-year-old Richard Abston died after being 

tasered four times by police. He was unarmed during the incident. Around 8:00 a.m., 

Abston was stopped by California Highway Patrol for driving the wrong way on Highway 

99. He was under the influence of methamphetamine at the time. After being stopped, 

Abston got into a scuffle with the highway patrol officer and fled. He ran down the 

http://www.newsobserver.com/2013/04/10/2816738/raleigh-police-say-man-died-after.html
http://www.newsobserver.com/2013/04/10/2816738/raleigh-police-say-man-died-after.html
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http://www.weeklywilson.com/2008/03/24/death-by-taser-or-dont-tase-me-bro/
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highway, climbed on top of a tractor-trailer and refused to come down. Officers Hart and 

Arellano arrived on the scene, climbed onto the tractor-trailer and forced Abston down. 

Abston ran again, this time towards the median separating him from on-coming traffic. 

Officer Hart ordered Abston to stop. Abston did not comply with the order and Officer 

Hart fired the probes of his taser into Abston’s back. Abston fell. When he attempted to get 

up again, Officer Hart tasered him a second time. More officers arrived and began trying 

to handcuff Abston. When he resisted, Officer Hart tasered him twice more. The officer 

eventually succeeded in placing Abston in handcuffs and leg shackles. Shortly thereafter, 

one of the highway patrol officers noticed that Abston was not breathing. He was 

pronounced dead at 8:47 a.m. (Abston v. City of Merced,  506 Fed. Appx. 650 (9thCir. 

2013).) http://abclocal.go.com/kfsn/story?section=news/local&id=5991511  

February 5, 2008—Rankin County, Mississippi—50-year old Joseph Davis died after he 

was tasered by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  Davis was pronounced dead 

at the scene.  (“List of Deaths Following Use of Stun Weapons in US Law Enforcement: 

June 2001 to 31 August 2008,” Amnesty International Publications, 2008) 

http://www.msnewsnow.com/global/story.asp?S=7828912  

February 3, 2008—Jefferson County, Texas—32-year old Louis Cryer died after being 

tasered by police. He was unarmed during the incident.  He went into cardiac arrest shortly 

after the tasering and died.  (“List of Deaths Following Use of Stun Weapons in US Law 

Enforcement: June 2001 to 31 August 2008,” Amnesty International Publications, 2008) 

http://panews.com/local/x681439825/Man-who-died-in-police-custody-ID-d/print 

January 18, 2008— Staten Island, New York—47-year-old Daniel Hanrahan died after 

being tasered by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  

(http://www.nydailynews.com/news/staten-island-man-nude-romp-dies-article-1.343849)  

January 17, 2008—Winnfield Parish, Louisiana—21-year-old Baron Pikes died after being 

tasered nine times by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  In total, Pikes was 

tasered nine times over 14 minutes after he was handcuffed to a chair.  The last two 

taserings occurred after he was unconscious.  He was pronounced dead at a hospital shortly 

thereafter.  The officer was later charged with murder. 

http://edition.cnn.com/2008/CRIME/07/22/taser.death/ for video 

(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Aatm3VHu7xs)  

January 16, 2008—New Brighton, Minnesota—29-year-old Mark Backlund died after 

being tasered three times by an officer of the Minnesota State Patrol.  He was unarmed 

during the incident.  He was shocked after he crashed a car.  Police said he was 

“uncooperative.” Backlund went into cardiac arrest at the scene, and could not be 

resuscitated.  (http://www.startribune.com/local/north/13841301.html)  

http://abclocal.go.com/kfsn/story?section=news/local&id=5991511
http://www.msnewsnow.com/global/story.asp?S=7828912
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January 11, 2008—Miami-Dade County, Florida—29-year-old Xavier Jones died after 

being tasered by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He was shocked after he 

became disruptive at a party.  He became unresponsive after the shock.  

(http://www.bloggingblackmiami.com/2008/01/another-taser-v.html) for video 

(http://wn.wsvn.com/global/video/popup/pop_player.asp?ClipID1=2090143&h1=Man%20

dies%20while%20in%20police%20custody&vt1=v&at1=News&d1=153334&LaunchPage

AdTag=News&fvCatNo=&backgroundImageURL=&activePane=info&playerVersion=1&

hostPageUrl=http%3A//www1.wsvn.com)  

January 9, 2008—Cumberland County, North Carolina—36-year-old Otis Anderson died 

after he was tasered once or twice by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He 

stopped breathing minutes after the shocks.  

(http://www.fayobserver.com/articles/2011/08/29/1118953?sac=Local) 

http://truthnottasers.blogspot.com/2008/04/what-follows-are-names-where-known.html  

January 4, 2008—Nevada—33-year-old Ryan Rick died after being tasered five times by 

the Nevada Highway Patrol on I-15.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He was tasered 

after he crashed his car due to an epileptic seizure. He went into cardiac distress at the 

scene, and died at the hospital within the hour.  

(http://www.8newsnow.com/story/7580438/metro-investigating-death-of-man-after-nhp-

trooper-uses-taser)  

January 2, 2008—Mobile, Alabama—27-year-old Brandon Smiley died after being tasered 

by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He was tasered in an ambulance on the 

way to the hospital for a possible drug overdose. He stopped breathing, and was 

pronounced dead at the hospital.  

(http://blog.al.com/live/2008/01/man_dies_in_wake_of_being_tase.html) 

http://justice4brandon.wordpress.com/tag/taser-death-alabama-police-brutality-mobile-

alabama-brandon-smiley/  

2007: 67 Deaths 

December 10, 2007—Walton County, Georgia—41-year-old Leroy Patterson died after he 

was tasered by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He died less than an hour 

later.  (http://www.wsbtv.com/news/news/man-dies-after-being-tasered-by-

deputies/nJYnr/)  

November 30, 2007—Los Angeles, California—32-year-old Cesar Silva died after being 

tasered twice by police.  He was unarmed during the incident. Silva passed out in the back 

of a police car, and died at the hospital.  (http://articles.latimes.com/2007/dec/04/local/me-

sheriff4)  
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November 29, 2007—Columbia County, Florida—28-year-old Ashley Stephens died after 

being tasered twice by police.  Stephens was unarmed at the time.  

(http://www.gainesville.com/article/20071129/NEWS/71129022)  

November 20, 2007—Duval County, Florida—35-year-old Conrad Lowman died after 

being tasered three times by police.  He was unarmed at the time.  

(http://jacksonville.com/tu-online/stories/112207/met_219573985.shtml)  

November 18, 2007—Raton, New Mexico—20-year-old Jesse Saenz died after being tasered 

23 times by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.   

(http://amarillo.com/stories/112007/new_8986593.shtml)  

November 18, 2007—Frederick County, Maryland—20-year-old Jarrell Gray died after 

being tasered twice by police.  He was unarmed during the incident. He failed to regain 

consciousness, and died two hours later.  

(http://www.gazette.net/article/20120125/NEWS/701259305&template=gazette)  

November 18, 2007—Duval County, Florida—21-year-old Christian Allen, died after being 

tasered three times by police.  He died en route to the hospital.  (http://jacksonville.com/tu-

online/stories/112207/met_219573985.shtml)  

November 16, 2007—Sangamon County, Illinois—Amon Paul Carlock died after being 

tasered by deputies at the county jail.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He was 

pronounced dead shortly after at the hospital.  

(http://www.illinoishomepage.net/story/taser-

controversy/d/story/HUin8AZ51EWcXC8e2UiHxg) (http://www.sj-r.com/top-

stories/x1060309908/A-question-of-force-Tasers-can-be-deadly-but-can-also-save-lives)  

November 2, 2007—Henderson, North Carolina—44-year-old Stefan McMinn died after 

being tasered by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He suffered a heart attack, 

and died minutes after arriving in jail.  (http://www.citizen-

times.com/article/20071105/NEWS01/71105026/Death-man-subdued-Taser-jail-

investigated) http://www.witn.com/home/headlines/11045316.html  

November 1, 2007 – Lake Charles, Louisiana – 56-year-old Seldon Deshotels died after 

being tasered twice by police. He was unarmed during the incident. Late in the evening on 

November 1, Cherie Norsworthy saw Seldon Deshotels, who it was later discovered was 

under the influence of alcohol, standing in her garage. She did not recognize him, but 

assumed that he was there to see her husband. However, when she opened the backdoor 

and spoke to Deshotels, he turned and quickly walked away. Alarmed, Cherie told her 

husband what she had seen. Mr. Norsworthy, a trained martial artist, left the house on his 

four-wheeler to search the neighborhood for Deshotels. He found Deshotels running 

towards an apartment complex that was later discovered to be his home. Norsworthy 
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jumped on Deshotels back, knocked him to the ground, and applied a chokehold. Deshotels 

lost consciousness. Moments later, one of the apartment’s residents drove into the complex. 

Norsworthy told her that Deshotels had broken into his home and asked her to call the 

police. Officer Pittman was the first to respond. When he arrived on the scene, Deshotels 

was sitting on the ground and Norsworthy was standing close by. As Officer Pittman 

approached, Deshotels got up and tried to run. Officer Pittman caught him, pinned him to 

the ground and began trying to handcuff him. Deshotels resisted by holding his arms under 

his chest. Officers Miller, Marshall, Morgan and O’Rourke arrived and began assisting 

Officer Pittman. Officers Miller and Marshall tried to restrain Deshotels right arm. Officer 

Morgan restrained his legs. Officer O’Rourke warned Deshotels to stop struggling and 

then tasered him twice. The officers were then able to handcuff him and proceeded to move 

him to a police cruiser. However, when they lifted him they noticed that he had become 

limp, that his face was blue and that he did not appear to be breathing. The officers 

removed the handcuffs, placed Deshotels on his back and began trying to assist him. His 

tongue appeared to be blocking his airway. So they tried to move it with a pen. A 

paramedic arrived, who discovered that Deshotels’ mouth was filled with vomit. Deshotels’ 

was transported to Women’s and Children’s Hospital where he was pronounced dead. 

(Deshotels v. Marshall, 454 Fed.Appx. 262 (5th Cir. 2011)) 

(http://www.kplctv.com/story/18449844/city-decides)  

October 14, 2007—Burke County, North Carolina—54-year-old Donald Clark Grant died 

after being tasered twice by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  The shock 

caused him to fall and hit his head.  He died less than 12 hours later.  (http://police-

brutality-blog.blogspot.com/2011/05/list-of-persons-extra-judicially.html)  

October 14, 2007—Kansas City, Missouri—44-year-old Keith White died after being 

tasered by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  

(http://blogs.kansascity.com/crime_scene/2007/10/kck-police-stat.html)  

October 12, 2007—Orange County, California—Michael Lass died after being tasered  by 

police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He was an inmate at the time.  Lass was 

removed from his cell and tasered while being handcuffed.  He stopped breathing not long 

after the shock, and was pronounced dead less than one hour later.  (http://bit.ly/1b2HfDv) 

For a video of his fatal tasering, see http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e2QZpQnp6CQ 

October 1, 2007—Brooks County, Georgia—59-year-old Samuel Baker died after being 

tasered by police.  He collapsed at the scene, and resuscitation efforts failed.  

(http://valdostadailytimes.com/local/x1155885906/Man-dies-in-Brooks)  

September 9, 2007—Orange County, California—35-year-old Jorge Terriquez Renteria 

died after being tasered four times by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He 
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collapsed at the scene, and died at the hospital.  (http://www.ocregister.com/articles/police-

92772-taser-claims.html) 

September 3, 2007—Hamilton County, Ohio—47-year-old Earl Guerrant died after  being 

tasered by police.  He lost consciousness minutes after the shock, and was pronounced dead 

less than an hour later at the hospital.  

(http://www.publicbroadcasting.net/wual/news.newsmain/article/0/0/1141500/Alabama/Cin

cinnati-area.Man.Dies.After.Being.Stunned.by.Taser)  

September 3, 2007—Solano County, California—26-year-old Charles Gordon died after 

being tasered by police.  He was tasered while being taken by police to the hospital.  

Gordon was pronounced dead at the hospital.  

(http://truthnottasers.blogspot.com/2008/04/what-follows-are-names-where-known.html) 

(http://streetsheetsf.wordpress.com/2012/10/15/1694/)  

August 26, 2007—Columbia County, Oregon—50-year-old Glenn Shipman died after being 

tasered twice by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He died 72 hours later.  

(http://portlandtribune.com/component/content/article?id=91458) 

August 23, 2007—Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania —27-year-old Chad Cekas died after being 

tasered four to eight times by police.  He was unarmed during incident.  He became 

unresponsive at the scene, and died at the hospital 40 minutes later.  

0http://www.wpxi.com/news/news/man-dies-after-police-use-taser-gun-on-him/nGcjP/) 

August 22, 2007—Baltimore, Maryland—50-year-old Thomas Campbell died after being 

tasered twice by police.  Campbell collapsed and died minutes after the shock.  

(http://articles.baltimoresun.com/2007-08-22/news/0708220033_1_taser-clifford-campbell) 

August 15, 2007—Hinds County, Mississippi—21-year old Rafael Forbes died after being 

tasered  by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He stopped breathing after  he 

was tasered in the chest, and died two hours later.  (“List of Deaths Following Use of Stun 

Weapons in US Law Enforcement: June 2001 to 31 August 2008,” Amnesty International 

Publications, 2008) 

August 15, 2007—Stanislaus County, California—James Wells died after being tasered by 

police. He was unarmed during the incident. He stopped breathing minutes after the shock 

and died shortly afterwards.  (“List of Deaths Following Use of Stun Weapons in US Law 

Enforcement: June 2001 to 31 August 2008,” Amnesty International Publications, 2008) 

August 11, 2007—Sandusky County, Ohio—Craig Burdine died after being tasered three 

times by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He was tasered during a struggle 

with deputies while in jail.  He went into cardiac arrest, and was pronounced dead at the 
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hospital.  (“List of Deaths Following Use of Stun Weapons in US Law Enforcement: June 

2001 to 31 August 2008,” Amnesty International Publications, 2008) 

August 4, 2007—Oceana County, Michigan—Steven Spears died after being tasered four 

times by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He was tasered after running into 

traffic in his underwear.  He lost consciousness at the scene, and was pronounced dead at 

the hospital.  (“List of Deaths Following Use of Stun Weapons in US Law Enforcement: 

June 2001 to 31 August 2008,” Amnesty International Publications, 2008) 

August 4, 2007—Chicago, Illinois—Gefrey Johnson died after being tasered twice by 

police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  Johnson was pronounced dead at the 

hospital.  (“List of Deaths Following Use of Stun Weapons in US Law Enforcement: June 

2001 to 31 August 2008,” Amnesty International Publications, 2008) 

August 4, 2007 – Omaha, Nebraska – 21-year-old James C. Barnes died after being tasered 

by police. He was mentally ill. He was unarmed during the incident. On July 31, 2007, two 

officers went to Barnes’ home with warrants for his arrest. One of the officers had pulled 

Barnes over earlier in the month, and Barnes had fled the scene in his vehicle. When the 

police arrived at Barnes’ home, they initially believed that it was abandoned. They knocked 

on the door but received no response. Upon entering, they found the home in disarray. The 

kitchen was dirty and disheveled and there was no furniture in the home. However, the 

officers heard the sound of a fan running on the second floor. Following the sound upstairs, 

they found Barnes in a bathroom and a woman in a bedroom. Both were unclothed. The 

officers ordered Barnes to move into the bedroom and dress. One of the officers stood 

between Barnes and the doorway to the room. The second stood between Barnes and the 

only other exit to the room, a window leading to the roof of a covered porch, with her taser 

unholstered. As soon as Barnes finished dressing, he bolted for the window. The first 

officer immediately turned and ran out of the bedroom door and downstairs, hoping to 

make it outside and apprehend Barnes once he made it out of the window and on to the 

ground. The second officer deployed her taser as Barnes was passing her on his way to the 

window. The taser’s prongs lodged in Barnes’ back. When the first officer made it out of 

the house, he found Barnes lying on the sidewalk below the window. The two officers claim 

that they do not know how Barnes fell from the roof of the porch. Barnes was taken to the 

hospital, where he died four days later. (McKenney v. Harrison, 635 F.3d 354 (8th Cir. 

2011); “Mother sues city in Taser death,” Katie Fretland, Lexington Clipper-Herald, April 

13, 2009, 

http://www.omaha.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=2010702169909&template=printart  

August 2, 2007—Birmingham, Alabama—Clyde Patrick died after being tasered for two 

minutes by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He was shocked a number of 

times when he resisted being taken to the hospital. He was pronounced dead on arrival.  

http://www.omaha.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=2010702169909&template=printart


(“List of Deaths Following Use of Stun Weapons in US Law Enforcement: June 2001 to 31 

August 2008,” Amnesty International Publications, 2008)  

July 28, 2007—Phoenix, Arizona – Ronald Marquez died after being tasered multiple times 

by police. He was unarmed during the incident. Marquez’s mother called the police when 

she heard “praying and yelling” coming from Marquez’s bedroom. When officers arrived 

at the scene, they discovered that Marquez was trying to perform an exorcism on his 

daughter, Cynthia, and his granddaughter, Destiny. The officers entered Marquez’s 

bedroom to discover that Marquez had gouged Cynthia’s eyes and that he was holding 

Destiny, unconscious, in a chokehold. Marquez fought with the officers as they removed 

Destiny from the room. The officers tasered Marquez multiple times to subdue him. The 

officers later discovered that Marquez had a weak pulse and performed CPR. But 

Marquez went into cardiac arrest and died. (Marquez v. City of Phoenix, 693 F.3d 1167 

(9th Cir. 2012); “List of Deaths Following Use of Stun Weapons in US Law Enforcement: 

June 2001 to 31 August 2008,” Amnesty International Publications, 2008)  

July 26, 2007—Norcross, Georgia—27-year-old Carlos Rodriguez died after Gwinnett 

county sheriff’s deputies shocked him two times with a taser. Deputies say that Rodriguez 

was drunk and “attacked” them and then “resisted arrest.” John Irvine, one of two 

deputies who shocked Rodriguez, was implicated in the 2004 taser death of a Gwinnett 

County jail inmate named Frederick Williams. 

(http://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/DefenseFund/conversations/topics/557?unwrap=1&v

ar=1)  

July 25, 2007—Gwinnett County Jail, Georgia— 27-year-old Carlos Escamilla died after 

deputies used taser on him.  He died from cardiac arrest shortly after being tasered.  

(http://www.foxnews.com/story/2007/10/08/official-taser-did-not-cause-georgia-man-death/)  

July 20, 2007—Kansas City, Missouri—36-year-old Jermaine Thompson died after he was 

tasered twice by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He collapsed, and was taken 

to the hospital where he died 40 minutes later.  (http://www.masscops.com/threads/man-

dies-in-taser-confrontation-with-mo-police.34544/) 

July 16, 2007—Denver, Colorado—47-year-old Albert Romero died after he was tasered 

twice by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He collapsed at the scene, and died 

en route to the hospital within the hour.  (http://www.denverpost.com/ci_6386600) 

(http://www.denverpost.com/ci_13383347) 

July 8, 2007—Orange County, New York—25-year-old Nathaniel Cobbs died after being 

tasered once by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He died at the hospital ten 

hours later.  

(http://www.recordonline.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20080123/NEWS/801230369/-
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1/rss01)  

http://www.recordonline.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20070714/NEWS/707140331 

July 3, 2007—Los Angeles, California—36-year-old Richard Baisner died after being 

tasered by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He was dead an hour later.  

(http://www.whittierdailynews.com/general-news/20070706/police-identify-taser-victim)  

May 29, 2007—Berrien County, Michigan—34-year-old Doyle Moniki  Jackson was 

tasered during his booking at the  Berrien County Jail.  Jackson was unarmed at the time 

of the incident, and died five hours after being shocked.  

(http://articles.southbendtribune.com/2007-05-30/news/26833614_1_domestic-violence-

felony-charges-taser)  

May 28, 2007—Prince George’s County, Maryland—22-year-old Marcus Skinner died 

after being tasered for two minutes by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He 

became unresponsive, and could not be resuscitated.  

(http://injurylaw.reganfirm.com/2007/06/articles/police-misconduct/two-recent-taser-

deaths-renew-excessive-force-safety-debates/)  

(http://www.correctionsone.com/products/less-lethal/taser/articles/1335485-Use-of-Taser-

on-bound-Md-suspect-raises-questions-of-policy/) 

May 25, 2007—San Jose, California—47-year-old Steve Salinas died after being tasered 10 

times by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He was pronounced dead at the 

hospital.  (http://www.mercurynews.com/ci_23650707/jury-awards-1-million-san-jose-

police-taser) 

May 24, 2007—Kern County, California—39-year-old Cecil Valenzuela died after being 

tasered by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He was forced off his bicycle, and 

tasered when he tried to flee.  He fell face-first, striking pavement, and died of a skull 

fracture 48 hours later.  (http://www.bakersfieldnow.com/news/local/7695747.html) 

May 22, 2007—Knoxville, Tennessee—39-year-old Kevin Hill died after being tasered three 

times by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He was pronounced dead at the 

scene.  (http://www.local8now.com/home/headlines/10603507.html) 

May 19, 2007—Oklahoma City, Oklahoma—35-year-old Milisha Thompson died after 

being tasered twice by police.  Thompson was unarmed during the incident and in 

handcuffs when he was tasered. He died en route to the hospital.  

http://injurylaw.reganfirm.com/2007/06/articles/police-misconduct/two-recent-taser-

deaths-renew-excessive-force-safety-debates/) 

May 16, 2007 – Franklin County, Ohio – Patrick Hagans died after being tasered four to 

six times by police. He was unarmed during the incident. Early in the morning, Hagans 
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began running around his yard, screaming, kicking patio furniture and jumping on top of 

cars in his driveway. He was under the influence of crack cocaine and suffering from 

paranoid delusions. The commotion awoke a neighbor, who called the police. One officer 

arrived on the scene and began chasing Hagans around the yard. He tried to pepper spray 

Hagans. But the spray only hit Hagans on his back and was therefore ineffective. A second 

officer arrived in a patrol car. Hagans approached the car and tried to open the locked 

driver’s side door. The officers tackled him and were able hold him down on the ground. 

However, Hagans refused to be handcuffed, holding his arms underneath him on the 

ground. As the first two officers struggled to handcuff Hagans, a third officer arrived and 

tasered Hagans four to six times in an effort to subdue him. Hagans did not respond to 

being tasered, but the three officers were able to physically force him into handcuffs and 

leg restraints. Hagans lost consciousness a few moments later. Paramedics were able to 

revive him in the ambulance on the way to the hospital. But he never regained 

consciousness. He died three days later. (Hagans v. Franklin County Sheriff’s Office, 695 

F.3d 505 (6th Cir. 2012); (http://www.leagle.com/decision/In%20FCO%2020120823099)  

May 15, 2007—Allen County, Kansas—20-year-old Iolan  Chance Shrum died after being 

tasered for two minutes by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  His heartbeat 

stopped on the way from the scene to the hospital.  (http://www.topix.com/forum/city/delia-

ks/Tennessee4BD6C7H7N81HODP) (http://www.freewebs.com/steven_kump/Officers.htm) 

May 15, 2007—Ventura County, California—31-year-old Raymundo Garcia died after 

being tasered by police. He was unarmed at the time of the incident.  He was shocked when 

he refused to exit a vehicle.  He went into cardiac arrest at the scene, and died eight days 

later when life support was stopped.   (http://articles.latimes.com/2007/may/26/local/me-

taser26) 

May 14, 2007—Baltimore, Maryland—31-year-old Terrell Heath died after being tasered 

by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He suffered a heart attack immediately 

after the incident.  He was taken to a hospital and pronounced dead 100 minutes later.  

(http://articles.baltimoresun.com/2007-05-16/news/0705160044_1_stun-guns-taser-police-

swat-team)  

May 12, 2007—Spokane County, Washington—Trent Yohe died after being tasered four 

times while restrained by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He had a seizure 

and eventually went into cardiac arrest at the scene.  He died 12 days later when doctors 

turned off his life support machine.  (http://www.komonews.com/news/local/7542897.html) 

May 12, 2007—Pierce County, Washington—Jeffrey Young died after being tasered three 

times by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  Three different officers used their 

tasers on him.  When the fourth officer arrived Young was already face down in handcuffs 

with no pulse.  (http://caselaw.findlaw.com/wa-court-of-appeals/1592890.html) 
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May 7. 2007 – Alma, Georgia – James Christopher Allen died after being tasered as many 

as 18 times by police. He was unarmed during the incident. An officer went to Allen’s home 

in response to a 911 call placed by Allen himself. Allen had told the operator that “demons 

were trying to get him.” When the officer arrived on the scene Allen dove into the patrol 

car and grabbed the officer’s shirt, saying that the officer “was a demon who needed to be 

killed.” The officer forced Allen out of the car and ordered him to lie face down on the 

ground. Allen complied. A second officer arrived and began trying to handcuff Allen. But 

when Allen refused to put his hands behind his back, the two officers tasered him 

repeatedly in an attempt to make him comply. They eventually gave up, physically forced 

Allen into the handcuffs and placed him in the back seat of a patrol car. When the officers 

arrived at the police station, they discovered that Allen was unconscious in the back seat 

and that he had no pulse. Allen was pronounced dead at Bacon County Hospital. (Hoyt v. 

Cooks, 672 F.3d 972 (11th Cir. 2012); 

(http://www.ca11.uscourts.gov/opinions/ops/201110771.pdf)  

May 7, 2007—Pinellas, Florida—45-year-old Robert Keske died after being tasered twice 

by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  Police shocked him through the window 

of his stationary truck after a chase.  He immediately began suffering from medical 

distress.  He was pronounced dead at the hospital.  

(http://www.tboblogs.com/index.php/newswire/story/taser-deaths-raise-questions)  

May 5, 2007—Pinellas, Florida—33-year-old Daniel Young died after being tasered three 

times by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He collapsed and was unresponsive 

after the final shock, which hit him in the chest.  He was pronounced dead at the hospital.  

(http://www.tboblogs.com/index.php/newswire/story/taser-deaths-raise-questions) 

April 24, 2007—Baltimore, Maryland—43-year-old Uywanda Peterson died after being 

tasered by police.  She was unarmed during the incident.  She collapsed shortly after 

officers shocked her in the chest and went into cardiac arrest.  Peterson was pronounced 

dead 45 minutes later.  

(http://cironline.org/sites/default/files/legacy/files/AcidosisStudy.pdf) 

April 22, 2007—New Haven, Connecticut—26-year-old David Mills died after being 

tasered by police.  He was unarmed during the incident, and died an hour after being 

shocked.  (http://yaledailynews.com/blog/2007/04/24/man-dies-after-use-of-taser/) 

April 10, 2007 – Prattville, Alabama– 22-year-old Eugene Gilliam died after being tasered 

several times by police. He was unarmed during the incident. On the night of Gilliam’s 

death, Officers Gentry and Emmanuel stopped Gilliam’s vehicle for violating the speed 

limit. During the course of the traffic stop, the officers searched Gilliam’s person, found 

marijuana and arrested him. Each officer tasered Gilliam multiple times. Gilliam’s estate 

claimed that Gilliam did not struggle or resist arrest. The officers testified that they tasered 
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Gilliam because he attempted to flee when they discovered the marijuana on his person. 

Soon after being tasered, Gilliam began complaining that he was experiencing chest pains 

and having trouble breathing. Paramedics arrived and transported Gilliam to the hospital, 

where he died seven hours later. (Estate of Gilliam ex rel. Waldroup v. City of Prattville, 

639 F.3d 1041 (11th Cir. 2011); “Man, 22, dies after police use TASER to prevent escape,” 

The Decatur Daily News, April 12, 2007, 

http://archive.decaturdaily.com/decaturdaily/news/070412/taser.shtml)  

March 24, 2007—Los Angeles, California—25-year-old David Mendoza died after being 

tasered for two minutes in a struggle in an emergency room.  He was unarmed at the time 

of the incident, and died at the scene.  (http://www.lcwlegal.com/82599) 

March 23, 2007 – San Antonio, Texas – 35-year-old Sergio Galvan died after being tasered 

by police. He was unarmed during the incident. Around 3 a.m. on Mar. 23, 2007, Officers 

Smith and Garcia responded to 911 calls from the Galvan’s neighborhood. Sergio’s wife 

had called 911 and hung up several times. And there had been a report of gunshots in the 

area. When they arrived in the Galvan’s neighborhood, the officers heard screaming in the 

area. They found Galvan, who was under the influence of cocaine, and discovered that he 

was the source of the screaming. The officers offered to help Galvan and he ran. The 

officers chased Galvan and when they eventually caught him a struggle ensued. Galvan 

charged towards Officer Smith, who responded by spraying Galvan twice in the face with 

pepper spray. The spray did not incapacitate Galvan. He grabbed the can and he and 

Officer Smith fell to the ground in the ensuing struggle. The struggle continued for a few 

moments, during which Officer Garcia shot Galvan with his taser. The officers were 

eventually able to handcuff Galvan. Soon after, they discovered that he was not breathing. 

The officers attempted to revive Galvan. But he never regained consciousness. (Galvan v. 

City of San Antonio, 435 Fed.Appx. 309 (5th Cir. 2010); “San Antonio man dies after being 

Tasered by police,” Your News Now, Mar. 23, 2007, 

http://austin.ynn.com/content/top_stories/181279/san-antonio-man-dies-after-being-

tasered-by-police)  

http://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/BBDB_LEROY/conversations/topics/144?l=1 

March 16, 2007 – Baltimore, Maryland – 40-year-old Ryan Meyers died after being tasered 

10 times by police. Ryan Meyers was diagnosed with bipolar disorder when he was 15 years 

old and lived with his parents for his entire life. Prior to his death, the Meyers family 

contacted law enforcement on five different occasions to have Ryan detained during a 

psychotic episode. On the night of Ryan’s death, Ryan’s brother Billy came home to find 

Ryan involved in a confrontation with their mother, Mrs. Meyers. Billy punched Ryan, a 

fight ensued and Mrs. Meyers called the police. Officer Romeo arrived at the scene and 

found Mr. Meyers and Billy standing in the front yard. Mr. Meyers was nursing a swollen 

and lacerated nose. Officer Romeo investigated and saw Ryan walking through the house, 

carrying a baseball bat. Officer Gaedke arrived at the scene and she and Officer Romeo 
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tried to convince Ryan to surrender. He responded by stating, “No, you’re going to have to 

kill me.” Officer Romeo requested the assistance of an officer trained to use a taser and 

Officer Mee responded. The officers entered the home and Officer Mee ordered Ryan to 

drop the baseball bat. Ryan did not immediately comply. Officer Mee fired the probes of 

his taser into Ryan and shocked him three times before Ryan dropped the baseball bat and 

fell to the ground. While three officers sat on Ryan’s back, Officer Mee shocked Ryan a 

fourth time in probe mode and then six times in drive stun mode. According to some of the 

officers, Ryan was actively resisting and fighting with the officers when these additional 

shocks were administered. Officer Gaedke testified that Ryan was not fighting with the 

officers, but was “keeping his body rigid and keeping his hands underneath his body.” Billy 

Meyers testified that Ryan merely tried to move his legs while the officers were sitting on 

his back. After Ryan had been shocked for the tenth time, the officers noticed that he was 

unconscious. Paramedics arrived and found Ryan in a state of cardiac arrest. They were 

unable to revive him. (Meyers v. Baltimore County, Md., 713 F.3d 723 (4th Cir. 2013) 

http://www.courthousenews.com/2013/02/05/54601.htm 

March 15, 2007—Marion County, Ohio—42-year-old Randy Buckey died after being 

tasered by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He stopped breathing almost 

immediately.  CPR efforts were unsuccessful, and he was pronounced dead at a hospital 

four hours later.  http://www.wkyc.com/news/story.aspx?storyid=64500 

March 12, 2007—Collier County, Florida—24-year-old Muszack Nazzaire died after being 

tasered twice by police.  He was unarmed at the time of the incident.  He was caught 

driving without a license.  He fled during the traffic stop, and was standing in a canal of 

water when tasered.  He collapsed immediately.  He died at the scene.  

(http://www.naplesnews.com/news/2007/nov/19/collier_deputy_cleared_taser_death_man_g

olden_gate/)  

February 21, 2007—San Diego, California—43-year-old Martin Mendoza died after being 

tasered 13 times by police.  Shortly afterwards police noticed he had stopped breathing.  He 

was taken off life support three days later and died.  

(http://www.utsandiego.com/news/2009/Feb/09/vista-deputies-taser-firm-sued-two-years-

after/) 

February 11, 2007—Maricopa County, Arizona—44-year-old Stephen Krohn died after 

being tasered twice by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He lost consciousness 

at the scene, and was pronounced dead an hour later at the hospital.  (http://police-

brutality-blog.blogspot.com/2011/05/list-of-persons-extra-judicially.html) 

February 8, 2007—Vernon Parish, Louisiana—Oshea King died after being tasered by 

police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He complained of chest pains during 
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booking.  Finally, King was transported to the hospital, but he died later.  

((http://www.amnestyinternational.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf) 

January 30, 2007—Bradley County, Tennessee—42-year-old Christopher McCargo, who 

was an inmate at the Bradley County jail at the time of the incident, died after being 

tasered.  He died after being in a coma for almost a year following the incident where he 

was arrested for being drunk, and tasered in jail for being “unruly.”  

(http://www.masscops.com/threads/tennessee-officers-defend-taser-use.13507/)  

January 17, 2007—Bay City County, Michigan—Keith Kallstrom, who was an inmate at 

the Bay City County Jail at the time of the incident, died after being tasered a number of 

times in a 24 hour period.  He was tasered approximately two minutes altogether.  He died 

of a heart attack a day later.  (http://truthnottasers.blogspot.com/2008/04/what-follows-are-

names-where-known.html) http://www.splcenter.org/get-informed/intelligence-

report/browse-all-issues/2007/spring/white-nationalism 

January 17, 2007—Maricopa County, Arizona—18-year-old Andrew Athetis died after 

being tasered four times by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He became 

unresponsive at the scene and was pronounced dead 12 hours later at the hospital.  

(http://www.azcentral.com/news/articles/0121tasersuit.html) 

January 12, 2007—Fresno County, California—Pete Madrid died after being tasered twice 

by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He stopped breathing at the scene after 

officers handcuffed him.  He was placed on life support at the hospital, and died two days 

later.  (http://abclocal.go.com/kabc/story?section=news/local&id=8353016) 

January 7, 2007—Nassau County, New York—38-year-olf Blondel Lassegue died after 

being tasered by police.  He was unarmed during the incident. He also had a history of 

mental illness.  Four officers were trying to restrain him, and Lassegue became 

unresponsive as officers began trying to carry him from a building. He was pronounced 

dead at the hospital.  (http://www.nytimes.com/2007/01/09/nyregion/09dead.html?_r=0) 

January 6, 2007—St. Lucie County, Florida—45-year-old Douglas Ilten died after being 

tasered three times by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He became 

unresponsive immediately after the last shock.  Resuscitation efforts were unsuccessful.  

(http://www.myhometownnews.net/index.php?id=20025) 

January 5, 2007—Gaston County, North Carolina—42-year-old Calvin Thompson died 

after being tasered by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He became 

unconscious when he was being placed into custody, and was pronounced dead at the 

hospital.  Gaston County police officers received calls about a driver who hit three vehicles 

and a house and arrived to find a man nude and running down the street.  Police said the 

man was uncooperative and resisted arrest, and two of the officers used tasers on him. The 
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man became unconscious and died.  

(http://www.digtriad.com/news/local/story.aspx?storyid=77712)  

2006: 73 Deaths 

December 30, 2006—Butte County, California—43-year-old Daniel Quick died after being 

tasered twice by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He suffered cardiac 

dysrhythmia at the scene, and was pronounced dead in the hospital about an hour later.  

(http://ireport.cnn.com/docs/DOC-560045)  

December 17, 2006—Lafayette Parish, Louisiana—29-year-old Terrill Enard died after 

being tasered twice by police.  He was unarmed during the incident. He was taken to the 

hospital in critical condition, and he died nine hours later. 

(http://stoptasertorture.blogspot.com/2009/11/455-taser-deaths-in-ameica-list-of.html) 

http://www.infowars.com/articles/ps/tasers_man_dies_after_police_use_taser.htm  

December 3, 2006—Franklin County, Ohio—39-year-old Briant Parks died after being 

tasered by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  

(http://www.dispatch.com/content/stories/local/2008/01/06/tased.ART_ART_01-06-

08_B1_JU8VORP.html)  

November 14, 2006—Nash County, North Carolina—43-year-old Timothy Newton died 

after being tasered by police.  He was unarmed during the incident, and died at the 

hospital.  http://www.officer.com/article/10250577/suspect-tasered-by-north-carolina-

officers-dies  

November 14, 2006—DeSoto, Mississippi—41-year-old Darren Faulkner died after being 

tasered twice by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He was tasered while 

handcuffed on the ground.  An entire can of pepper spray was also used.  He stopped 

breathing at the scene, and died. 

http://www.paloaltoonline.com/square/index.php?i=3&t=708  

October 28, 2006 – Delaware, Ohio – 29-year old Jeremy Foos died after being tasered by 

police. On October 27, 2006, Foos crashed his truck into a concrete pillar while under the 

influence of cocaine and methamphetamine. Officer Hatcher arrived at the scene to find 

Foos still sitting in his truck, accelerating into the concrete pillar and rocking back and 

forth violently in the driver’s seat. Smoke was emanating from the truck’s rear tires, which 

were spinning quickly against the ground. Officer Hatcher parked his police cruiser behind 

Foos’ truck, ran his emergency lights and siren and shined a spot light into Foos’ rearview 

and side mirrors. When Foos did not react and continued to accelerate, Officer Hatcher got 

out of his cruiser and approached the driver’s side window of Foos’ truck. With his 

revolver drawn, Officer Hatcher knocked on the window and yelled for Foos to turn off the 

truck. Foos yelled something back and continued to accelerate and rock back and forth. 
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Officer Hatcher then backed away from the truck and called for backup and an 

ambulance. Several officers arrived and surrounded Foos’ truck. Officer Gerke joined 

Officer Hatcher in attempting to convince Foos to turn off his truck. While standing by the 

driver’s side of the truck, the two officers saw Foos attempt to reach into the back seat. 

They became concerned that Foos was reaching for a weapon and decided to act to remove 

him from his truck. Officer Gerke smashed the driver’s side window of Foo’s truck with an 

axe. Foos did not stop accelerating or rocking back and forth and Officer Hatcher shot him 

in the chest with the probes of his taser. Foos did not respond to being tasered. So Officer 

Gerke shot him in the chest with the probes of his own taser. Foos stopped moving and 

moaned for the officers to stop. They removed him from his truck, placed him on the 

ground and handcuffed him. Paramedics placed him in an ambulance and transported him 

to Grady Memorial Hospital. Shortly after his arrival at the hospital, Foos had a seizure, 

stopped breathing and went into cardiopulmonary arrest. Doctors were able to revive him 

and he was transferred to Grant Medical Center for critical care. Foos died one day later. 

(Foos v. City of Delaware,  492 Fed. Appx. 582 (6th Cir. 2012) ) 

http://law.justia.com/cases/federal/appellate-courts/ca6/10-4234/10-4234-2012-07-16.html 

http://www.realpolice.net/forums/ask-cop-112/60165-taser-guns.html  

October 28, 2006—Jersey County, Illinois—17-year-old Roger Holyfield died after being 

tasered twice by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He was tasered due to 

standing in the street shouting while holding a Bible.  He became unresponsive in the 

ambulance, and died the next night at the hospital.  

http://www.ksdk.com/news/story.aspx?storyid=106587  

October 22, 2006—Montgomery, Alabama— 30-year-old Eddie Ham Jr. died after being 

tasered by police.   He was unarmed during the incident.  He became unresponsive after he 

was shocked, and he was pronounced dead at the hospital.  

(http://www.publicbroadcasting.net/wual/news.newsmain?action=article&ARTICLE_ID=1

085661)  http://www.ar15.com/archive/topic.html?b=1&f=5&t=1218752  

October 19, 2006—Clark County, Nevada—37-year-old James Lewis died after being 

tasered twice by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  

http://www.topix.com/forum/city/tecopa-ca/T999DIO73N2GSQ5IR/p16  

October 19, 2006—New Haven, Connecticut—24-year-old Nicholas Brown died after being 

tasered three times by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He had been sleeping 

in his car, and was shocked when he ran from police.  Several hours later officers found 

him sick during a routine jail cell check.  He went into cardiac arrest in the ambulance and 

couldn't be revived.  http://www.ct.com/blog/wtxx-taserrelated-death-toll-in-connecticut-

hits-13-20130903,0,52748.story http://www.ctpost.com/default/article/Police-ID-man-who-

died-in-custody-2267236.php  
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October 9, 2006—Wayne County, Michigan—James Simmons died after being tasered 

twice by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He stopped breathing in ambulance 

on the way to the hospital.  Simmons was pronounced dead at the hospital. 

http://www.thenewsherald.com/articles/2007/01/21/localnews/20070121-archive1.txt 

  http://unitedtruthseekers.com/m/blogpost?id=6387970%3ABlogPost%3A120466     

October 6, 2006—Harris County, Texas—Herman Barnes died after being tasered more 

than 10 times by police.  He was unarmed during the incident. He became unresponsive at 

the scene and was pronounced dead at the hospital an hour later. 

http://abclocal.go.com/ktrk/story?section=news/local&id=9065252  

October 6, 2006—Craighead, Arkansas—50-year-old Michael Templeton died after being 

tasered twice by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  When tasered, Templeton 

fell onto a piece of machinery and sustained head injuries.  He became unconscious and did 

not recover.  http://www.kait8.com/Global/story.asp?s=5656633&clienttype=printable  

http://www.kait8.com/story/5501049/bay-man-dies-while-being-arrested-by-craighead-

county-deputy?clienttype=printable  

October 1, 2006—Charleston, South Carolina—38-year-old Kip Black died after being 

tasered nine times by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He stopped breathing 

at the scene, and was pronounced dead in the hospital one hour later.  

http://www.postandcourier.com/article/20100707/PC1602/307079966  

October 1, 2006—Clay County, Florida—29-year-old John Johnson, III died after being 

tasered four times by police. He was unarmed during the incident.  He was pronounced 

dead at the hospital one hour after the shocking.  http://jacksonville.com/tu-

online/stories/021307/met_7960731.shtml http://www.raidh.org/Taser-mort-a-27-ans-apres-

un.html  

September 30, 2006—Clark County, Nevada—29-year-old Vardan Kasilyan died after 

being tasered twice by police.  He was armed during the incident with a screwdriver.  He 

began vomiting and convulsing at the scene.  He died shortly thereafter.  His family 

eventually won a lawsuit: http://www.law360.com/articles/136990/11th-circ-shoots-down-

taser-wrongful-death-claims  

September 29, 2006—Madison Township, Oregon —36-year-old Joseph Kinney died after 

being tasered three times by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  

http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf  

September 19, 2006—Portland, Oregon—42-year-old James Chasse died after being 

tasered by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  Paramedics cleared him for 

arrest.  Jail medics said he needed to go to the hospital, but he died on the way.  

http://www.thenewsherald.com/articles/2007/01/21/localnews/20070121-archive1.txt
http://unitedtruthseekers.com/m/blogpost?id=6387970%3ABlogPost%3A120466
http://abclocal.go.com/ktrk/story?section=news/local&id=9065252
http://www.kait8.com/Global/story.asp?s=5656633&clienttype=printable
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http://www.postandcourier.com/article/20100707/PC1602/307079966
http://jacksonville.com/tu-online/stories/021307/met_7960731.shtml
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http://www.portlandmercury.com/portland/the-tragic-legacy-of-james-chasse-

jr/Content?oid=8396266  

September 17, 2006—Winnebago, Wisconsin—42-year-old Marcus Roach-Burris died 

after being tasered by police.  He was unarmed at the time of the incident.  He became 

unresponsive immediately after the shock, and died the next day in the hospital.  

http://www.amnestyinternational.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 

http://taseredwhileblack.blogspot.com/2008_04_01_archive.html    

September 13, 2006—Marion County, Florida—24-year-old Laborian Simmons died after 

being tasered by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He died in the booking area 

after he had been cleared by the hospital.  

http://www.wruf.com/news/archives/2006/09/inmate_dies_at_marion_county_jail.asp 

http://articles.orlandosentinel.com/2006-09-22/news/LBRIEFS22_3_1_simmons-ocala-

medical-examiner  

September 9, 2006—Montgomery, Alabama—Perry Simmons died after being tasered five 

times by police. He was unarmed at the time of the incident.  He had problems breathing 

while being transported to the police station, and died at the entrance.  

http://www.wsfa.com/Global/story.asp?S=5780027&clienttype=printable 

http://www.shroomery.org/forums/showflat.php/Number/6238463  

September 5, 2006—Jefferson County, Kentucky—Larry Knowles died after being tasered 

three times by the police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He collapsed at the scene, 

and resuscitation efforts were unsuccessful.  

http://www.authorsden.com/SampleWorksPDF/37926.pdf  

August 30, 2006—Seward County, Kansas—Juan Soto died after being tasered four times 

by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He stopped breathing and died at the 

scene.  http://docs.justia.com/cases/federal/district-

courts/kansas/ksdce/6:2008cv01171/66693/106/0.pdf  

August 25, 2006—Monroe County, New York—30-year-old Mark L. Lee died after being 

tasered twice by police. He was unarmed during the incident. He collapsed instantly.  

http://www.alternet.org/story/44455/death_by_taser%3A_the_killer_alternative_to_guns   

August 20, 2006—Providence, Rhode Island—41-year-old Timothy Picard died after being 

tasered three times by police.  He was unarmed at the time of the incident. Moments after 

the tasering he fell to the ground and was unresponsive.  He died in the hospital less than 

an hour later.  

http://www.beloblog.com/ProJo_Blogs/newsblog/archives/2006/08/woonsocket_mans.html  
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August 20, 2006—Summit County, Ohio—Mark McCullaugh died after tasered for two 

minutes by police.  He was unarmed during the incident, which took place in a jail.  He was 

found not breathing shortly after the incident, and was pronounced dead in the hospital 

less than an hour after tasering.  

http://cironline.org/sites/default/files/legacy/files/TaserOhioRuling.pdf  

August 18, 2006—Mobile, Alabama—Kenyatta Allen died after tasered by police.  He was  

unarmed during the incident. He collapsed a few hours later and died in the hospital.  

http://www.mushroomgeeks.com/forum/showthread.php?t=32450  

August 17, 2006—Arapahoe County, Colorado—34-yer-old Raul Reyes died after being 

tasered for eight minutes by police.  He was unarmed at the time of the incident.  He 

stopped breathing two minutes after being tasered.  

http://www.denverpost.com/news/ci_4199881  

August 9, 2006—Indian River County, Florida—Glenn Thomas died after being tasered by 

police.  He was unarmed at the time of the incident.  He developed breathing problems at 

the scene, and died.  

http://www.amnestyinternational.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf  

August 8, 2006—Brevard County, Florida—Curry McCrimmon died after being tasered 

by police.  He was armed with a broom at the time of the incident.  He was pronounced 

dead in the hospital seven hours later.  http://myhometownnews.net/index.php?id=12925 

August 4, 2006 – Boulder, Colorado – 22-year-old Ryan Wilson died after being tasered by 

police. Boulder County detectives were surveilling an area they knew was being used to 

illegally grow marijuana when they spotted Wilson. When the detectives stopped Wilson to 

question him, he admitted that the plants in question belonged to him but then fled. The 

detectives chased after Wilson on foot and called for backup. Officer Harris responded and 

caught up to the chase as Wilson moved through open field. Officer Harris got out of his 

patrol cruiser and chased Wilson on foot. As he ran, Officer Harris identified himself as a 

police officer and ordered Wilson to stop. Wilson did not comply and began reaching 

towards his right pocket. Officer Harris believed that Wilson might be reaching for a 

weapon. The chase reached a fence and Wilson stopped and turned to face Officer Harris, 

again reaching for towards his right pocket. Officer Harris shot Wilson with the probes of 

his taser. One probe hit Wilson in the side, the other in either his head or neck. Wilson fell 

to the ground. The officers searched him and found a box cutter in his right pocket. Soon 

after, they discovered that he was unresponsive. Attempts to revive him were unsuccessful. 

(Wilson v. City of LaFayette,  510 Fed.  Appx. 775 (10th Cir. 2013)) 

http://www.dailycamera.com/lafayette-news/ci_18617295) 

http://www.dailycamera.com/ci_18617295 
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August 1, 2006—Merced County, California—Anthony Jones died after being tasered by 

police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He went into a coma as he was being 

removed from an ambulance at the hospital.  He died the next morning.  

http://www.amnestyinternational.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf  

July 23, 2006—Chatham County, North Carolina—Shannon Johnson died after being 

tasered by police.  He was unarmed at the time of the incident.  He began having trouble 

breathing at the scene, and was pronounced dead at hospital.  

http://www.wral.com/news/local/story/1088189/ 

July 11, 2006—Hartford, Connecticut—Jesus Negron died after tasered twice by police.  

He was tasered while being handcuffed and even after cuffed.  He stopped breathing, and 

was pronounced dead at the hospital.  http://www.nbcconnecticut.com/news/local/ACLU-

Calls-for-Taser-Regulation-After-Death-of-New-Britain-Man-222238941.html 

http://www.amnestyinternational.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 

July 9, 2006 – Mukwonago, Wisconsin – 29-year-old Nickolos Cyrus died after being 

tasered several times by police. He was unarmed during the incident. During his life, 

Nickolos Cyrus suffered from bipolar disorder with symptoms of schizophrenia. He lived 

with his parents, had a history of engaging in delusional behavior and was known to the 

local police. On the evening of July 8, 2006, Cyrus had a dispute with his mother and left 

home wearing nothing but a bathrobe. His mother, Brenda Cyrus, contacted the police to 

report what had happened and to ask that her son be taken into custody when found. Early 

the next morning, a man named Bradford Williams called the police to report that a man 

was trespassing on his property, a home under construction, and acting strangely. Officer 

Czarnecki, who was familiar with Cyrus, responded. Around 8:00 a.m., Officer Czarnecki 

arrived on the scene and found Cyrus standing near Williams’ home, wearing just his 

bathrobe. Officer Czarnecki got out of his car and asked Cyrus to come down to the street 

to talk. Cyrus responded that he lived on the property, his brother lived next door and that 

Officer Czarnecki needed to leave. Cyrus then turned and moved back towards the house. 

As he did, Officer Czarnecki shot him in the back with the probes of his taser. Cyrus fell to 

the ground. Cyrus attempted to get up off the ground and Officer Czarnecki shocked him a 

second time. Officer Nelson arrived at the scene, and he and Officer Czarnecki approached 

Cyrus and ordered him to place his hands behind his back to be handcuffed. Cyrus did not 

comply with the order and instead held his hands under his body. The officers struggled to 

force Cyrus’ arms behind his back and, in the process, Officer Czarnecki shocked Cyrus 

several more times with his taser in drive stun mode. When the officers finally succeeded in 

handcuffing Cyrus, they rolled him onto his back and discovered that he was not 

breathing. Cyrus never regained consciousness. He was pronounced dead at the hospital 

later that day. (Cyrus v. Town of Mukwonago, 624 F.3d 856 (7th Cir. 2010)) 

http://jonathanturley.org/2010/11/13/seventh-circuit-allows-death-by-taser-suit-to-proceed/ 
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July 8, 2006—Cincinnati, Ohio—Chris Tull died after being tasered by police.  He was 

unarmed at the time of the incident.  He died in the hospital 45 minutes after the tasering.  

http://www.cbsnews.com/video/watch/?id=1787187n 

http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:r8vOKVz2_mQJ:city-

egov.cincinnati-

oh.gov/Webtop/ws/fyi/public/fyi_docs/Blob/1962.pdf%3Bjsessionid%3D8FDA7B8772A85A

DF23C5C864A68E8787%3Frpp%3D-

10%26m%3D1%26w%3Ddoc_no%253D'1570'+&cd=3&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=us 

July 3, 2006—Weld County, Colorado—26-year-old Rodney Siseros died after tasered 

twice by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He stopped breathing soon after the 

incident, and was pronounced dead at the hospital.  

http://www.amnestyinternational.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 

July 2, 2006—St. Joseph, Indiana—32-year-old Jermall Williams died after being tasered 

twice by police.  He almost immediately began to have trouble breathing and quickly lost 

consciousness.  http://articles.southbendtribune.com/2006-07-06/news/26959649_1_pit-bull-

animal-control-williams-shot 

June 21, 2006—Harris County, Texas—Kenneth Eagleton died after being tasered twice by 

police.  He was taken to the hospital with a fever of 108.0 degrees.  He died four days later.  

http://www.chron.com/neighborhood/pasadena-news/article/Suit-blames-Harris-Co-for-

death-of-man-jolted-by-1671184.php  

June 21, 2006—Marion County, Indiana—26-year-old Joseph Stockdale died after being 

tasered twice by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He stopped breathing at the 

scene, and died while waiting for transport van after being treated for pepper spray effects.  

http://www.wthr.com/Global/story.asp?s=5063573&clienttype=printable 

June 19, 2006—Putnam County, Tennessee—31-year-old Jason Dockery died after being 

tasered by police.  He was unarmed at the time of the incident.  He stopped breathing after 

a struggle with police.  Paramedics failed to revive him. He died later in the hospital.  

http://www.newschannel5.com/Global/story.asp?S=5806039&clienttype=printable 

June 13, 2006—Escambia County, Florida—Jerry Preyer died after being tasered 11 times 

by police.  He was unarmed at the time.  Paramedics were called after he became 

delusional.  He died shortly after in the hospital.  

http://docs.justia.com/cases/federal/district-

courts/florida/flndce/3:2008cv00247/50504/141/0.pdf 

June 4, 2006—Clark County, Nevada—48-year-okd Felipe Herrera died after being 

tasered three times by police.  He was unarmed at the time of the incident.  He stopped 

breathing after the taserings and lost consciousness.  He was pronounced dead about 18 

http://www.cbsnews.com/video/watch/?id=1787187n
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hours later in the hospital.  http://www.8newsnow.com/story/4992243/nevada-man-dies-

after-police-use-tasers?redirected=true 

June 4, 2006—Pheonix, Arizona—James Sims died after being tasered three times by 

police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He developed respiratory problems after the 

shockings.  He was pronounced dead less than an hour later.  

http://www.amnestyinternational.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf  

May 25, 2006—Los Angeles, California—43-year-old Brian Nash died after being tasered 

twice by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He lost consciousness at the scene, 

and was pronounced dead in hospital about an hour later.  

http://www.amnestyinternational.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 

May 7, 2006—Ashtabula, Ohio—Kenneth Cleveland died after being tasered four times by 

the police.  He became unresponsive just after the taserings.  CPR failed to revive him, and 

he was pronounced dead on arrival at the hospital.  

http://starbeacon.com/local/x343646481/Officers-not-indicted-in-Kenneth-Clevelands-

death/print 

May 1, 2006—McLennan County, Texas—24-year-old Jeremy Davis died after being 

tasered twice by the police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  After the second shock 

he stopped breathing.  He died in the hospital two days later.  

http://lubbockonline.com/stories/050406/sta_050406074.shtml 

April 24, 2006—Dallas, Texas—23-year-old Jose Romero died after being tasered twice by 

the police.  He stopped breathing at the scene, and was taken to the hospital where he died.  

http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=7622314 

http://www.amnestyinternational.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 

April 24, 2006—Clay County,  Florida—Emily Delafield, a 56-year old in a wheelchair, 

died after being tasered 10 times by police.  She was shocked for a combined 121 seconds.  

She lost consciousness at the scene, and died at a hospital 90 minutes after being tasered.  

http://jacksonville.com/tu-online/stories/021307/met_7960731.shtml  

April 21, 2006—Salt Lake City, Utah—35-year-old Alvin Itula died after being tasered four 

times by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  After the struggle he began 

suffering from medical distress.  Paramedics performed CPR, but were unable to revive 

him.  He was pronounced dead in the hospital.  http://www.ksl.com/?nid=148&sid=221922 

April 18, 2006—Cumberland County, North Carolina—Richard McKinnon died after an 

event involving the police firing a taser.  He was unarmed at the time of the incident. 

Deputies fired a taser, and it hit a can of gasoline.  This caused McKinnon to be set on fire. 

He was hospitalized and died from the burns six months later.  
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http://www.acluvt.org/issues/tasers/no_carolina_taser_safety_project_report.pdf 

http://www.wral.com/news/local/story/2716926/ 

April 16, 2006—Lubbock County, Texas—Juan Nunez died after being tasered four times 

by police.  He was unarmed at the time of the incident.  He became unresponsive after 

being shocked and received a head injury.  He was pronounced dead shortly after arrival to 

the hospital.  http://law.justia.com/cases/texas/seventh-court-of-appeals/2007/11932.html 

April 16, 2006—Bladen County, North Carolina—Billy Ray Cook died after being tasered 

by police for three minutes. He was unarmed at the time of the incident.  He collapsed at 

the scene a few minutes after being restrained.  He died later in the hospital.  

http://www.wwaytv3.com/bladen_county_settles_taser_death_case/06/2010 

April 15, 2006—Madison County, Illinois—41-year-old Nick Mamino Jr. died after being 

tasered by police for three minutes.  He was unarmed at the time of the incident. He heart 

stopped beating en route to the hospital. He was pronounced dead 10 hours later.  

http://policecrime.proboards.com/thread/1273 

April 12, 2006—Lancaster County, Pennsylvania—41-year-old Curtis Smith died after 

being tasered twice by police.  The last shock occurred after he was handcuffed and already 

in the back of a cop car.  He stopped breathing, and officers failed to revive him.  

(http://lancasteronline.com/article/local/22245_Man-dies-after-fighting-police.html 

April 5, 2006—Pinellas County, Florida—34-year-old Thomas Tipton died after being 

tasered four times by police. He was unarmed during the incident. He lost consciousness 

after being shocked, and was pronounced dead 30 minutes after incident began.  

(http://www.sptimes.com/2006/04/07/Northpinellas/Suspect_dies_after_sh.shtml 

March 24, 2006—Washington Co, Maryland—35-year-old Theodore Rosenberry died after 

being tasered by police for three minutes.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He fell 

unconscious immediately after shocked. He suffered cardiac arrest at the scene, and was 

pronounced dead in the hospital 90 minutes after incident began.  http://articles.herald-

mail.com/2006-04-20/news/25045167_1_deputies-taser-death-next-week 

March 20, 2006—Multnomah County, Oregon—46-year-old Timothy Grant died after 

being tasered twice by police. He was unarmed during the incident.  He went into cardiac 

arrest at the scene and died en route to hospital.  http://www.katu.com/news/3641736.html 

March 18, 2006—Spokane County, Washington—36-year-old Otto Zehm died after being 

tasered twice by police, and being beaten by seven officers.  He was unarmed during the 

incident.  He stopped breathing, and did not regain consciousness. He was mentally ill. He 

died two days later.  http://www.cforjustice.org/justice-for-otto-zehm/ 

http://www.spokesman.com/stories/2011/nov/02/otto-zehm-case-timeline/ 

http://www.acluvt.org/issues/tasers/no_carolina_taser_safety_project_report.pdf
http://www.wral.com/news/local/story/2716926/
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March 17, 2006—Merced Co, California—26-year-old Cedric Davis died in jail after being 

tasered twice by police.  He was unarmed during the incident. He stopped breathing after 

the tasering, and died in the hospital after a week-long coma.  

http://www.modbee.com/2008/05/30/313882/merced-county-ready-to-pay-650k.html 

March 7, 2006—St. Johns County, Florida—42-year-old Robert Hamilton died after being 

tasered twice by police.  He was unarmed during the incident. He stopped breathing at the 

scene.  Paramedics were unable to revive him, and he was pronounced dead about two 

hours later.  http://staugustine.com/stories/030806/news_3686997.shtml 

March 4, 2006—Cleveland, Oklahoma—27-year-old Melvin Jordan died after tasered 

twice by police.  He was unarmed at the time of the incident. He went into cardiac arrest 

after being tasered and died in the hospital shortly after.   

http://www.amnestyinternational.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 

February 24, 2006—St. Lucie, Florida—Samuel Hair, Jr. died after being tasered twice by 

police. He was unarmed at the time of the incident. He was tasered in the ER of a local 

hospital.  He lost consciousness after the second shock, and was removed from life support 

the next morning.  (http://articles.sun-sentinel.com/2006-02-25/news/0602240736_1_taser-

shock-life-support-samuel-hair 

February 18, 2006—St. Tammany, Louisiana—36-year-old Gary Bartley died after being 

tasered by police.  He was unarmed at the time of the incident.  After the shocking, he was 

taken to the hospital where he went into cardiac arrest.  He died 36 hours after the incident 

when he was taken off life support.  

http://www.amnestyinternational.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 

February 13, 2006—New Orleans, Louisiana—Darval Smith died after being tasered  by 

police. He had barricaded himself into the rear of an ambulance, and was shocked while 

being removed on the way to hospital.  

http://books.google.com/books?id=ACTW6Nhl_x4C&pg=PA109&lpg=PA109&dq=New+O

rleans,+Louisiana%E2%80%94Darval+Smith+taser&source=bl&ots=PbcS8ZaHnI&sig=S

bafscuBOg7oYKrg3HbdaSKbTKA&hl=en&sa=X&ei=vTY5UrWYCZKM9AT59oHIBg&v

ed=0CDMQ6AEwAQ#v=onepage&q=New%20Orleans%2C%20Louisiana%E2%80%94D

arval%20Smith%20taser&f=false 

http://www.amnestyinternational.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 

January 30, 2006—Monterey County, California—Jaime Coronel died after being tasered 

twice by police. Coronel suffered cardiac arrest at the scene.  He arrived at the hospital 

with brain injury, and was put on a ventilator. He died six days later without regaining 

consciousness.  http://www.johnburtonlaw.com/news/DeputiesclearedTaserDeath-red.htm 

http://www.modbee.com/2008/05/30/313882/merced-county-ready-to-pay-650k.html
http://staugustine.com/stories/030806/news_3686997.shtml
http://www.amnestyinternational.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf
http://articles.sun-sentinel.com/2006-02-25/news/0602240736_1_taser-shock-life-support-samuel-hair
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http://books.google.com/books?id=ACTW6Nhl_x4C&pg=PA109&lpg=PA109&dq=New+Orleans,+Louisiana%E2%80%94Darval+Smith+taser&source=bl&ots=PbcS8ZaHnI&sig=SbafscuBOg7oYKrg3HbdaSKbTKA&hl=en&sa=X&ei=vTY5UrWYCZKM9AT59oHIBg&ved=0CDMQ6AEwAQ#v=onepage&q=New%20Orleans%2C%20Louisiana%E2%80%94Darval%20Smith%20taser&f=false
http://books.google.com/books?id=ACTW6Nhl_x4C&pg=PA109&lpg=PA109&dq=New+Orleans,+Louisiana%E2%80%94Darval+Smith+taser&source=bl&ots=PbcS8ZaHnI&sig=SbafscuBOg7oYKrg3HbdaSKbTKA&hl=en&sa=X&ei=vTY5UrWYCZKM9AT59oHIBg&ved=0CDMQ6AEwAQ#v=onepage&q=New%20Orleans%2C%20Louisiana%E2%80%94Darval%20Smith%20taser&f=false
http://books.google.com/books?id=ACTW6Nhl_x4C&pg=PA109&lpg=PA109&dq=New+Orleans,+Louisiana%E2%80%94Darval+Smith+taser&source=bl&ots=PbcS8ZaHnI&sig=SbafscuBOg7oYKrg3HbdaSKbTKA&hl=en&sa=X&ei=vTY5UrWYCZKM9AT59oHIBg&ved=0CDMQ6AEwAQ#v=onepage&q=New%20Orleans%2C%20Louisiana%E2%80%94Darval%20Smith%20taser&f=false
http://books.google.com/books?id=ACTW6Nhl_x4C&pg=PA109&lpg=PA109&dq=New+Orleans,+Louisiana%E2%80%94Darval+Smith+taser&source=bl&ots=PbcS8ZaHnI&sig=SbafscuBOg7oYKrg3HbdaSKbTKA&hl=en&sa=X&ei=vTY5UrWYCZKM9AT59oHIBg&ved=0CDMQ6AEwAQ#v=onepage&q=New%20Orleans%2C%20Louisiana%E2%80%94Darval%20Smith%20taser&f=false
http://books.google.com/books?id=ACTW6Nhl_x4C&pg=PA109&lpg=PA109&dq=New+Orleans,+Louisiana%E2%80%94Darval+Smith+taser&source=bl&ots=PbcS8ZaHnI&sig=SbafscuBOg7oYKrg3HbdaSKbTKA&hl=en&sa=X&ei=vTY5UrWYCZKM9AT59oHIBg&ved=0CDMQ6AEwAQ#v=onepage&q=New%20Orleans%2C%20Louisiana%E2%80%94Darval%20Smith%20taser&f=false
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January 29, 2006—Spokane County, Washington—39-year-old Benites Sichiro died after 

being tasered three times by police. He was unarmed at the time of the incident.  He lost 

consciousness shortly after tasered, and was pronounced dead at the hospital.  

http://www.spokesmanreview.com/docs/051006_prosecutor.pdf 

http://m.spokesman.com/stories/2007/jul/13/sichiro-estate-files-wrongful-death-lawsuit/ 

January 28, 2006—Kansas City, Missouri –32-year-old Karl Marshall died after he was 

tasered three times by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He died in custody 

two hours later.  

http://www2.ljworld.com/news/2006/mar/08/medical_examiner_says_taser_not_responsible

_kc_dea/ 

January 26, 2006—San Jose, California—34-year—old Jorge Trujillo died after being 

tasered 20 times by police. He was armed at the time of the incident with a garden hoe.  He 

collapsed at the scene.  He was taken to the hospital where he was declared brain dead.  

http://www.mercurynews.com/ci_11220870?IADID=Search-www.mercurynews.com-

www.mercurynews.com http://www.indybay.org/newsitems/2009/02/13/18570102.php 

January 25, 2006—Jefferson Parrish, Louisiana—47-year-old Murray Bush died after 

being tasered twice by police. He was unarmed at the time of the incident. He was 

pronounced dead at the hospital about an hour after the shockings.  

http://www.infowars.com/articles/ps/tasers_sheriff_equips_tasers_with_cameras.htm 

January 22, 2006—Jackson County, Oregon—Nick Hanson died after being tasered by 

police.  He was unarmed at the time of the incident.  He lost consciousness at the scene, and 

died en route to the hospital.  

http://www.mailtribune.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20060126/BIZ/301269994&cid=sit

esearch  http://www.portlandcopwatch.org/PPR52/tasers52.html 

January 16, 2006—Jefferson County, Texas—Shmekia Lewis died after being tasered by 

police.  She was unarmed during the incident. There are differing accounts of the incident.  

She was jailed at the time. Two stories recount that she was hog-tied, and suffered from 

multiple taserings.  She was found slumped in cell a couple of hours later dead.  

http://www.prisonlegalnews.org/includes/_public/_issues/pln_2006/10pln06.pdf 

January 13, 2006—Harris County, Texas—29-year-old Daryl Kelley died after being 

tasered seven times by the police.  He was unarmed at the time of the incident. He died 

minutes after the incident.  

http://blogs.houstonpress.com/hairballs/2008/01/deceased_detainees_mother_file.php 

January 7, 2006—Davidson County, North Carolina—Carlos Castro died after being 

tasered four times by police. He was armed with a mop at the time of the incident.  He 

collapsed after the shocks.  CPR efforts were unsuccessful, and he was pronounced dead 

http://www.spokesmanreview.com/docs/051006_prosecutor.pdf
http://m.spokesman.com/stories/2007/jul/13/sichiro-estate-files-wrongful-death-lawsuit/
http://www2.ljworld.com/news/2006/mar/08/medical_examiner_says_taser_not_responsible_kc_dea/
http://www2.ljworld.com/news/2006/mar/08/medical_examiner_says_taser_not_responsible_kc_dea/
http://www.mercurynews.com/ci_11220870?IADID=Search-www.mercurynews.com-www.mercurynews.com
http://www.mercurynews.com/ci_11220870?IADID=Search-www.mercurynews.com-www.mercurynews.com
http://www.indybay.org/newsitems/2009/02/13/18570102.php
http://www.infowars.com/articles/ps/tasers_sheriff_equips_tasers_with_cameras.htm
http://www.mailtribune.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20060126/BIZ/301269994&cid=sitesearch
http://www.mailtribune.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20060126/BIZ/301269994&cid=sitesearch
http://www.portlandcopwatch.org/PPR52/tasers52.html
http://www.prisonlegalnews.org/includes/_public/_issues/pln_2006/10pln06.pdf
http://blogs.houstonpress.com/hairballs/2008/01/deceased_detainees_mother_file.php


less than an hour after the incident began.  

http://www.aoc.state.nc.us/www/public/coa/opinions/2007/070247-1.htm 

January 5, 2006—Orange County, California—Matthew Dunlevy died after being tasered 

twice by police.  He was unarmed at the time of the incident.  Dunlevy was found dead in 

his jail cell five hours after being shocked.  http://www.ocregister.com/articles/dunlevy-

45902-taser-police.html http://articles.coastlinepilot.com/2007-04-13/local/cpt-

dunlevy13_1_jail-cell-laguna-beach-police-department-taser 

January 4, 2006—Lake County, Illinois—Roberto Gonzalez died after being tasered four 

times by police. He was unarmed at the time of the incident.  Officers discovered he was not 

breathing moments after he was shocked and handcuffed. 

http://docs.justia.com/cases/federal/district-

courts/illinois/ilndce/1:2007cv00018/205143/87/0.pdf  

2005: 66 Deaths 

December 29, 2005—Omaha, Nebraska—David Moss Jr. died after being tasered twice by 

police.  He went into cardiac arrest as he was being placed in an ambulance. He was 

pronounced dead at the hospital.  

http://www.amnestyinternational.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 

December 17, 2005—Florence County, South Carolina—32-year old Howard Starr died 

after being tasered by police to prevent him from fleeing arrest.  He was unarmed at the 

time of the incident.  Officers noticed he wasn't breathing, and he died later a hospital.  

http://news.google.com/newspapers?nid=1876&dat=20051221&id=ORsrAAAAIBAJ&sjid

=pdAEAAAAIBAJ&pg=6646,2920510 http://masscops.com/threads/in-south-carolina-

another-taser-controversy.9856/  

December 7, 2005—Sonoma County, California—31-year-old Michael Tolosko died after 

being tasered three times by police.  He was unarmed at the time of the incident.  He 

stopped breathing when handcuffed, and officers performed CPR.  He was pronounced 

dead at the hospital later.  http://www.timesheraldonline.com/ci_3294604  

December 1, 2005—Orange County, Florida—47-year-old Jeffrey Earnhardt died after he 

was tasered twice by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He was pronounced 

dead less than an hour later at the hospital.  http://articles.orlandosentinel.com/2012-06-

02/news/os-taser-death-orlando-police-box-20120602_1_orange-county-deputies-taser-

deaths-delirium http://www.carllongmotorsports.com/FANS/smf/index.php?topic=1106.0  

November 26, 2005—Lee County, Florida—35-year-old Tracy Shippy died after being 

tasered by police. Shippy was unarmed during the incident.  She became unresponsive 

about 15-20 minutes after the tasering, and  CPR failed to revive her.  She was pronounced 

http://www.aoc.state.nc.us/www/public/coa/opinions/2007/070247-1.htm
http://www.ocregister.com/articles/dunlevy-45902-taser-police.html
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http://masscops.com/threads/in-south-carolina-another-taser-controversy.9856/
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http://articles.orlandosentinel.com/2012-06-02/news/os-taser-death-orlando-police-box-20120602_1_orange-county-deputies-taser-deaths-delirium
http://articles.orlandosentinel.com/2012-06-02/news/os-taser-death-orlando-police-box-20120602_1_orange-county-deputies-taser-deaths-delirium
http://articles.orlandosentinel.com/2012-06-02/news/os-taser-death-orlando-police-box-20120602_1_orange-county-deputies-taser-deaths-delirium
http://www.carllongmotorsports.com/FANS/smf/index.php?topic=1106.0


dead at the hospital.  

http://www.naplesnews.com/news/2007/oct/06/family_mother_who_died_after_stun_gun_e

pisode_suin/  

November 25, 2005—Asotin County, Washington—19-year-old Tyler Shaw died after 

being tasered 21 times by four police officers.  No pulse was found minutes after the final 

shock.  CPR was unsuccessful, and he was pronounced dead at the scene.  

http://www.cforjustice.org/2008/12/16/a-day-of-redemption-for-the-late-tyler-shaw/  

November 20, 2005—Cook County, Illinois—30-year-old Hansel Cunningham, an autistic 

man, died after being tasered twice by police.  He was unarmed during the incident. He lost 

consciousness after being restrained by police at the scene.  Paramedics were unable to 

revive him, and he was pronounced dead at the local hospital.  

http://www.inclusiondaily.com/archives/06/02/07/020706ilhansel.htm  

November 18, 2005—Santa Clara, California—Jose Rios died after being tasered by police 

for two minutes.  He was unarmed at the time.  He collapsed at the scene, and resuscitation 

attempts were unsuccessful.   Rios was pronounced dead at the hospital.  

http://www.mercurynews.com/breakingnews/ci_11249452  

http://www.mercurynews.com/ci_11220870?IADID=Search-www.mercurynews.com-

www.mercurynews.com  

November 13, 2005—Lafayette Parish, Louisiana—23-year-old Josh Brown died after 

being tasered by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He was taken to hospital 

where he later died. 

http://www.amnestyinternational.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf   

http://srarchives.com/forums/showthread.php?t=184529  

October 25, 2005—Larimer County, Colorado—Timothy Mathis died after being tasered 

for five minutes.  He was unarmed at the time.  He went into cardiac arrest at the scene. He 

fell into a coma and died three weeks later.  http://www.denverpost.com/ci_12506004  

October 20, 2005—Alameda County, California—30-year-old Jose Perez died after being 

tasered 20 times by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He collapsed in jail, and 

resuscitation attempts failed.  He was pronounced dead at the hospital less than an hour 

later.  http://www.insidebayarea.com/food/ci_3213730  

October 13, 2005—Fort Myers, Florida—45-year-old Steven Cunningham died after being 

tasered four times by police. He was unarmed during the incident.  He collapsed at the 

scene and later died at the local hospital.  (http://www.t-g.com/story/1122122.html  

September 26, 2005—Travis County, Texas—Michael Clark died after being tasered by 

police three times.  He was unarmed during the incident.  Clark was caged in the back of a 

http://www.naplesnews.com/news/2007/oct/06/family_mother_who_died_after_stun_gun_episode_suin/
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patrol car and pepper sprayed when he did not want handcuffs because of the heat.  He 

was pulled out of the car and tasered.  He immediately collapsed, and when paramedics 

arrived, they were unable to resuscitate him.  http://www.aclutx.org/2005/10/01/austin-

taser-death-result-of-bad-policy/  

September 22, 2005 – Nashville, Tennessee – 21-year-old Patrick Lee died after being 

tasered 18 times by police. He was unarmed during the incident. On the night of Sept. 22, 

2005, Lee, under the influence of LSD and marijuana, was kicked out of a concert venue in 

Nashville, Tennessee for getting to close to the stage. He was escorted from the building but 

refused to leave the parking lot and was acting strange. The manager of the venue called 

the police, and Officer Brooks was the first to respond. Officer Brooks approached Lee and 

questioned him. Officer Brooks described Lee’s responses as strange and incoherent. 

During the exchange, Officer Brooks felt that Lee was getting too close to him and testified 

that he lunged at him once. He ordered Lee to put his hands behind his back, planning to 

handcuff him. But when he reached for Lee’s wrists, Lee ran. A chase ensued in which Lee 

removed all of his clothes and streaked through the parking lot. Whenever Officer Brooks 

managed to subdue him, Lee would get away and run again. Back up began to arrive. 

Officer Mays, responding to a call for help, was armed with a taser. He ordered Lee to 

stop. Lee did not comply and Officer Mays shot him with the probes of his taser. Lee 

immediately fell to the ground. And over the next two minutes, Officer Mays tasered him 

six more times, claiming that the shocks had no noticeable effect on Lee. Officers attempted 

to subdue Lee. But he got up and ran again. Officer Mays tasered him one more time as he 

ran away. More officers arrived at the scene, including Officer Scruggs. Officer Scruggs 

was also armed with a taser and he believed that Officer Mays had not been properly 

administering shocks to Lee. After ordering Lee to stop running, Officer Scruggs shot him 

with the probes of his taser. Lee fell to the ground after the first shock. Officer Scruggs 

shocked him twice. But Lee got up and ran again. Officer Mays reloaded his taser and shot 

Lee again. But Lee growled, pulled the probes from his body and continued to run. 

Although it is not clear how it happened, Lee was soon after brought to the ground. And 

while he was down, Officer Scruggs shot Lee again with the probes of his taser. Lee 

attempted to get up and Officer Scruggs shocked him twice more. After the second shock, 

Lee fell backwards and hit his head on a car. Officers moved in to subdue Lee and 

handcuff him. Officer Scruggs shocked Lee two final times during the ensuing struggle. 

Several minutes later, the officer rolled Lee over and discovered that his lips were blue. A 

paramedic arrived and discovered that Lee was not breathing. Lee was taken to the 

hospital and placed on life support. On Sept. 23, 2005, doctors determined that Lee was 

brain dead. His life support was removed and he passed away. (Lee v. Metropolitan 

Government of Nashville and Davidson County, 432 Fed.Appx. 435 (6th Cir. 2011))  

http://www.newschannel5.com/story/10385944/metro-officers-cleared-in-taser-death  

http://www.aclutx.org/2005/10/01/austin-taser-death-result-of-bad-policy/
http://www.aclutx.org/2005/10/01/austin-taser-death-result-of-bad-policy/
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September 22, 2005—Sacramento, California—24-year-old Timothy Torres died after 

being tasered by police.  He stopped breathing following the shocks, and was pronounced 

dead at the hospital.  http://www.newsreview.com/sacramento/50-000-

volts/content?oid=44574  

September 18, 2005—Santa Cruz, California—44-year-old David Cross died after being 

tasered twice by police. He was unarmed during the incident.  Cross stopped breathing and 

lost consciousness at the scene.  He was taken to a hospital where he died the next day.  

http://www.topix.com/forum/city/santa-cruz-ca/TH2FV17P9A3COKKAA   

http://www.sddt.com/News/article.cfm?SourceCode=20050921cy    

August 27, 2005—Martin County, Florida—31-year-old Brian Lichtenstein died after 

being tasered twice by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He died several hours 

later at a hospital.  http://www.informationliberation.com/test.php?id=715  

Aug, 26, 2005—Ross County, Ohio—Shawn Norman died after being tasered three times 

by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He lost consciousness at the scene and was 

pronounced dead at the hospital.  

https://secure.pqarchiver.com/chillicothegazette/doc/442608041.html?FMT=ABS&FMTS=

ABS:FT&type=current&date=04%2F20%2F2003%26nbsp%3B-

%26nbsp%3BPresent+%2C+&author=Roberson%2C+Lisa&pub=Chillicothe+Gazette&d

esc=Sheriff%3A+Taser+use+valid&pqatl=top_retrieves 

http://www.fantasysharks.com/forum/viewtopic.php?p=2836212  

http://www.amnestyinternational.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf  

August 5, 2005—Maricopa County, Arizona—Olson Ogodidde died after being tasered 

twice by police.  He had a seizure shortly after arriving at the hospital, and died.  

http://www.amnestyinternational.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf  

August 4, 2005—Sacramento, California—Dwayne Zachary died after being tasered three 

times by police. He was unarmed at the time of the incident.  He was pronounced dead at 

the hospital.  http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/USCOURTS-caed-2_06-cv-

01652/pdf/USCOURTS-caed-2_06-cv-01652-14.pdf 

http://www.amnestyinternational.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 

August 3, 2005—Alameda County, California—33-year-old Eric Mahoney died after being 

tasered eight times by police.  He fell into a coma 25 minutes after being shocked.  He died 

when life support was removed five days later.  

http://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/article/Tasered-man-dies-2nd-Bay-Area-stun-gun-fatality-

2618301.php  

August 1, 2005—San Jose, California—Brian O'Neal died after being tasered for two 

minutes by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He stopped breathing, and 

http://www.newsreview.com/sacramento/50-000-volts/content?oid=44574
http://www.newsreview.com/sacramento/50-000-volts/content?oid=44574
http://www.topix.com/forum/city/santa-cruz-ca/TH2FV17P9A3COKKAA
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https://secure.pqarchiver.com/chillicothegazette/doc/442608041.html?FMT=ABS&FMTS=ABS:FT&type=current&date=04%2F20%2F2003%26nbsp%3B-%26nbsp%3BPresent+%2C+&author=Roberson%2C+Lisa&pub=Chillicothe+Gazette&desc=Sheriff%3A+Taser+use+valid&pqatl=top_retrieves
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resuscitation efforts failed.  http://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/article/Tasered-man-dies-2nd-

Bay-Area-stun-gun-fatality-2618301.php  

July 27, 2005—New York, New York—35-year-old Terrence Thomas died after being 

tasered by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He became ill at the police station, 

and suffered cardiac arrest on the way to the hospital, and was pronounced dead within 45 

minutes.  http://www.nytimes.com/2005/08/27/nyregion/27dead.html?_r=0  

July 23, 2005—Lancaster County, South Carolina—29-year old Maurice Cunningham, 

under arrest, died after being tasered six times by jailers.  He was armed with a pencil 

during the incident.  He died at the scene.  

http://www.amnestyinternational.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 

http://thenewcivilrightsmovement.com/shocking-video-14-year-old-girl-tasered-in-groin-

by-police-officer/news/2011/12/15/31890  

July 17, 2005—Palm Beach, Florida—40-year-old Michael Crutchfield died after being 

tasered three times by police.  He was unarmed during the incident.  He went into cardiac 

arrest, and died within minutes.  

(http://www.firstcoastnews.com/news/local/story.aspx?storyid=40654  

July 16, 2005—Santa Rosa, California—31-year-old Carlos Casilla Fernandez died during 

struggle with police while under the influence of drugs. Officers fired six taser shots at 

Fernandez.  He began having trouble breathing, and was pronounced dead at hospital.  

(https://www.aclunc.org/news/press_releases/aclu_seeks_details_on_fatal_taser_shootings_i

n_northern_california.shtml  

July 15, 2005—Silver Bow County, Montana—42-year-old Otis Thrasher died after being 

tasered by police. He stopped breathing shortly after being placed into an ambulance.  He 

lapsed into a coma, and died after life support was removed 10 days later.  

http://missoulian.com/breaker/butte-man-shocked-with-stun-gun-diesposted-at-p-

m/article_d0184935-e3ed-5302-9301-af1279823a78.html  

July 15, 2005—Phoenix, Arizona—Ernesto Valdez died after being tasered three times by 

police.  Valdez was unarmed during the incident.  He was tasered after placed in restraints 

and mask, and died at the scene.    

http://books.google.com/books?id=evv5bJMDaE0C&pg=PA191&lpg=PA191&dq=Phoenix,

+Arizona%E2%80%94Ernesto+Valdez+taser&source=bl&ots=BIIyCVCP1p&sig=QFq4U

k1N9rZ-

XD5rg_nwwF4ytVA&hl=en&sa=X&ei=E1xCUvGMO5Go9gTZ0oAY&ved=0CCwQ6AEw

AA#v=onepage&q=Phoenix%2C%20Arizona%E2%80%94Ernesto%20Valdez%20taser&

f=false  
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July 12, 2005—Tarrant County, Texas—17-year-old Kevin Omas died after being tasered 

three times by police.  Omas was unarmed during the incident.  He went into a coma at the 

hospital, and died two days later.  

http://www.shroomery.org/forums/showflat.php/Number/4402183  

http://www.amnestyinternational.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 

July 2, 2005—Sacramento, California—38-year-old Tommy Gutierrez died after being 

tasered twice by police despite being unarmed during the incident.  He died en route to the 

hospital.  

https://www.aclunc.org/news/press_releases/aclu_seeks_details_in_another_sacramento_ta

ser_shooting.shtml  

June 29, 2005—Miami-Dade County, Florida—33-year-old Phoarah Knight died after 

being tasered by police despite being unarmed during the incident.  Knight went into 

cardiac arrest, and died while on the way to the hospital.  

http://www.amnestyinternational.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 

http://www.portlandcopwatch.org/PPR36/tasers36.html  

June 24, 2005—Fort Worth, Texas—25-year-old Carolyn Daniels died after being tasered 

twice by police despite being unarmed at the time.  She was tasered while handcuffed.  She 

died about 90 minutes after tasering.  http://eddiegriffinbasg.blogspot.com/2009/05/taser-

torture-death-cases-in-fort-worth.html 

http://www.amnestyinternational.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf  

June 22, 2005 – Dalton, Georgia – Melinda Neal Fairbanks died after being tasered three 

times by police. She was unarmed during the incident. While under the influence of 

methamphetamine and struggling with mental illness, Fairbanks entered a home that 

belonged to the Philips family, believing that it was her own. Finding the Philips at home, 

she called 911 and reported that the Philips were in her home and that they had stolen her 

things. She then began “ransacking the house” and “throwing household items onto the 

front lawn.” Three police officers arrived at the scene and found Fairbanks “wandering in 

the Philips’ back yard and screaming that someone had stolen her things.” The officers 

tried to take Fairbanks into custody and she resisted. She struggled, hit the officers and hit 

her head against their patrol car. The officers eventually handcuffed Fairbanks and placed 

her in the back of their patrol car. But she continued to struggle, eventually kicking one of 

the windows out of the car. One of the officers tasered Fairbanks three times in response. 

The officers then drove her to the jail. When they reached the jail and removed Fairbanks 

from the car, she was unresponsive and breathing heavily. The officers called EMS and 

Fairbanks was taken to the hospital, where she went into cardiac arrest and died. (Mann v. 

Taser Intern. Inc., 588 F.3d 1291 (11th Cir. 2009)) 

http://www.ca11.uscourts.gov/opinions/ops/200816951.pdf  
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June 14, 2005—Waco, Texas—Robert Williams died after being tasered four times by 

police. He began having trouble breathing while handcuffed, and eventually stopped 

breathing.  CPR efforts were unsuccessful.  

http://www.leagle.com/decision/2006425209SW3d216_1407  

June 13, 2005—Stark County, Ohio—30-year-old Shawn Pirolozzi died after being tasered 

three times by police despite being unarmed at the time of the struggle.  He died shortly 

after being taken to the hospital.  http://www.cantonrep.com/news/x2085728318/Video-My-

son-should-not-have-died-Tasered-mans-mother-says  

June 13, 2005—Putnam County, Florida—32-year-old Michael Edwards died after being 

tasered thre times by police despite being unarmed during the struggle.  He stopped 

breathing on the way to the hospital, and CPR efforts were unsuccessful.  

http://www.firstcoastnews.com/news/local/story.aspx?storyid=39064  

June 11, 2005—Broward County, Florida—48-year-old Horace Owens died after being 

tasered by police despite being unarmed during the struggle.  He stopped breathing at the 

scene and died an hour later at the hospital.  http://articles.sun-sentinel.com/2005-06-

13/news/0506120133_1_taser-shocks-horace-owens-deputies  

June 7, 2005—Clark County, Nevada—47-year-old Russell Walker died after being tasered 

three times by police despite being unarmed during the incident.  He stopped breathing 

following the last shock while on a gurney.  

http://www.8newsnow.com/story/3573369/coroners-inquest-metro-justified-in-taser-death  

June 4, 2005—San Diego, California—38-year-old Nazario Solorio died after being tasered 

twice by police despite being unarmed at the time of the struggle.  He collapsed during the 

struggle, lapsed into a coma, and died five days later.  

http://articles.latimes.com/2005/aug/27/local/me-sbriefs27.2  

June 4, 2005—Sacramento, California—Ravan Conston died after being tasered twice by 

police despite being unarmed during the incident.  Conston died on the way to the hospital.  

http://books.google.com/books?id=evv5bJMDaE0C&pg=PA192&lpg=PA192&dq=Sacram

ento,+California%E2%80%94Ravan+Conston+taser&source=bl&ots=BIIyCVDN3p&sig=

klhkI7dE-

sHubejIqHzIvcKu6og&hl=en&sa=X&ei=SF9CUpGaAZLA9gSsvoDAAw&ved=0CDQQ6A

EwAQ#v=onepage&q=Sacramento%2C%20California%E2%80%94Ravan%20Conston

%20taser&f=false  

http://www.amnestyinternational.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf  

May 28, 2005—Summit County, Ohio—Richard Holcomb died after being tasered three 

times by police despite being unarmed during the struggle.  He collapsed and stopped 
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breathing at the scene.  He was pronounced dead at the hospital.  

http://globenewswire.com/news-release/2009/04/02/394988/162410/en/Ohio-Court-of-

Appeals-Affirms-Trial-Court-Order-Removing-TASER-Device-Reference-From-Three-

Death-Certificates-in-Akron.html  

May 27, 2005—Davidson County, Tennessee—Walter Seats died after being tasered by 

police despite being unarmed during the struggle.  

http://www.november.org/stayinfo/breaking3/TaserDeath.html 

http://www.amnestyinternational.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf  

May 23, 2005—Berks County, Pennsylvania—Lee Kimmel died after being tasered twice 

by police despite being unarmed at the time.  He became unresponsive as he was 

handcuffed.  His pulse was regained at the hospital, but he died about 12 hours later.  

http://books.google.com/books?id=evv5bJMDaE0C&pg=PA180&lpg=PA180&dq=Berks+

County,+Pennsylvania%E2%80%94Lee+Kimmel+taser&source=bl&ots=BIIyCVDS-

y&sig=inta_9BN7XLF8qLxqXY5XL6-hvw&hl=en&sa=X&ei=HGFCUpqmNo688wT7-

4GgDA&ved=0CC4Q6AEwAA#v=onepage&q=Berks%20County%2C%20Pennsylvania%

E2%80%94Lee%20Kimmel%20taser&f=false  

http://www.amnestyinternational.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 

May 23, 2005—Orange County, California—38-year-old Richard Alvarado died after 

being tasered five times by police despite being unarmed at the time.  He never regained 

consciousness from the struggle with police. He died the next day.  

http://articles.latimes.com/2006/aug/09/local/me-taser9  

May 20, 2005—Albuquerque, New Mexico—40-year-old Randy Martinez died after being 

tasered three times by police despite being unarmed at the time.  He suffered from cardiac 

arrest at the scene, CPR was performed, but he died a few days later at the hospital.  

http://copwatch505.blogspot.com/2005_05_01_archive.html 

http://www.amnestyinternational.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf  

May 13, 2005—Union Township, Ohio—31-year-old Vernon Young died after being 

tasered by police.  He was taken from the scene to a hospital where he was pronounced 

dead within an hour.  

http://www.infowars.com/articles/ps/tasers_man_dies_after_taser_shot.htm  

May 7, 2005—Miami-Dade County, Florida—44-year-old Stanley Wilson died after being 

tasered by police officers despite being unarmed at the time.  He was tasered during his 

arrest and died later in jail.  

http://jacksonville.com/apnews/stories/050605/D89TSKC80.shtml  

May 6, 2005—Jefferson Parish, Louisiana—33-year old Lawrence Berry, while under 

arrest in a jail, died after being tasered by a jailer and after being placed in a restraint 

http://globenewswire.com/news-release/2009/04/02/394988/162410/en/Ohio-Court-of-Appeals-Affirms-Trial-Court-Order-Removing-TASER-Device-Reference-From-Three-Death-Certificates-in-Akron.html
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http://books.google.com/books?id=evv5bJMDaE0C&pg=PA180&lpg=PA180&dq=Berks+County,+Pennsylvania%E2%80%94Lee+Kimmel+taser&source=bl&ots=BIIyCVDS-y&sig=inta_9BN7XLF8qLxqXY5XL6-hvw&hl=en&sa=X&ei=HGFCUpqmNo688wT7-4GgDA&ved=0CC4Q6AEwAA#v=onepage&q=Berks%20County%2C%20Pennsylvania%E2%80%94Lee%20Kimmel%20taser&f=false
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chair.  He became unresponsive, was taken to a hospital, and pronounced dead. 

http://www.amnestyinternational.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf  

May 2, 2005—Maricopa County, Arizona—Keith Graff died after being tasered twice by 

police despite being unarmed at the time.  He was shocked in the chest for 84 uninterrupted 

seconds.  He stopped breathing at the scene.  CPR was performed at the scene, but Graff 

was pronounced dead at the hospital later.  http://bit.ly/1b4iCUo 

April 22, 2005—Suffolk County, New York—39-year old John Cox, who had a history of 

erratic behavior and was taking antidepressant medication, died after being tasered five to 

six times by police despite being unarmed at the time.  Allegedly he charged police after 

being ordered to his knees. The tasers caused third degree burns on Cox's body. He died 

after being left face-down, handcuffed behind his back on a gurney.  

http://query.nytimes.com/gst/fullpage.html?res=9901E6DA1531F937A15757C0A9639C8B6

3 http://www.amnestyinternational.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf  

April 4, 2005—Fort Worth, Texas—43-year-old Eric Hammock died after being tasered 25 

times by police despite being unarmed at the time.  He was tasered by multiple officers. He 

collapsed at the scene in full cardiac arrest and pronounced dead less than an hour later at 

a local hospital.  http://educate-yourself.org/pnt/gormanburningquestions16nov05.shtml  

April 3, 2005—Livingston County, California—James Wathan, Jr. died after being tasered 

by police despite being unarmed at the time.  He died immediately after being tasered. CPR 

efforts failed to revive him.  http://bit.ly/1b4iCUo 

http://www.amnestyinternational.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf  

March 17, 2005—Marion County, Indiana—Mark Young died after being tasered by 

police despite being unarmed at the time.  He suffered a seizure 40 minutes after the shock 

and died an hour later.  http://bit.ly/1b4iCUo 

http://www.amnestyinternational.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf  

March 11, 2005—Columbia County, Florida—39-year-old Milton Woolfolk died after 

being tasered twice by police.  Woolfolk was unarmed at the time.  He became 

unresponsive at the scene and was pronounced dead a short time later.  

http://jacksonville.com/tu-online/stories/061405/met_18990902.shtml  

March 5, 2005—Volusia County, Florida—30-year-old Willie Towns died after being 

tasered three times by police.  Towns was unarmed at the time.  He died on the way to the 

hospital just ten minutes after being tasered.  

http://volusiaexposed.com/medicalexaminer/towns.html 

http://articles.orlandosentinel.com/2005-03-08/news/0503080368_1_taser-international-

deland-stun-guns    
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March 3, 2005—Hamilton County, Ohio—38-year-old Shirley Andrews died after being 

tasered six times by police.  Andrews was unarmed at the time.  She passed away eight days 

after the shocks.  http://www.dailykos.com/story/2009/11/21/801642/-TASERS-How-Police-

TASER-Inc-Bamboozle-The-Press  

http://www.amnestyinternational.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf  

February 20, 2005—Monterey County, California—Robert Heston died after being tasered 

by police 11 times.  Heston was unarmed at the time.  He collapsed with sudden cardiac 

arrest.  CPR was performed, but he sustained severe and irreversible brain and organ 

damage due to such a long period of cardiac arrest. Life support was eventually 

withdrawn.  He died 26 hours after arrest. 

http://www.montereyherald.com/local/ci_9511484  

February 18, 2005—Harris County, Texas—52-year-old Joel Casey died after being 

tasered three times by police.  He was unarmed at the time.  Casey was having trouble 

breathing as police put him in the patrol car.  Mouth to mouth resuscitation was performed 

unsuccessfully and he was pronounced dead at the hospital.  

http://www.leagle.com/decision/In%20TXCO%2020110607772  

February 12, 2005—San Diego, California—45-year-old Robert Camba died after being 

tasered by police for eight minutes.  He went into cardiac arrest about 30 seconds after the 

final shock.  Paramedics were able to regain his pulse, but he never regained consciousness.  

He was taken off a ventilator two days later. 

http://www.utsandiego.com/uniontrib/20050215/news_1m15taser.html  

February 10, 2005—Chicago, Illinois—54-year-old Ronald Hasse died from police use of a 

taser.  His death appears to be the first instance in which taser shock was listed as primary 

cause of death. Meth was also listed as a contributing factor to his death.  Hasse endured a 

five second shock and then 57 second shock.  

http://www.edgechicago.com/index.php?ch=news&sc=&sc3=&id=108822  

January 31, 2005—Lucas County, Ohio—41-year-old Jeffrey Turner died after being 

tasered four times, then another five times by police officers.  Turner was unarmed at the 

time.  He became unresponsive, and was pronounced dead on arrival at the local hospital.  

http://www.toledonewsnow.com/global/story.asp?S=3203145  

January 28, 2005—Grady County, Oklahoma—33-year-old  James Hudson died after 

being tasered by police.  He recovered initially from the shock, and was seen walking and 

talking.  Shortly thereafter he seemed to have a reaction to the shock and was taken to a 

local hospital where he died. 

http://www.amnestyinternational.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf  
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January 10, 2005—Los Angeles, California—33-year-old Jerry Moreno died after being 

tasered three times by police officers despite being unarmed at the time.  He arrived at the 

hospital suffering from cardiac arrest.  He died four days later when he was taken off life 

support.  http://www.amnestyinternational.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf  

January 8, 2005—Escambia County, Florida—33-year-old Carl Trotter died after being 

tasered twice by police officers.  Trotter was unarmed at the time.  He died during the 

struggle at the scene.  He was tasered in the chest and back.  

http://www.amnestyinternational.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf  

January 5, 2005—Summit County, Ohio—30-year-old Dennis Hyde died after being 

tasered 30 times by police officers.  Hyde was unarmed at the time.  He became 

unresponsive at the scene, and pronounced dead a short time after he was brought to a 

local hospital.  http://www.amnestyinternational.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf  

January 3, 2005—San Mateo County, California—30-year-old Greg Saulsbury died after 

being tasered for two minutes by police.  Saulsbury was unarmed during the incident.  

CPR was performed unsuccessfully at the scene, and he was pronounced dead soon 

thereafter at a local hospital.  

http://www.amnestyinternational.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf  

2004: 48 Deaths 

December 30, 2004—Johnson County, Indiana—40-year-old David Cooper died after being 

tasered for nine minutes by police.  Cooper was unarmed during the incident.  

http://www.amnestyinternational.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf  

December 29, 2004—Inyo County, California—46-year-old Jeanne Hamilton died after 

being tasered by police.  Hamilton was unarmed during the incident.  She stopped 

breathing when she was placed in a cell only two hours after she was shocked and pepper 

sprayed during a routine traffic stop.  

(http://www.amnestyinternational.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf  

December 28, 2004—Collier County, Florida—19-year-old Christopher Hernandez died 

after being tasered 23 times by police officers.  Hernandez was unarmed during the 

incident.  He was tasered, pepper sprayed, and beaten during an altercation after the car in 

which he was a passenger was stopped by police.  Hernandez had trouble breathing at the 

scene, and died eight hours later at hospital.  

http://www.amnestyinternational.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf  

December 24, 2004—Sacramento, California—31-year-old Ronnie Pino died after being 

tasered twice by police.  He was shocked in hospital waiting room when he became agitated 

at not being allowed outside to smoke a cigarette.  He was taken to jail where he died 17 
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hours later from seizure. 

http://www.amnestyinternational.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf  

December 23, 2004—Palm Beach, Florida—31-year-old Timothy Bolander died after being 

tasered four times by police.  Bolander was unarmed during the incident.  He became 

unresponsive while being handcuffed, and died less than 30 minutes later.  

http://www.amnestyinternational.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf  

December 17, 2004—Wasatch Co, Utah—37-year-old Douglas Meldrum died after being 

tasered twice by police.  Meldrum was unarmed during the incident.  He stopped breathing 

at the scene following the shocks, and CPR efforts were unsuccessful.  

http://www.amnestyinternational.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf  

December 16, 2004—Monroe County, Illinois—35-year-old Lyle Nelson died after being 

tasered eight times by police.  Nelson was unarmed during the incident.  He collapsed 90 

min after his arrest, and died five hours later at a hospital.  

http://www.amnestyinternational.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf  

December 16, 2004—Broward, Florida—36-year-old Kevin Downing died after being 

tasered twice by police.  He collapsed after he was tasered in the chest, and died less than 

two hours later in a hospital.  

http://www.amnestyinternational.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf  

December 4, 2004—Jefferson Parish, Louisiana—35-year old Patrick Fleming died after 

being tasered twice by deputies.  Because he was “combative” during his arrest, he was 

tasered by one of the arresting officer.  Later, during booking at the jail, he allegedly 

starting fighting with and hit the booking officer.  He was then tasered again.  He began 

having trouble breathing after the second tasering, and was pronounced dead later the 

same day.  http://www.amnestyinternational.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf  

November 28,  2004—Lee County, Florida—39-year-old Byron Black died after being 

tasered twice by police.  Black was unarmed during the incident.  He had a seizure after 

being shocked, collapsed, and was pronounced dead at hospital.  

http://www.realpolice.net/forums/police-officer-headlines-76/45586-medical-examiner-says-

taser-contributed-death-lee-county-inmate.html 

http://www.naplesnews.com/news/2005/nov/30/lee_deputy_uses_taser_special_needs_stude

nt_15/?print=1 

November 25,  2004 – Livingston County, Michigan – Charles Keiser died after being 

tasered by police. He was unarmed during the incident. Police officers responded to reports 

that a bulldozer was blocking two lanes of a highway and that a man, later identified as 

Charles Keiser, was running down the highway median. Two officers arrived at the scene 

and began trying to take Keiser into custody. Keiser resisted, at one point trying to choke 
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one of the officers. The officers sprayed him in the face twice with pepper spray and struck 

him with a baton. Keiser got away from the officers and walked into some woods nearby. 

The officers requested backup from an officer with a taser. Two officers responded. The 

four officers then found Keiser in the woods, unresponsive and standing in a “swamp” or 

“waterhole.” The officers surrounded Keiser and one of them fired the probes of his taser 

into Keiser’s jacket. Keiser “flinched” when he was tasered and then pulled the probes out 

of his jacket. One of the officers then tackled Keiser while another hit him ten times with a 

baton. Keiser fell face first into the water. One of the officers kneeled on his back, trying to 

handcuff him. Another tasered Keiser three or four more times. A third officer, noticing 

that Keiser’s head was under water, began telling the other officers to let him up and tried 

to pull Keiser’s head above water. The other officers did not respond and continued to hold 

Keiser down in an attempt to handcuff him. When the officers finally had Keiser in 

handcuffs, they removed him from the water to discover that he was not breathing. EMS 

arrived and transported Keiser to the hospital where he was pronounced dead. Doctors 

found water, twigs, leaves and mud in his airway and lungs. (Landis v. Baker, 297 

Fed.Appx. 453 (6th Cir. 2008)) http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/USCOURTS-mied-2_05-cv-

74013/pdf/USCOURTS-mied-2_05-cv-74013-3.pdf 

November 8, 2004—Sacramento, California—Ricardo Zaragoza died after being tasered 

twice by police. His family realized he had stopped breathing at the scene, but the officers 

refused to start CPR until the paramedics arrived.  Resuscitation attempts, once finally 

started, were unsuccessful, and Zaragoza was pronounced dead on arrival at the hospital.  

http://www.indybay.org/newsitems/2004/12/02/17081621.php  

November 2, 2004—Tarrant County, Texas—Robert Guerrero died after being tasered 

four times by police.  Guerrero was unarmed at the time.  He stopped breathing after the 

final shock.  CPR efforts were unsuccessful,  and he was pronounced dead at the scene.  

http://www.policeone.com/news/93315-Texas-Police-to-Continue-Use-of-TASERs-Despite-

Recent-Death/  

November 2, 2004—Troup County, Georgia—25-year-old Greshmond Gray died after 

being tasered three times by police.  Gray was armed with hot coals at the time.  After the 

final shock Gray was unresponsive.  He was pronounced dead shortly after arriving at the 

hospital.  (http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 

October 4, 2004—Lafayette Parish, Louisiana—33-year-old Dwayne Dunn died after being 

tasered by police.  Dunn was unarmed during the incident.  He became ill during his jail 

booking, and his condition deteriorated.  Dunn died after he was taken to the hospital.  

http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 

September 21, 2004—Miami-Dade County, Florida—40-year-old John Merkle died after 

being tasered for one minute straight by police officers.  Merkle stopped breathing, and 

http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/USCOURTS-mied-2_05-cv-74013/pdf/USCOURTS-mied-2_05-cv-74013-3.pdf
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was pronounced dead on arrival at hospital.  

http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 

September 16, 2004—Vallejo, California--21 year old Andrew Washington died after being 

shocked with a taser 17 times in a three minute period of time.  He was shocked repeatedly 

while he climbed a fence after allegedly hitting a parked car (Stun Gun Fallacy: How the 

Lack of Taser Regulation Endangers Lives, 

http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf  

September 13, 2004—Johnson County, Texas—22-year-old Samuel Wakefield died after 

being tasered twice by police.  Wakefield was unarmed during the incident.  He vomited 

and started having a heart attack after the shocks.  He was pronounced dead shortly 

thereafter at the hospital.  http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 

August 30, 2004—Monterey County, California—32-year-old Michael Rosa died after 

being tasered seven times by police.  Rosa was armed with a piece of wood during the 

incident.  He stopped breathing at the scene and could not be resuscitated.  

http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 

August 26, 2004—Polk County, Florida—32-year-old Jason Yeagley died after being 

tasered twice by police.  Yeagley was unarmed during the incident.  He became 

unresponsive after the shocks.  CPR did regain his pulse, but he died as he arrived at the 

hospital.  http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 

August 24, 2004—Maricopa County, Arizona—27-year-old Lawrence Davies died after 

being tasered three times by police.  Davies was unarmed during the incident.  He was 

taken to the hospital and pronounced dead within an hour.  

http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 

August 20, 2004—Fresno, California—40-year-old Michael Sanders died after being 

tasered twice by police.  Sanders stopped breathing shortly after the taserings, and died 

within two hours.  http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 

August 19, 2004—Denver, Colorado—44-year-old Richard Karlo died after being tasered 

four times by police. He was pronounced dead less than an hour after the incident.  

http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 

August 16, 2004—Anderson, South Carolina—31-year old William Malcolm Teasley, 

under arrest for disorderly conduct, was tasered twice by a jailer.  While in jail he allegedly 

he had “beg[u]n to resist jailers.” Teasley was unarmed during the incident.  He stopped 

breathing shortly after he was shocked with the taser, and died a short time later at the 

hospital.  http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 
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August 13, 2004—Cabarrus County, North Carolina—36-year-old Anthony Lee McDonald 

died after being tasered twice by police. McDonald was unarmed during the incident.  

Within minutes of being tasered McDonald began having trouble breathing, and ended up 

dying shortly after arriving at the hospital.  

http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 

August 11, 2004—St. Louis, Missouri—29-year-old Ernest Blackwell died after being 

tasered twice by police. Blackwell died on the way to the hospital.  

http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 

August 1, 2004—Clark County, Nevada—47-year-old Keith Tucker died after being 

tasered by police.  Tucker was unarmed during the incident.  He went into cardiac arrest at 

the scene and died later in the hospital.  

http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 

July 23, 2004—Maricopa County, Arizona—29-year-old Milton Salazar died after being 

tasered by police for four minutes.  Salazar was unarmed during the incident.  Salazar's 

face turned white while being handcuffed.  He was still breathing, but he was unresponsive 

at the scene.  Salazar died two days later.  

http://books.google.com/books?id=evv5bJMDaE0C&pg=PA191&lpg=PA191&dq=Phoenix,

+Arizona%E2%80%94Ernesto+Valdez+taser&source=bl&ots=BIIyCVCP1p&sig=QFq4U

k1N9rZ-

XD5rg_nwwF4ytVA&hl=en&sa=X&ei=E1xCUvGMO5Go9gTZ0oAY&ved=0CCwQ6AEw

AA#v=onepage&q=Phoenix%2C%20Arizona%E2%80%94Ernesto%20Valdez%20taser&

f=false    http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 

July 11, 2004—King County, Washington—48-year-old Willie Smith died after being 

tasered four times by police despite being unarmed.  Smith had a heart attack in the 

ambulance, and died in the hospital two days later.  

http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 

July 3, 2004—Okaloosa, Florida—44-year-old Demetrius Nelson  died after being tasered 

multiple times.  An off-duty officer was working security at an apartment complex.  The 

officer began helping Demetrius Nelson find a lost radiator cap.  Nelson became incoherent 

and aggressive.  The officer then tasered him four times.  Nelson was not armed during the 

incident.  He went into respiratory arrest in a police car, and could not be revived.  

http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 

June 30, 2004—Montgomery, Ohio—36-year-old Eric Christmas died after being tasered 

six times by police. He stopped breathing during the struggle with officers, and later died at 

the hospital. http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 
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June 24, 2004—Northampton, Pennsylvania—32-year-old  Kris Lieberman was tasered by 

police, allegedly because he was “acting strangely” banging his head against the ground in 

a pasture.  Police told him to remain calm, but he charged at them.  The officer fired his 

taser at Lieberman.  Lieberman fought for a few more minutes before he lost 

consciousness.  Lieberman was unarmed during the incident.  He ended up dying two 

hours later at hospital.  http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 

June 9, 2004—Washow, Nevada—26-year-old Jacob Lair tasered by police. He was asleep 

when police entered his home.  Lair began struggling with the officers when they tried to 

wake him up.  During the altercation officers doused Lair with pepper spray, and tasered 

him 10 to 15 times.  Lair was unarmed during the incident.  He collapsed and stopped 

breathing. He was pronounced dead at the hospital.  

http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 

June 9, 2004—Ramsey, Minnesota—42-year-old James Cobb was found by police shirtless 

and walking down the middle of the street.  Within five minutes of finding Cobb, two 

officers tasered Cobb, sprayed chemical irritant at him, hit him with batons, and tasered 

him more.  He was taken to the hospital and was pronounced dead within two hours of the 

incident.  Cobb was unarmed during the entire incident.  

http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 

June 4, 2004—Jefferson Parish, Louisiana—55-year-old Jerry Pickens was tasered when 

police came to his home on a report of a heated family argument.  Police tasered Pickens 

while he was standing in his driveway.  He collapsed after he was tasered and fell to the 

ground hitting his head on the sidewalk.  Pickens suffered a fatal head injury from the fall.  

http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 

June 1, 2004 – Orlando, Florida – 42-year-old Anthony Carl Oliver, Sr. died after being 

tasered eight times by police. He was unarmed during the incident. On May 13, 2004, 

Officer Fiorno was driving her police cruiser when she noticed Oliver standing in the 

highway median, waving his arms in an attempt to flag her down. It was later discovered 

that he had a small amount of cocaine in his system. She stopped in the roadway, exited her 

vehicle and asked Oliver what the problem was. Oliver responded, saying “they’re shooting 

at me” while pointing across the street. Officer Fiorno called her dispatch and asked if 

there had been a shooting reported in the area. When she was advised that there had been 

none, she requested back-up. Officer Burk responded, and he and Officer Fiorno discussed 

taking Oliver into custody under Florida’s Mental Health Act. The officers approached 

Oliver and tried to move him across the highway from the median to the sidewalk. Officer 

Burk tried to place his hand on Oliver. But Oliver pulled away, backing away from Officer 

Burk and into the street while babbling incoherently. Believing that traffic might be 

approaching, Officer Burk tried to force Oliver to cross the street. But Oliver continued to 

back away. In response, Officer Fiorno fired the prongs of her taser into Oliver’s abdomen. 

http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf
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He fell onto the pavement as Officer Fiorno tasered him. Once on the ground, Oliver began 

struggling to get up, screaming that the pavement was hot. Officer Fiorno tasered him 

seven more times over the course of the next two minutes. At one point, one of the taser’s 

wires came disconnected from its prong. So Officer Fiorno reloaded the taser with a new 

cartridge and fired a new set of prongs into Oliver. Officer Fiorno later testified that she 

was not sure how many times she tasered Oliver. She just continued to pull the trigger until 

he stayed on the ground. Back-up arrived and the officers handcuffed Oliver and moved 

him out of the roadway. When paramedics arrived, Oliver was bleeding, foaming at the 

mouth and having seizures. His body temperature was 107 degrees. He was taken to 

Florida Hospital, where he was pronounced dead on June 1, 2004. Witnesses testified that 

at no point during the incident did Oliver attack or threaten either of the officers. (Oliver v. 

Fiorno, 586 F.3d 898 (11th Cir. 2009);  

http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 

May 30, 2004—Fulton County, Georgia—46-year-old Daryl Smith was an inmate at the 

Fulton County Jail.  A deputy used his taser to subdue him.  Smith died about six hours 

after being tasered.  http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 

May 27, 2004--Gwinnett County, Georgia— 31-year-old Frederick Williams. Deputies at 

the jail used taser on inmate Williams.  Williams was killed as a result. Technically, the 

inmate died from cardiac arrest.   

http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf For a video of his fatal tasering, 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2H0tSnMdwrY. 

http://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/DefenseFund/conversations/topics/557?unwrap=1&var=1  

May 22, 2004—Hillsborough, Florida—40-year-old  Henry Lattarulo allegedly held a 

screwdriver.  Police hit Lattarulo with batons and tasered him four times almost 

immediately upon encountering him.  He stopped breathing at the scene shortly after 

handcuffed. Lattarulo died after CPR efforts were unsuccessful.  

http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 

April 27, 2004—Montgomery, Maryland—45-year-old Eric Wolle, a mentally ill man, was 

tasered.  Wolle had become agitated when he saw a delivery man pull up in his driveway.  

Wolle was holding a machete-type knife when police found him in the backyard, and he 

was yelling that they would never take him alive.  Officers commanded him to get on the 

ground.  He ignored their requests, and one deputy shot Wolle with a taser.  Wolle still 

struggled for a time, and he was tasered again.  Shortly thereafter, Wolle lost 

consciousness.  Attempts to resuscitate him on the scene were unsuccessful.  He was then 

taken to a hospital where he was pronounced dead.  Seven officers were placed on 

administrative leave following the incident.  

http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 
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April 18, 2004—Orange County, Florida—29-year-old Alfredo Diaz.  Diaz’s brother also 

called the police, and in his 911 call he stated that someone had slipped Diaz acid in his 

drink, and that now he was going crazy.  When deputies encountered Diaz they 

immediately pepper sprayed him.  The pepper spray seemed to have little impact.  Next one 

deputy shocked Diaz with his taser.  Diaz actually ripped the darts out of his skin, and this 

caused the second deputy to fire his taser at Diaz as well.  Diaz was unarmed during the 

entire incident.  Officers were finally able to handcuff Diaz, and that is when he started 

having medical problems.   He lost consciousness at the scene, and was pronounced dead 

later at hospital.  http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 

Apr. 17, 2004—Pulaski, Arkansas—45-year-old Robert Allen died after being tasered four 

times by police despite being unarmed.  

http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 

Apr. 16, 2004—Houston County, Georgia—38-year-old Melvin Samuel was being 

transported from Savannah to the Houston County Jail after he was picked up for 

violating his probation.   A struggle ensued as he was being moved from his holding cell.  

During the fracas, Melvin was tasered three times by police despite being unarmed.  Ten 

minutes later, officers noticed Samuel was not responsive, so they called for emergency 

medical personnel.  Samuel was pronounced dead at the hospital.  

http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 

March 28, 2004—Madison, Illinois—45-year-old Terry Williams died after being tasered 

three times by police despite being unarmed.  He was tasered while in the back of a police 

car. Officers noticed he was unresponsive when they arrived at jail.  

http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 

February 21, 2004—Kitsap, Washington—44-year-old Curtis Rosentangle began breaking 

glass and banging on doors in an apartment complex.   When the deputy arrived, she 

tasered him four times despite the fact that Rosentangle was unarmed. He died later at the 

hospital.  http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 

February 21, 2004—Clark County, Nevada—26-year-old William Lomax got into a fight 

with security guards. After Lomax was handcuffed by the police, he was held down and 

tasered seven times despite being unarmed.  He stopped breathing at the scene and died the 

next day without regaining consciousness.  

http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 

February 12, 2004—Hennepin, Minnesota—40-year-old  Raymond Siegler allegedly began 

threatening fellow residents.  When Officers arrived on the scene, they were unable to 

subdue Siegler, and tasered him twice even though he was unarmed during the incident.  

Siegler suffered a heart attack at the scene, and died in a coma after taken off life support 

six days later.  http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 
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February 4, 2004—Suffolk, New York—35-year-old David Glowczenski, a mentally unwell 

man, died after being tasered nine times by police.  He stopped breathing on the scene, and 

couldn’t be revived.  (http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 

2003: 16 Deaths 

December 9, 2003—Dooly, Georgia—40-year-old Curtis Lawson confronted a woman 

outside a gas station.  The woman went inside for help, and Lawson fled across the street 

into a hotel across the street.  When police arrived they yelled for Lawson to come out of 

the hotel room.  When he refused police broke in.  Lawson began fighting with police, and 

the officers ended up pepper spraying him and tasering him twice.  Lawson was unarmed 

during the incident.   He stopped breathing at the scene, and died about 15 minutes after 

his arrest.  Associated Press, “Police say Cocaine, not Taser, Killed Unadilla Man,” 

Accessnorthgeorgia.com,  http://www.accessnorthgeorgia.com/detail.php?n=174741 

http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 

December 9, 2003—St. Johns County, Florida—39-year-old Lewis King died after being 

tasered two times by police despite being unarmed. He suffered a heart attack while he was 

being restrained, and could not be resuscitated.  

http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdfhttp://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pd

f/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 

November 10, 2003—Oklahoma City, Oklahoma—32-year-old Michael Johnson died after 

being tasered five times by police despite being unarmed.  He stopped breathing minutes 

after the taserings.   Johnson suffered a heart attack as he was being transported, and died 

at a hospital just hours later.  

http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 

November 10, 2003—Broward County, Florida—31-year-old Kerry O'Brien was acting 

erratically.  When police arrived he was dressed only in swim trunks and beating on cars in 

an intersection.  At some point police tasered O’Brien six times. He stopped breathing and 

no pulse could be found just after he was restrained.  A later urine sample revealed no 

drugs in his system at the time of the incident.  http://www.policeone.com/news/72057-Man-

in-Taser-Death-Was-Drug-Free-Initial-Tests-Show/ 

http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 

November 6, 2003—Monroe, Indiana—47-year-old James Borden died after being tasered 

11 times by police despite being unarmed.  Borden was arrested for violation of probation.  

He was incoherent when he was picked up, and police took him into custody even though 

EMS personnel advised against it.  He was tasered for being uncooperative while at the jail. 

He suffered a heart attack and was pronounced dead at the hospital.  

http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 
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http://www.idsnews.com/news/story.aspx?id=36452&search=al&section=search  

October 21, 2003—Orange County, Florida—50-year-old Louis Morris was acting 

strangely in a convenient store and was tasered by police.  Officers tried to take Morris into 

custody for a mental health evaluation.  Morris fled from the officers, and they tasered him 

despite being unarmed.  He collapsed shortly after police handcuffed him. 

http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 

October 11, 2003—Oklahoma County, Oklahoma—Dennis Hammond was walking down 

the street and screaming at the sky.  When Officers arrived, he was on top of a brick 

mailbox.  When Officers would get close to Hammond, he would scream at them.  Finally 

police shot him three times with a beanbag shotgun, and then tasered him five times.  

Hammond was unarmed during the incident.  He stopped breathing a couple of minutes 

after the shocks when police were trying to handcuff him.  Hammond was later 

pronounced dead at the 

hospitalhttp://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 

http://www.indybay.org/newsitems/2004/10/07/16981891.php  

October 7, 2003—Orange County, California—Roman Pierson was “acting strangely.” 

Police responded to a call about a crazed man running in and out of traffic.   He had even 

run into a convenient store and rubbed ice all over his face complaining that he was hot 

and thirsty.  Pierson refused to obey orders from officers to lie down on the pavement, so 

they shot him twice with a taser despite being unarmed. He stopped breathing, went into 

cardiac arrest, and died at the hospital. 

http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 

September 29, 2003—Arapahoe, Colorado—Richard Leyba was tasered five times by 

police as he lay on the floor in a drug-induced stupor.  Leyba was unarmed are the time of 

the incident.  He died while being wheeled onto an ambulance.  He was pronounced dead 

on arrival at hospital. http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf  

September 26, 2003--Gwinnett County, Georgia—Ray Charles Austin, an inmate at the 

Gwinnett County Jail in Georgia was tasered several times by deputies.  Austin was 

involved in a fight, where he bit off a part of one deputy’s ear.  As a result of the multiple 

taserings, Austin was killed.  He died from cardiac arrest.  A later wrongful death lawsuit 

brought by Austin’s family resulted in a $100,000 settlement. h 

http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf 

August 17, 2003—Sacramento, California—Gordon Rauch’s father called police to tell 

them his son was threatening to kill him.  Officers said when they arrived on the scene 

Rauch charged at them.  Two officers shot Rauch with their tasers.  Rauch was unarmed 

during the incident.  He fell to the ground after he was hit with the two tasers’ darts and 
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went limp.  Rauch died about an hour later at the hospital.  

http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf  

August 8, 2003—Saginaw, Michigan—John Thompson was attending a party.  The call to 

police stated that Thompson had become belligerent at the party during a card game.  

When police arrived Thompson attempted to flip over a big screen TV and throw a potted 

plant at the officers.  He was tasered twice on the scene while struggling with officers who 

were attempting to place him into handcuffs.  He was also tasered once more at the jail.  

Thompson was unarmed at all times during the incident.  His breathing became labored, 

and he was sent to the hospital.  He died just two days later.  

http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf  

August 7, 2003—Hennepin, Minnesota—Walter Burks burst into a convenience store 

sweating and asking for help.  The store clerk told Burks he needed to leave.  Burks ran 

behind the counter, and grabbed the clerk by the shoulder and again stated that he needed 

help.  Two customers jumped Burks and wrestled him to the ground while the clerk called 

the police.  Burks started saying that his mother just died and that he was about to die too.  

When the police arrived, they went to the pinned-down Burks, and cuffed his left hand.  

The officer was trying to cuff Burks’ other hand.  Burks did not cooperate with commands 

to take his right hand from underneath his torso to allow officers to cuff him.  Officers then 

sprayed mace in his face.  Officers finally cuffed him, and struggled with Burks, who was 

staying limp, out to the squad car.  Burks refused to get into the squad car, so the officer 

tasered him twice.  He was left unresponsive in the back of the squad car for a period of 

time before officers realized he was unresponsive.  He died shortly after arriving at 

hospital.  http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf  

August 4, 2003—Potter, Texas—Troy Nowell was killed after he was tasered twice by 

police.  Nowell was unarmed at the time he was tasered.  Police also used their batons 

against Nowell as well.  He suffered a heart attack, and died at hospital hour later.  

http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf  

June 9, 2003—Springfield, Missouri—44-year-old Timothy Sleet. Restrained and tasered 

multiple times, Sleet died afterward. 

http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf  

May 10, 2003—San Diego, California—22-year-old Joshua Alva Hollander died after being 

tasered by police. http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf  

2002: 12 Deaths 

November 7, 2002—Thurston, Washington— 59-year old Stephen Edwards, a shoplifting 

suspect.  Police tasered Edwards four times within a minute. Edwards was obese and 
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suffered from diabetes as well.  He ended up dying of a heart attack after the tasering. 

http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf  

September 1, 2002—Volusia County, Florida—44-year old Frederick Steven Webber.  

Webber was unarmed during the incident, and it is unclear whether he was already in 

handcuffs or not at the time of the tasering.  Either way, Webber ended up dying after his 

tasering.  http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf  

http://articles.orlandosentinel.com/2002-09-03/news/0209030121_1_webber-davidson-

deputy-sheriff 

July 19, 2002—Los Angeles, California—34-year old Johnny Lozoya suffered a seizure, 

and was tasered by police when he tried to fight with hospital staff trying to help him after 

the seizure.  After the tasering, Lozoya suffered a  heart attack. He was pronounced dead a 

few hours later at a hospital. A Los Angeles County coroner said the tasering could not be 

ruled out in the 2002 death of Johnny Lozoya, who was shocked by police when he fought 

with hospital staff attempting to help him following the seizure, according to an article in 

the Arizona Republic newspaper on Nov. 30, 2004 “One cannot exclude the Taser causing 

above damage to the tissues, specifically the heart,” Deputy Medical Examiner Louis Pena 

wrote in an autopsy report. “Thus the manner of death could not be determined.” 

http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf  

July 19, 2002—Orange County, Florida—37-year old Gordon Randall Jones, who was 

drunk at a hotel party, to leave the lobby.  When he refused to comply, police tasered him 

at least a dozen times during twelve minutes despite being unarmed.  Jones was then placed 

in handcuffs.  He stopped breathing in the ambulance and died at the hospital.  The first 

autopsy report listed the taser shocks as a contributing factor in the death; a second 

autopsy report disagreed. http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf  

June 28, 2002—Mobile, Alabama—Police were called about 46-year old Clever Craig, Jr. a 

diagnosed paranoid schizophrenic who was acting strangely.  When police arrived, he had 

a barbell in his hand, and refused to drop it.  Police then tasered him twice over a 40 

second period of time.  Craig continued to struggle with police for about five more minutes.  

Police were finally able to handcuff him, and they realized he was unresponsive.  Craig 

died at the scene. The medical examiner reported that Craig died of a cardiac dysrhythmia 

during an episode of excited delirium and following electrical shock from a taser.  

http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf  

http://news.google.com/newspapers?nid=1817&dat=20020630&id=3CgoAAAAIBAJ&sjid=

Y6YEAAAAIBAJ&pg=6678,9147608 

http://tucsoncitizen.com/morgue2/2004/08/07/204890-sixth-death-said-linked-to-taser-

shocks/ 
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http://www.amnestyusa.org/node/55449?page=35 

June 27, 2002—San Bernardino, California—24-year old Fermin Rincon died after a 

struggle with police in a business complex.  Rincon was tasered three times by police 

officers.  One of these taserings caused Rincon to fall off a roof.  After the fall, police held 

him in a chokehold despite his being unarmed.  Rincon ended up suffering a heart attack at 

the scene and died later at hospital. 

http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf  

June 15, 2002—Oklahoma City, Oklahoma—21-year-old Jason Nichols died after being 

tasered by police. http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf  

June 1, 2002—Los Angeles, California—Paramedics arrived at Eddie Alvarado’s house 

finding him violent.  Alvarado ended up having a seizure and collapsing.  It was only at this 

point that paramedics were able to approach him.  Paramedics called for police backup at 

that time.  The police arrived, and handcuffed Alvarado so he could be transported 

peacefully.  Immediately after cuffing him, Alvarado became violent again.  At this time, 

the officers tasered him five times while in handcuffs.  Paramedics realized his vitals were 

declining and that he was suffering a heart attack.  He was pronounced dead on arrival at 

the hospital.  http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf  

May 17, 2002—Pueblo, Colorado—36-year old Richard Baralla was walking in the middle 

of the street acting strangely.  He ignored officer commands to get to the side of the road, 

and refused to answer questions.  After many attempts to elude officers and jump into 

traffic, officers sprayed him with a chemical spray.  Finally officers were able to handcuff 

him.  Baralla then refused to get into the police car.  It was then that one officer tasered 

him on the left side of his chest.  This first shock had little effect, so the officer then fired 

two taser probes into his back.  Officers then flipped Baralla over to hobble his legs.  When 

they flipped him back they realized he was not breathing. Baralla died at the hospital 

immediately following the incident.  Stated differently, handcuffed, his legs bound and 

kneeling in the street, Pueblo police officers zapped Baralla multiple times with a taser for 

not following their commands to walk to a patrol car.  Baralla stopped breathing at the 

scene. Officers tried to revive him but Baralla died at St. Mary-Corwin Medical Center.  In 

September 2005, a $275,000 lawsuit was settled between the city of Pueblo and Baralla's 

family.   http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf  

March 27, 2002—Nassau, Florida—46-year old Henry William Canady tried to buy drugs 

from an undercover drug agent.  Canady fled from police, and was cornered later in a 

small building on his mother’s property.  The police had him pinned down, and already in 

handcuffs.  Canady was still struggling and he was shouting to his mother, “they’re trying 

to kill me.” Officers then tried to flip Canady over.  He would not cooperate, so he was 

tasered despite being unarmed and already placed in handcuffs. After the tasering, Canady 
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stopped moving and shouting.  The police told Canady’s mother that he would be all right, 

and, she said, they never tried to revive him.  Canady was not breathing and not conscious.  

He died at the scene.  http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf  

February 12, 2002—Philidelphia, Pennsylvania—35-year-old Anthony Spencer died after 

being tasered by police. http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf  

January 27, 2002—Hollywood, California—31-year-old Vincent Del’Ostia died after being 

tasered by police. http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf  

 

2001: 3 Deaths 

December 2001—Chula Vista, California—Police were at the house of Cindy Grippi in 

response to a domestic dispute.  The police instructed Grippi to remain outside.  She 

entered the house anyway, and as a result an officer shot her in the back with a taser.  

Grippi was tasered in the back because at the time she was walking away from the officer.  

She was tasered only 10 seconds or so after officer had gotten out of his squad car at the 

scene. She fell after the tasering, and was taken to hospital.  There she was diagnosed with 

fetal demise, and delivered a stillborn child two days later. Grippi died. Grippi was not 

engaged in criminal or disruptive behavior of any kind and no one was fighting with police 

arrived. City of Chula Vista paid Grippi’s family a $675,000 settlement.   

http://www.amnestyusa.org/node/55449?page=24  

December 17, 2001—Hamilton Ohio—Marvin Hendrix died after being tasered by police. 

http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf  

 June 13, 2001 – Gainesville, Florida – 18-year-old Mark Burkett, who was six feet two 

inches high and weighed 245 pounds, and who suffered from paranoid schizophrenia, was 

tasered four times by police. He was unarmed during the incident. Early in the morning of 

Jun. 13, Deloris Burkett called the police to report that her son, Mark Burkett, was 

behaving very strangely. She requested that he be taken into custody and given a 

psychiatric evaluation. Officers arrived at the scene and, aided by Burkett’s father, 

attempted to take Burkett into custody. Burkett initially cooperated and allowed the 

officers and his father to lead him to the patrol car. However, when his father attempted to 

guide him inside, he grabbed his father by the shirt and head butted him in the face. The 

officers tackled Burkett and subdued him. But Burkett bit one officer and kicked another 

in the process. Once Burkett was restrained, the officers took him to the Alachua County 

Jail. He was placed in a holding cell for four hours to await a first appearance before a 

judge. Around 8:00 a.m., officers arrived at Burkett’s cell to take him to court. The officers 

ordered Burkett to lie down on the floor so that they could handcuff him. He did not 

respond to the order and one of the officers shot him with a taser. Burkett was then 

handcuffed and taken to court. The judge ordered that Burkett receive a mental health 
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evaluation and some blood work. Burkett was taken back to his cell. Around 12:00 p.m., he 

was given a sedative. Around 3:00 p.m., officers and a nurse arrived at his cell to take a 

blood sample. The officers ordered Burkett to lie down on the floor and he did not comply. 

A struggle ensued. Burkett kicked one of the officers in the legs. Several officers tackled 

Burkett and wrestled him to the floor, holding him face down. One officer placed a folded 

up blanket over Burkett’s head and held it there. A second officer shot Burkett with taser. 

A third officer hit Burkett in the legs. Once Burkett was restrained, the officers noticed 

that he was not moving. Medical personnel arrived. They discovered that Burkett was not 

breathing and unsuccessfully tried to resuscitate him. Burkett was transported to a hospital 

where he died four days later, on June 17.  Burkett v. Alachua County, 250 Fed.Appx. 950 

(11th Cir. 2007); http://www.amnesty.be/doc/IMG/pdf/List_of_deaths_Taser.pdf  Other 

Sources of Tasering Statistics 

1. Amnesty International: 351 Deaths (2001-2008) 

(“List of Deaths Following Use of Stun Weapons in US Law Enforcement: June 2001 to 

31 August 2008,” Amnesty International Publications, 2008, 

http://www.amnesty.org/en/library/asset/AMR51/146/2008/en/a4e3aa10-cb62-11dd-

9ec2-e57da9519f8c/amr511462008en.pdf) 

 

2. Electronic Village: 515 Deaths (2001-2012) 

(“491 Taser-Related Deaths in the United States Since 2001,” Electronic Village, 2011, 

http://electronicvillage.blogspot.com/2009/05/taser-related-deaths-in-united-states.html) 

 

3. Truth…Not Tasers: 709+ Deaths (1983-2012) 

(“679 Dead After Taser Use,” Truth…Not Tasers, 2011, 

http://truthnottasers.blogspot.com/2008/04/what-follows-are-names-where-known.html) 

 

Other Sources: Taserings on Video 

1. University of Florida Student Tasered at Kerry Forum 

(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6bVa6jn4rpE) 

2. Taser Videos 

(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ODy9Ho66OqU) 

3. FOX Reporter Gets Tasered 

(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tJ1FzYZPP74) 

4. Texas Cop Tasers 72-year-old Woman 

(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5yWaE8tTlsc) 

5. Police Taser Videos 

(http://www.defenseproducts101.com/taser_video.html) 



6. Taser-Killing of Ryan Bain 

(http://electronicvillage.blogspot.com/2011/04/video-taser-killing-of-ryan-bain.html) 

7. Long-range Taser: Promotional Video 

(http://www.guardian.co.uk/politics/video/2009/aug/24/long-range-taser) 

  



Annexure 1 

Federal Appellate Court Civil Rights or Tort 

Decisions Holding That, Based on Alleged or Proven Facts, Police 

Acted Unlawfully in Shocking Someone With a Taser 
 

 Hickey v. Reeder, 12 F. 3d 754 (8th Cir. 1993) (this is a 42 U.S.C § 1983 civil rights 

action against county jail officials; when J.B. Hickey refused to sweep his cell at the Pulaski 

County Jail in Little Rock, Arkansas, jail officials shot him with a stun gun; the district court 

determined that this did not violate his Eighth Amendment right to be free from cruel and 

unusual punishment; we disagree and remand for a determination of damages; the district court 

determined that Sergeant Reeder applied the stun gun to Hickey because his agitation caused the 

officers to fear that the situation would become violent; after examining the record, we find this 

conclusion to be clearly erroneous; the record is replete with statements by all those involved 

that the stun gun was applied to force Hickey to sweep his cell; each defendant testified that he 

or she explained to Hickey that he must sweep or be shot with the stun gun; Deputy Martens 

testified that Hickey understood the harsh consequences if he did not follow the order to sweep 

his cell and that “even Inmate Hickey could figure out what was going on;” Deputy Martens also 

testified that both Corporal Carlton and Sergeant Reeder explained to Hickey that he had only 

two choices, to either follow the order to sweep or to be subjected to the stun gun, and that 

Hickey simply refused to sweep his cell; defendants argue that the need to compel Hickey to 

sweep the floor after he had been ordered to do so, alone, justified the use of the stun gun; they 

argue that the Constitution permits the use of summary force to compel compliance with any 

direct order given in a jail setting, and that such authority is necessary to maintain control of the 

institution; this represents a fundamental misunderstanding of the law concerning the use of 

summary force in prison settings; the law does not authorize the day-to-day policing of prisons 

by stun gun; we do not presume to tell the Pulaski County Jail how to ensure compliance with 

their internal housekeeping regulations, but using a stun gun is not a constitutionally permissible 

option; we find, as a matter of law, that the use of a stun gun to enforce the order to sweep was 

both an exaggerated response to Hickey’s misconduct and a summary corporal punishment that 

violated Hickey’s Eighth Amendment right to be free of cruel and unusual punishment; we find 

defendants’; attempt, on appeal, to minimize the pain of being shot with a stun gun by equating it 

with the pain of being shocked by static electricity to be completely baseless; the defendants’ 

own testimony reveals that a stun gun inflicts a painful and frightening blow, which temporarily 

paralyzes the large muscles of the body, rendering the victim helpless; this is exactly the sort of 

torment without marks with which the Supreme Court was concerned in Hudson v. McMillian, 

503 U.S. 1 (1992), and which, if inflicted without legitimate reason, supports the Eighth 

Amendment’s objective component; for the reasons stated above, we reverse the district court in 

favor of the defendants and remand for a determination of Hickey’s damages) 

Casey v. City of Federal Heights, 509 F.3d 1278 (10th Cir. 2007) (Edward Casey went to the 

Federal Heights, Colorado, municipal courthouse to contest a traffic ticket; after losing his case, 

he walked to the parking lot to retrieve money from his truck to pay the fine, carrying with him 

the court file; on his way back to the courthouse he was grabbed, tackled, tasered, and beaten by 

city police officers; the question presented is whether his claims for excessive force under the 

Fourth Amendment and 42 U.S.C. § 1983 survive summary judgment; we hold that they do; 

because Mr. Casey’s claims were dismissed on defendants’ summary judgment below, on appeal 



we resolve all factual disputes in his favor; Mr. Casey unsuccessfully challenged a traffic ticket 

at the Federal Heights courthouse on August 25, 2003; he told the judge that he wanted to 

appeal, and the judge gave him his court file and told him to take it to the cashier’s window 

along with his money; because Mr. Casey had left his money in his truck, he sent his daughter to 

the restroom and headed for the parking lot; a person later identified as the court clerk—although 

Mr. Casey says that at the time he did not know who she was—told him not to remove the file 

from the building; he replied that his daughter (who was eight years old) was in the bathroom 

and he would be right back. Mr. Casey left the building still holding his file, which may have 

been a misdemeanor under Colorado law; by this time Mr. Casey had been to his truck, obtained 

his money to pay the fine, and was returning to the courthouse; Officer Sweet accosted him and 

told him to return to his truck; Mr. Casey explained that he needed to get back to the courthouse 

to return the file and attend to his daughter; Officer Sweet then asked Mr. Casey for the file, and 

Mr. Casey held out his briefcase with the file clearly visible in an outside pocket; Officer Sweet 

did not take the file, so Mr. Casey moved around him to take the file to the cashier; without 

further explanation or discussion, Officer Sweet then grabbed Mr. Casey’s arm and put it in a 

painful arm-lock; confused, Mr. Casey moved his arm without breaking the officer’s grip and 

started to walk to the courthouse with the file; Officer Sweet then jumped on Mr. Casey’s back. 

Mr. Casey's shirt was ripped in the process; Mr. Casey did not understand why Officer Sweet 

was tackling him and asked, “What are you doing?;” Officer Sweet never told him that he was 

under arrest, and never advised him to stop resisting; at that point, Officer Malee Lor arrived in 

her patrol car; concluding that Mr. Casey needed to be controlled, she fired her M26 Taser at 

him; this Taser model shoots wire-attached hooks and can deliver a shock for up to five seconds; 

both of these hooks attached to Mr. Casey; there is conflicting testimony on how quickly Officer 

Lor fired; one independent eyewitness testified that she wasn’t there longer than a couple 

seconds; another testified that Officer Lor was there for a minute at the most, and a third that it 

was no more than twenty seconds before she fired; Officer Lor testified that she spent two or 

three minutes watching the conflict before firing; Mr. Casey disengaged the Taser wires, later 

testifying that “all [he] could think of was making that electricity stop,” all the while asking the 

officers what they were doing; shortly thereafter, several other officers arrived on the scene; 

according to the witnesses, the officers brought Mr. Casey to the ground, handcuffed him tightly, 

and repeatedly banged his face into the concrete; after Mr. Casey was on the ground, one of the 

officers, Clint Losli, also tasered him by pressing the electrical barbs at the end of the Taser 

directly into him without launching them; Officer Lor discharged her Taser again and shocked 

another officer, Jim Wright; Officer Sweet then told her to “put the thing away;” Mr. Casey 

testified that during this time he “kept trying to get up,” although the officers eventually 

overpowered him and forced him into a patrol car; the officers took Mr. Casey into custody and 

charged him with resisting arrest and obstructing a peace officer, two Colorado misdemeanors; 

Mr. Casey then filed this suit for excessive force under the Fourth Amendment and 42 U.S.C. § 

1983;  he sued Officer Sweet and Officer Lor under 42 U.S.C. § 1983 for causing him to be 

subjected to excessive force, and sued the City of Federal Heights and Police Chief Les Acker 

under § 1983 on theories of municipal and supervisory liability, respectively; he did not sue any 

of the other officers; the district court dismissed all of these claims on summary judgment; it held 

that the force used by Officers Sweet and Lor was not excessive, and that because the underlying 

excessive-force claims against the individual officers failed, Chief Acker and the City were not 

liable either; this appeal followed; we are faced with the use of force—an arm-lock, a tackling, a 

Tasering, and a beating—against one suspected of innocuously committing a misdemeanor, who 



was neither violent nor attempting to flee; in that context, we examine the excessiveness of the 

force used against Mr. Casey, considering first whether each officer’s conduct violated the 

Constitution; then, if so, whether it also violated clearly established law; the confrontation with 

Mr. Casey did not give Officer Sweet reason to fear for his safety; nor did Officer Sweet give 

Mr. Casey any indication that he was, or would soon be, under arrest; furthermore, Mr. Casey’s 

arrest was transformed from a routine encounter only by Officer Sweet’s use of force; a 

reasonable jury could find Officer Sweet’s use of force to be excessive and therefore 

unconstitutional; Mr. Casey also alleges that Officer Sweet did nothing to prevent Officer Lor 

from Tasering him and other officers from beating him; we have previously held that a law 

enforcement official who fails to intervene to prevent another law enforcement official's use of 

excessive force may be liable under § 1983; we have located no case in which a citizen 

peacefully attempting to return to the courthouse with a file he should not have removed has had 

his shirt torn, and then been tackled, Tasered, knocked to the ground by a bevy of police officers, 

beaten, and Tasered again, all without warning or explanation; but we need not have decided a 

case involving similar facts to say that no reasonable officer could believe that he was entitled to 

behave as Officer Sweet allegedly did; what was the provocation for the tasering?; the scene 

must be viewed objectively, from the perspective of a reasonable officer in Officer Lor’s shoes, 

taking the facts in the light most favorable to the party opposing summary judgment; Mr. Casey 

had attempted to return to the courthouse, unaware that the reason he was being grabbed was that 

he was under arrest; there was a struggle; but as Mr. Casey and the eyewitnesses tell it, Mr. 

Casey was not fighting back even though Officer Sweet had tackled him and ripped his shirt; 

Officer Lor fired almost immediately upon arrival, and one witness testified that she could not 

have known what was going on; her conduct cannot be justified by the severity of the crime at 

issue, by any threat to the safety of the officers or others,” or by “active resistance to arrest or an 

attempt to evade arrest by flight; the crime was not severe, Mr. Casey was not threatening, and 

he was not fleeing the scene; according to Mr. Casey, when Officer Lor arrived on the scene she 

hit him with her Taser immediately and without warning; the absence of any warning—or of 

facts making clear that no warning was necessary—makes the circumstances of this case 

especially troubling; Officer Lor gave Mr. Casey no opportunity to comply with her wishes 

before firing her Taser; while we do not rule out the possibility that there might be circumstances 

in which the use of a Taser against a nonviolent offender is appropriate, we think a reasonable 

jury could decide that Officer Lor was not entitled under these circumstances to shoot first and 

ask questions late; we have located no published decision in which an officer’s use of a Taser has 

been upheld in circumstances this troubling; Officer Lor testified that the policy of the Federal 

Heights police department is that a Taser can appropriately be used to “control” a target; 

however, it is excessive to use a Taser to control a target without having any reason to believe 

that a lesser amount of force—or a verbal command—could not exact compliance; because a 

reasonable jury could find that Officer Lor lacked any such reason, she is not entitled to 

summary judgment on the constitutional violation; Officer Sweet is not entitled to qualified 

immunity; Officer Lor is not entitled to qualified immunity from this excessive force suit; we 

reverse the district court’s grant of summary judgment for all of the defendants and remand all of 

Mr. Casey’s claims for further proceedings) 

 Roberts v. Manigold, 240 Fed. Appx. 675 (6th Cir. 2007) (officer Kate Stricklen and her 

employer, the City of Birmingham, Michigan, bring  this interlocutory appeal following the 

district court’s denial of qualified immunity from Nelson Roberts’s excessive force claim; 

agreeing with the district court that whether Stricklen violated Roberts’s clearly established 



Fourth Amendment right to be free from excessive force turns on a disputed question of fact, we 

affirm and remand the case for further proceedings; in this case, Roberts claims that Stricklen 

needlessly used an electroshock weapon on him; though the events Roberts described took place 

over a very short period of time, a reasonable jury could find that Stricklen used unnecessary and 

gratuitous (and thus excessive) force in violation of Roberts’s clearly established Fourth 

Amendment right; because this case comes to us after a denial of qualified immunity, we must 

construe the facts in the light most favorable to the plaintiff; the gratuitous use of force on a 

suspect who has already been subdued and placed in handcuffs is unconstitutional) 

Orem v. Rephann, 523 F.3d 442 (4th Cir. 2008) (on March 26, 2005, Sonja Orem (“Orem”) was 

arrested for disrupting and assaulting an officer after being served with a Family Protective 

Order (“FPO”); during her transport to a West Virginia regional jail, Deputy Matt Rephann 

(“Deputy Rephann”) twice tasered Orem; Orem subsequently brought this 42 U.S.C § 1983 civil 

rights action against Deputy Rephann; because Deputy Rephann’s use of the taser constituted 

excessive force in violation of the Fourteenth Amendment, we affirm the district court’s denial 

of summary judgment; during this exchange, Deputy Rephann shocked Orem twice with a taser 

gun—underneath her left breast and on her left inner thigh; Orem then became compliant and 

was transported to the ERJ without further incident; however, a permanent sunburn-like scar was 

left where the taser had been applied to her thigh; at the time of this incident, Orem was 27 years 

old and weighed 100 pounds. Deputy Rephann, on the other hand, weighed 280 pounds; deputy 

Rephann argues that the district court erred in denying summary judgment; he contends that his 

use of the taser gun was not excessive because Orem was unruly and uncooperative; to the 

contrary, Orem maintains that the Deputy Rephann’s use of the taser was unnecessary and 

excessive given that she was handcuffed and in foot restraints in the back of a police car; we 

agree and, therefore, cannot conclude, as a matter of law, that the force used by Deputy Rephann 

was constitutionally permissible; the facts, here, when viewed in a light most favorable to Orem, 

evidence that Deputy Rephann’s use of the taser gun was wanton, sadistic, and not a good faith 

effort to restore discipline; Orem's behavior without question was reprehensible, but Deputy 

Rephann’s use of the taser was an unnecessary and wanton infliction of pain; eputy Rephann 

placed the taser under Orem's left breast and inner thigh; considering his reach was closer to her 

right side and other parts of her body, a reasonable juror could also infer that Deputy Rephann’s 

application of force in these areas was done for the very purpose of harming and embarrassing 

Orem—motives that are relevant factors, despite Deputy Rephann’s contentions, to determining 

whether the use of force was excessive under the Fourteenth Amendment; while Deputy 

Rephann makes much of the fact that the taser was only applied for 1.5 seconds, Orem did 

experience electric shock, pain, and developed a scar; rom the facts as we must view them, a 

reasonable jury could infer Deputy Rephann's actions were not a “good faith effort to restore 

order” but, rather, wanton and unnecessary; when Deputy Boyles pulled his vehicle over and 

exited, it was clear that some action was necessary to calm Orem and safely transport her to EJR; 

Deputy Boyle immediately began to re-secure the hobbling device; Deputy Rephann, on the 

other hand, began talking with Orem, whom he knew because her husband was a former sheriff 

deputy; Deputy Rephann did not attempt to assist Deputy Boyles in tightening the hobbling 

device; instead, he began telling Orem she needed to calm down and refrain from moving in the 

vehicle; while Deputy Rephann makes much of his verbal attempts to secure order, they do not 

lessen the unreasonableness of his subsequent actions; because the facts, taken in a light most 

favorable to Orem, show that Deputy Rephann inflicted unnecessary and wanton pain and 

suffering, Orem has alleged a violation of her Fourteenth Amendment right to be free from 



excessive force; having found that Deputy Rephann’s conduct violated Orem’s constitutional 

right, we turn to whether that constitutional right was clearly established at the time of the 

violation; in 2005, it was clearly established that an arrestee or pretrial detainee is protected from 

the use of excessive force; Deputy Rephann used the taser to punish or intimidate Orem—a use 

that is not objectively reasonable, is contrary to clearly established law, and not protected by 

qualified immunity; the judgment of the district court denying Deputy Rephann’s motion for 

summary judgment on qualified immunity grounds is affirmed) 

Landis v. Baker, 297 Fed. Appx. 453 (6th Cir. 2008) (this civil rights and wrongful death action 

concerns whether the defendants, a Michigan State Trooper and three Livingston County Deputy 

Sheriffs, are entitled to qualified and/or governmental immunity arising from the death of a 

suspect during an attempted arrest; Charles Keiser, deceased (Keiser) drowned when the 

individual defendants were attempting to arrest him while he was in approximately two feet of 

water, mud and sediment; the defendants filed motions for summary judgment; the individual 

officers all claimed qualified and governmental immunity; after conducting a hearing on the 

motions, the district court denied the individual officers’ motions; the district court concluded 

that the evidence demonstrated that the officers had committed a constitutional violation by 

using excessive force in attempting to arrest Charles Keiser, deceased, who drowned when the 

individual defendants were attempting to arrest him while he was in approximately two feet of 

water, mud and sediment; construing the facts in favor of the plaintiff, the court noted evidence 

that Keiser was suspected of moving construction equipment to block traffic; the court also 

commented that although Keiser had actively resisted arrest previously, at the time the force was 

used against him, “he was unarmed, knee deep in muddy water, surrounded by at least four law 

enforcement officers, and was no longer trying to resist arrest;” in this position, he was then 

struck multiple times with a baton, shocked with a taser and pushed into a position that 

submerged his head in muddy water; the court concluded this conduct was objectively 

unreasonable and therefore constituted excessive force; the autopsy report indicated evidence of 

“paired taser injuries, total of 5 individual marks up to 1 1/4″ apart with surrounding red halo” 

and “subcutaneous hemorrhage;” Dr. Spitz’ report also contained his opinion that the “use of 

taser while immersed would have enhanced the drowning process;” a copy of the taser data log 

showed that the taser had been fired five times in a span of one minute and twenty three seconds; 

the district court concluded that this evidence suggested that Keiser was tasered five times in 

under two minutes, and possibly while his head was submerged in water; these facts led the court 

to conclude that the plaintiffs had established sufficient evidence to create a genuine issue of 

material fact with regards to whether the defendant officers’ conduct was objectively reasonable; 

the district court correctly concluded that the officers should have known that the gratuitous or 

excessive use of a taser would violate a clearly established constitutional right; the evidence 

indicates that Lynch fired the taser probes at Keiser and that the probes did not appear to attach 

to Keiser’s body; thereafter, Lynch altered the taser’s configuration so that it could be used in 

stun mode and then applied the taser directly the Keiser’s bare skin at least three times in a 

matter of seconds; each stun lasts five seconds and recovery time is “several minutes;” during all 

the times that he was tasered in stun mode, Keiser was in a “semi-prone push-up position” in at 

least 10 inches of muddy water with officers surrounding him, with one officer kneeling on his 

back and, one arm in a handcuff; the taser manual warns against using the taser in water; the 

defendant officers should have known that the use of a taser in stun mode, in rapid succession on 

a suspect who is surrounded by officers, in a prone position in a muddy swamp, who has only 

one arm beneath him, and who has just been struck several times with a baton would be a 



violation of a constitutional right; the district court properly concluded that the officers violated a 

clear constitutional right when they (1) struck Keiser with a police baton more times than 

reasonably necessary, (2) shocked Keiser with a taser more times than necessary and in an 

unreasonably dangerous manner, and (3) pushed Keiser into a position in which his head was 

submerged in muddy water for a period of time; the district court is affirmed) 

Parker v. Gerrish, 547 F.3d 1 (1st Cir. 2008) (a jury found in favor of plaintiff, Stephen Parker, 

on his claim that defendant, Officer Kevin Gerrish of the South Portland Police Department, 

violated his constitutional rights by using his Taser during the course of arresting Parker for 

operating a motor vehicle while under the influence of alcohol; the jury awarded $111,000 to 

Parker, who complained that the use of the Taser and subsequent cuffing caused nerve damage to 

his arm and injured his shoulder; after trial, the district court denied Gerrish’s motions for 

judgment as a matter of law and a new trial; on appeal, Gerrish disputes the finding of excessive 

force, argues that he is entitled to qualified immunity, and challenges the district court's answer 

to a jury question as responsible for an inappropriate damages award; after careful review of the 

record, including a videotape recording of the incident, we affirm; at around noon on July 20, 

2005, Parker and his girlfriend went boating; while on the boat, Parker consumed “3 or 4” 16 

ounce cups of a cocktail of ginger ale and whiskey. At around 7:00 PM, Parker docked his boat 

in the marina and proceeded to drive his girlfriend home; while driving home, Parker passed 

Gerrish, who was serving a warrant with Officer Jeffrey Caldwell; Gerrish observed Parker’s 

vehicle, visually estimated that Parker was speeding, pursued Parker, and effected a traffic stop; 

when Gerrish turned on his police lights, a video camera began recording; the video recording 

did not include audio; this recording indicates the time of the stop to be approximately 7:49 p.m.; 

Gerrish asked Parker for his license and registration and noticed indicia of intoxication; Parker 

admitted to Gerrish that he had three or four drinks; at trial, Parker did not dispute that he was 

intoxicated at the time of the stop; Gerrish ordered Parker to exit the vehicle, and Parker 

complied; Gerrish and Parker moved behind Parker’s vehicle, in direct view of the video camera; 

Parker cooperated with Gerrish through a number of sobriety tests, which Gerrish found 

indicated that Parker was intoxicated; in one test, Gerrish asked Parker to stand on his left foot; 

Gerrish demonstrated the procedure a number of times; Parker attempted the test but eventually 

began hopping, lost his balance, spun around, placed his hands on his vehicle, and said, “[D]o 

what you got to do;” Parker expected to be arrested and Gerrish understood that Parker was 

giving himself up for arrest; at this point, approximately 7:57 PM on the video recording, Gerrish 

had been questioning Parker for approximately seven minutes; Caldwell arrived on the scene 

during earlier tests, but was not initially within view of the video camera. Caldwell testified that 

his badge was on display and that he did not intervene in Gerrish's interview of Parker. But 

Parker testified that Caldwell's badge was not on display at first and that he did not learn until 

later in the encounter that Caldwell was a police officer. Parker further testified that Caldwell 

made intimidating gestures at Parker, shouted at Parker, and led Parker to be confused at some of 

Gerrish's instructions. Specifically, Parker testified that after he turned to place his hands on his 

truck, Caldwell was being “boisterous” and ordered him to turn back around. Gerrish also 

ordered Parker to turn around. Parker complied by turning back around, but admits that as he 

turned back to face the officers, he gave Caldwell the finger and said, “I don't even know who 

the fuck you are.” Parker then crossed his arms in front of his chest; Parker also admits that he 

earlier said, “Fuck you,” to Caldwell as he was placing his hands on the back of the truck; though 

Gerrish had already decided he would arrest Parker regardless, Gerrish asked Parker to rate his 

own intoxication on a ten point scale; Gerrish then attempted to physically uncross Parker’s arms 



and place him under arrest; Gerrish readied his handcuffs while grabbing Parker’s arm, which 

was still crossed in front of his chest; Gerrish tried to move Parker’s arm, but Parker resisted; 

Parker testified that he didn’t hear Gerrish at that time as he was distracted by Caldwell; Gerrish 

then stepped back, drew his Taser, and ordered Parker to turn around and place his hands behind 

his back; Parker complied, turned around, and clasped his right wrist with his left hand; Gerrish 

handed his handcuffs to Caldwell, who had recently entered the range of the video recorder; as 

Caldwell approached Parker, Parker told Caldwell that he was not afraid of him; Caldwell 

testified that he stepped back and was concerned there would be a struggle; but Caldwell then 

proceeded to cuff Parker’s left wrist in two seconds; Caldwell then ordered Parker to release his 

own clasped right wrist; at first, Parker did not comply; Police Sergeant Todd Bernard, an officer 

who arrived on the scene, and Caldwell testified that Parker was warned that he would be “tased” 

if he did not comply; Parker testified that he never heard a warning; Caldwell then applied force 

to Parker’s right hand in an effort to get Parker to release his wrist; since what happened next is 

at the heart of the case, we will recount each witness’s perspective; Parker testified that at this 

point he released his grip and was then shot with the Taser; Caldwell testified that Parker let go 

of his right wrist, and then Parker's right hand moved as if Parker was attempting to escape or 

attack; Caldwell testified that he then grabbed the right arm; Gerrish testified that he saw 

Parker’s hand release, but the rest of Parker’s right arm was obscured by Caldwell; nonetheless, 

Gerrish and Caldwell both testified that Parker dipped his shoulder and began to swing his right 

arm up. Gerrish testified that he saw Caldwell “dip forward and appear to come up on his tiptoes 

as if he was being pulled off balance;” at this point, Gerrish fired his Taser; Gerrish did not 

verbally announce the use of his Taser as is recommended; Caldwell was surprised by Gerrish’s 

use of the Taser; Caldwell testified that approximately one second elapsed between when Parker 

released his grip and when Gerrish fired the Taser; on cross-examination, Gerrish agreed that 

nothing Parker did prior to this instant “either in themselves or even in collectivity” justified the 

use of the Taser; rather, Gerrish explained that he fired the Taser when he “saw a threat to 

Officer Caldwell” and “reacted;” the video recording reveals that approximately six seconds 

elapsed between the cuffing of the left hand and the firing of the Taser, during which time 

Caldwell was attempting to cuff Parker’s right hand; though Parker’s right arm is obscured 

behind Caldwell in the video, Gerrish maintains on appeal that Parker’s “dramatic” move is 

evident from the video recording; but the video recording shows only minimal movement by 

Parker at this key moment; in fact, Caldwell admitted that the movement he described Parker 

making just before he was shot with the Taser is not clearly visible on the video; the video does 

show some movement by Caldwell just before Gerrish fired the Taser; but, the video does not 

clearly reveal a “dramatic” move by Parker before Gerrish fired the Taser; at the time that 

Gerrish fired the Taser, there were three officers on the scene; Bernard arrived on the scene 

approximately five to ten seconds before Gerrish fired the Taser; Gerrish was aware of Bernard’s 

presence before he fired his Taser; Bernard also drew his Taser; Bernard did not fire his Taser, 

but explained that he had assumed a backup role to that of Gerrish; the parties did not dispute 

that Parker was unarmed and never assaulted or attempted to assault the officers on the scene; 

Gerrish also testified that Parker became increasingly frustrated as the encounter progressed. 

Parker did not dispute that at times he flexed his muscles and made gestures that were defiant; in 

this case, the Taser probes attached to Parker’s left arm; the charge caused Parker to fall to the 

ground; Parker testified as to his medical treatment as well as to the pain he experienced during 

and after the incident; Parker explained that being shot with the Taser made him feel like he 

could not breathe; he testified, “I'd like to say it felt like a bolt of lightning, but I've never been 



struck by a bolt of lightning;” here, the facts and circumstances support the jury’s conclusion that 

Gerrish's use of the Taser was not reasonable under the circumstances; we find that the evidence 

in this case supports the jury’s finding that Gerrish used excessive force when he fired his Taser 

at Parker; Gerrish’s qualified immunity defense is waived; we affirm the district court’s denial of 

Gerrish’s post-trial motions and the judgment in favor of Parker) 

Brown v. City of Golden Valley, 574 F.3d 491 (8th Cir. 2009) (Golden Valley, Minnesota, Police 

Officer Rob Zarrett appeals from the district court’s denial of his motion for summary judgment 

based upon qualified and official immunity in Sandra Brown’s 42 U.S.C.  § 1983 action against 

him arising from Zarrett’s application of a Taser during a traffic stop; we affirm; Sandra Brown 

and her husband, Richard Brown (we will hereinafter refer to the Browns individually by their 

first names), had plans to meet friends for dinner at a downtown Minneapolis restaurant on 

Friday, October 8, 2005; after returning home from work, the Browns each had a cocktail, which 

they finished drinking at the end of their driveway; rather than returning the glasses to the house, 

they put them in the car and went to meet their friends; the Browns arrived at the restaurant 

around 6:30 p.m. and had dinner; throughout the evening, Sandra had two more alcoholic 

drinks—a cocktail and a glass of wine—as well as coffee and water, and Richard had a couple 

glasses of wine; they left the restaurant around midnight, with Richard driving and Sandra riding 

in the front passenger’s seat; traveling west on Highway 394, the Browns noticed a squad car 

with flashing lights behind their car, which was being driven in the left lane; the Browns did not 

think that the squad car was attempting to stop them, so Richard moved to the right lane to allow 

the squad car to pass; when the squad car followed the Browns into the right lane, Richard 

slowed down and looked for a place to pull over; there was road construction on Highway 394 

and the right shoulder was barricaded and inaccessible, so Richard moved into the left lane and 

pulled over onto what the Browns described as the “sane lane;” as Richard opened his door and 

began to step out of the car, an officer ordered him to get back into the car; Richard complied 

with the order, pulling his leg back into the car and closing the car door; he rolled down the 

window, whereupon three officers came to his side of the car; one officer asked Richard if he 

knew why he had been stopped, to which Richard replied that he did not; at that point, one of the 

officers opened the door, pulled Richard out of the car, threw him against the side of the vehicle, 

and handcuffed him; all the while, Sandra sat quietly in the passenger's seat; as Zarrett was 

responding to a radio call in Golden Valley, he heard that a St. Louis Park police officer was 

attempting to pull over a car on Highway 394 and that the driver was not stopping; after clearing 

the Golden Valley call, Zarrett responded to the St. Louis Park call; before arriving on the scene, 

he heard a radio update that the car had pulled over into the left lane and that the driver was 

getting out of the car and refusing to get back into the car; as Zarrett arrived at the scene, two 

officers were escorting Richard to a squad car; the officers’ behavior and demeanor frightened 

Sandra; she thought that the officers were aggressive and that the traffic stop was different from 

any that she had previously witnessed; the officers did not ask for Richard’s license, registration, 

or proof of insurance, and they did not tell him what illegality he had committed that provoked 

the stop; shortly after Richard was handcuffed, Sandra called 911 on her cell phone; she 

explained what had happened to the operator and was transferred to a different operator; during 

her conversation with the second operator, Sandra heard someone yell, “She is on 911. She is on 

911;” as the 911 operator tried to reassure Sandra, Zarrett, who was accompanied by two other 

officers, yanked open the passenger’s side door and yelled, “Get off the phone;” Sandra replied 

that she was very frightened and that she wanted to stay on the phone with the 911 

operator.;Zarrett again ordered Sandra to get off the phone, to which she repeated that she was 



frightened; without another word, Zarrett applied the prongs of his Taser to Sandra’s upper right 

arm, grabbed her phone and some of her hair, and threw the phone out the driver's side door onto 

the shoulder; Sandra does not remember whether she or one of the officers unfastened her 

seatbelt, but in any event Zarrett grabbed her right arm and pulled her out of the car, bending her 

arm behind her back; at that point, a second officer took her left arm and bent it behind her back; 

Zarrett and the other officer then escorted Sandra to a police car; Sandra tried to walk on her 

tiptoes to alleviate the pain from the escort hold; she described the escort as a mix between 

walking and being lifted; in response to Zarrett’s command to stop resisting, Sandra replied that 

she was not trying to resist; upon reaching the police car, Sandra was handcuffed and placed 

inside the car; Sandra was taken to the Golden Valley police station. Richard, who had refused 

the portable breath test offered at the traffic stop, was taken to the St. Louis Park police station, 

where, after taking two breathalyzer tests, he was ticketed for speeding; Sandra was charged with 

obstruction of legal process and an open bottle violation; following the booking procedures, the 

Browns took a taxi home; the prosecution of the charges against Sandra was later suspended 

under an agreement that the charges would be dismissed after successful completion of certain 

conditions; Sandra claims that she suffered extreme pain when Zarrett administered the Taser 

shock; she felt a sharp pain where the Taser met her arm, with the pain radiating from her upper 

arm and causing her muscles to clench; Sandra sustained bruises on her wrists and arms and red 

welts or marks on her upper arm; on the Monday after her arrest, she visited her primary care 

physician, who prescribed anti-anxiety medication; Sandra had never before been diagnosed with 

depression or an anxiety disorder; after the incident, Sandra experienced problems with sleeping 

and difficulty in focusing; she visited a psychologist twice; she is now afraid of the police; when 

she sees them her heart rate increases, a rash sometimes breaks out, and she occasionally 

hyperventilates; Zarrett has a different recollection of the incident; after arriving at the scene, he 

approached the driver’s side door with another officer, who ordered Sandra to get off the phone; 

she refused; Zarrett noticed that there were two glasses at Sandra's feet, possibly containing 

alcohol; after the officers walked around to the passenger’s side door, Zarrett ordered Sandra to 

get off the phone, only to be told that she would not do so; Zarrett also says that he repeatedly 

told Sandra to unfasten her seat belt; as Zarrett opened the passenger’s side door, Sandra scooted 

away from the door and pulled her knees towards her chest; Zarrett thought Sandra looked 

disheveled and believed that she might be intoxicated; according to Zarrett, Sandra watched as 

he unholstered his Taser and removed the air cartridge, and he told Sandra that he would use his 

Taser if she did not comply; when Sandra was not looking, Zarrett grabbed her phone, threw it 

on the driver’s seat, and applied the Taser in drive stun mode to Sandra's upper right arm for an 

estimated two to three seconds; Sandra then unfastened her seat belt, whereupon Zarrett removed 

her from the car and arrested her; with the help of another officer, Zarrett escorted Sandra to his 

squad car; Sandra resisted the escort, despite repeated commands that she cooperate; our initial 

inquiry is whether the facts alleged support Sandra’s contention that Zarrett violated her Fourth 

Amendment right to be free from excessive force during the course of the traffic stop and her 

arrest; given the circumstances surrounding the Tasering and arrest, we are not convinced that 

Zarrett’s use of force was objectively reasonable as a matter of law; in light of both the 

undisputed facts and Sandra’s version of the disputed facts in this case, we cannot say that 

Zarrett’s use of force was reasonable as a matter of law, and we conclude that there is a genuine 

issue of material fact as to whether Zarrett used excessive force in violation of Sandra’s 

constitutional rights; the district court held that it was unreasonable to, without warning, taser a 

nonviolent passenger who was not fleeing or resisting arrest and was suspected of a minor, 



nonviolent crime, because she had disobeyed two orders to get off the telephone with a 911 

operator; at the time Zarrett deployed his Taser and arrested Sandra, the law was sufficiently 

clear to inform a reasonable officer that it was unlawful to Taser a nonviolent, suspected 

misdemeanant who was not fleeing or resisting arrest, who posed little to no threat to anyone’s 

safety, and whose only noncompliance with the officer’s commands was to disobey two orders to 

end her phone call to a 911 operator; it is the province of the jury to assess the credibility of the 

evidence, and if the jury accepts Sandra’s account, it could fairly conclude that to apply a Taser 

in the situation here presented would constitute the use of excessive force; accepting Sandra’s 

versions of the facts as true, we conclude that she has alleged a violation of her clearly 

established right to be free from excessive force; we also hold that Sandra presented sufficient 

evidence to preclude summary judgment on the basis of official immunity on the alleged state 

tort claims; we affirm the district court’s order denying summary judgment on the basis of 

qualified and official immunity) 

Oliver v. Fiorino, 586 F.3d 898 (11th Cir. 2009) (in this 42 U.S.C.A. § 1983 civil rights case, 

Orlando police officers Lori Fiorino and David Burk appeal from the district court’s denial of 

their motion for summary judgment on the basis of qualified immunity; appellee Amy Shirley 

Oliver, as personal representative of the estate of Anthony Carl Oliver, Sr., alleges that the 

officers used excessive and unreasonable force in violation of Anthony Oliver’s Fourth 

Amendment rights when they shocked him with a Taser gun at least eight times over a two 

minute span; the facts, when viewed in a light most favorable to Oliver, show that Oliver was 

neither accused nor suspected of a crime at the time of the incident, that Officer Fiorino tasered 

Oliver at least eight and as many as eleven or twelve times with each shock lasting at least five 

seconds, that the officers made no attempt to handcuff or arrest Oliver at any time during or after 

any Taser shock cycle, that the officer continued to administer Taser shocks to Oliver while he 

was lying on the hot pavement, immobilized and clenched up, and, finally, that these Taser 

shocks resulted in extreme pain and ultimately caused Oliver’s death; after thorough review, we 

conclude that the officers are not entitled to qualified immunity on the claim of excessive force, 

and, accordingly, we affirm) 

Cavanaugh v. Woods Cross City, 625 F.3d 661 (10th Cir. 2010) (defendants-appellants Woods 

Cross City, Utah and Officer Daniel Davis appeal from the district court’s order denying their 

motion for summary judgment based on qualified immunity; plaintiffs-appellees Shannon 

Cavanaugh and Brad Cavanaugh had sued Defendants-Appellants under 42 U.S.C. § 1983 

1983alleging that Officer Davis’s tasering of Ms. Cavanaugh violated her rights under the Fourth 

Amendment by using excessive force; although several material facts in this case are disputed, 

we view the facts and draw reasonable inferences in the light most favorable to the party 

opposing the summary judgment; accordingly, we view the facts supported by evidence in the 

light most favorable to the Cavanaughs, notwithstanding that the officer maintains that his use of 

the taser was precipitated by his knowledge that Ms. Cavanaugh may have had a knife and was 

verbally and physically non-cooperative; on the night of December 8, 2006, three officers from 

the Woods Cross City Police Department responded to a non-emergency call placed by Brad 

Cavanaugh; Mr. Cavanaugh’s call requested help finding his wife, Shannon, who had stormed 

out of the house after a domestic dispute; upon the officers’ arrival, Mr. Cavanaugh narrated the 

events of the evening-namely, that he and Shannon had a fight, during which Shannon attempted 

to put him in a closet; that Shannon had consumed alcohol and pain medication; and that 

Shannon had left the home with a kitchen knife; after this conversation, Officers Schultz and 

Moore left the house to search for Ms. Cavanaugh; Officer Davis remained inside with Mr. 



Cavanaugh; ater a short period of time, James Murphy, the Cavanaughs’ neighbor, observed Ms. 

Cavanaugh walking down the sidewalk towards her home; he specifically looked at her hands-

which were clearly visible by her side-and saw that she was not holding a knife; as Ms. 

Cavanaugh approached her home, Officer Davis exited the house and began walking down the 

driveway; as Officer Davis and Ms. Cavanaugh drew within several feet of each other, Ms. 

Cavanaugh veered off the walkway towards the front door, cutting across the lawn; she walked 

quickly, but did not run; Officer Davis gently placed his flashlight and clipboard on the ground 

and followed her, no more than six feet behind; he fumbled with his holster for a brief moment, 

removed his taser, and discharged the taser into Ms. Cavanaugh’s back without warning; Ms. 

Cavanaugh, whose feet were on the front steps of her home, went rigid, spun around, and struck 

her head on the concrete steps; as a result of this fall, Ms. Cavanaugh suffered a traumatic brain 

injury; she later plead guilty to assault-domestic violence and intoxication; plaintiffs have 

established under their version of the facts that Officer Davis’s use of force violated the Fourth 

Amendment; in this circuit the law was clearly established it was clearly established on 

December 8, 2006 that Officer Davis could not use his taser on a nonviolent misdemeanant who 

did not pose a threat and was not resisting or evading arrest without first giving a warning; the 

district court therefore properly denied qualified immunity; the district court found that the 

Cavanaughs produced sufficient evidence that Woods Cross City’s unwritten taser policy was the 

moving force behind Officer Davis’s actions; the district court's order denying the defendants’ 

motion for summary judgment based on qualified immunity is affirmed) 

Bryan v. MacPherson, 630 F.3d 805 (9th Cir. 2010) (early one morning in the summer of 2005, 

police officer Brian MacPherson deployed his taser against Carl Bryan during a traffic stop for a 

seatbelt infraction; Bryan filed this action under § 1983 asserting excessive force in violation of 

the Fourth Amendment; officer MacPherson appeals the denial of his motion for summary 

judgment based on qualified immunity; we affirm the district court in part because, viewing the 

circumstances in the light most favorable to Bryan, Officer MacPherson’s use of the taser was 

unconstitutionally excessive; however, we reverse in part because the violation of Bryan’s 

constitutional rights was not clearly established at the time that officer MacPherson fired his 

taser at Bryan on July 24, 2005; here is no dispute that Bryan was agitated, standing outside his 

car, yelling gibberish and hitting his thighs, clad only in his boxer shorts and tennis shoes; it is 

also undisputed that Bryan did not verbally threaten officer MacPherson and, according to officer 

MacPherson, was standing twenty to twenty-five feet away and not attempting to flee; officer 

MacPherson testified that he told Bryan to remain in the car, while Bryan testified that he did not 

hear officer MacPherson tell him to do so; the one material dispute concerns whether Bryan 

made any movement toward the officer; officer MacPherson testified that Bryan took “one step” 

toward him, but Bryan says he did not take any step, and the physical evidence indicates that 

Bryan was actually facing away from officer MacPherson; without giving any warning, officer 

MacPherson shot Bryan with his taser gun; one of the taser probes embedded in the side of 

Bryan’s upper left arm; the electrical current immobilized him whereupon he fell face first into 

the ground, fracturing four teeth and suffering facial contusions; Bryan’s morning ended with his 

arrest resisting and opposing an officer in the performance of his duties and yet another drive—

this time by ambulance and to a hospital for treatment; officer MacPherson shot Bryan with a 

Taser X26 provided by the Coronado Police Department; the X26 uses compressed nitrogen to 

propel a pair of “probes”—aluminum darts tipped with stainless steel barbs connected to the X26 

by insulated wires—toward the target at a rate of over 160 feet per second; upon striking a 

person, the X26 delivers a 1200 volt, low ampere electrical charge through the wires and probes 



and into his muscles; the impact is as powerful as it is swift; the electrical impulse instantly 

overrides the victim's central nervous system, paralyzing the muscles throughout the body, 

rendering the target limp and helpless; the tasered person also experiences an excruciating pain 

that radiates throughout the body; according to the manufacturer, the probes do not need to 

penetrate the skin of the intended target to result in a successful connection; the probes are 

capable of delivering their electrical charge through up to two inches of clothing; here, Bryan 

was shirtless when confronted by officer MacPherson; as a result, one probe penetrated his skin; 

tasers have been described as delivering a 50,000 volt charge; while technically accurate, this 

does not entirely describe the electrical impulse encountered by a taser victim; according to the 

manufacturer, this 50,000 volt charge is needed to ensure that the electrical current can “jump” 

through the air or victim's clothing, thus completing a circuit; the manufacturer maintains, 

however, that the full 50,000 volts do not enter the victim's body; rather, it represents that the 

X26 delivers a peak voltage of 1,200 volts into the body; Bryan vividly testified to experiencing 

both paralysis and intense pain throughout his body when he was tasered; in addition, officer 

MacPherson’s use of the X26 physically injured Bryan; as a result of the taser, Bryan lost 

muscular control and fell, uncontrolled, face first into the pavement; this fall shattered four of his 

front teeth and caused facial abrasions and swelling; additionally, a barbed probe lodged in his 

flesh, requiring hospitalization so that a doctor could remove the probe with a scalpel; a 

reasonable police officer with officer MacPherson’s training on the X26 would have foreseen 

these physical injuries when confronting a shirtless individual standing on asphalt; we, along 

with our sister circuits, have held that tasers and stun guns fall into the category of non-lethal 

force; non-lethal, however, is not synonymous with non-excessive; all force—lethal and non-

lethal—must be justified by the need for the specific level of force employed; “lethal force” is 

force that creates a substantial risk of death or serious bodily injury; we recognize, however, that 

like any generally non-lethal force, the taser is capable of being employed in a manner to cause 

the victim’s death; the physiological effects, the high levels of pain, and foreseeable risk of 

physical injury lead us to conclude that the X26 and similar devices are a greater intrusion than 

other non-lethal methods of force we have confronted; we reject any contention that, because the 

taser results only in the “temporary” infliction of pain, it constitutes a nonintrusive level of force; 

the pain is intense, is felt throughout the body, and is administered by effectively 

commandeering the victim's muscles and nerves; beyond the experience of pain, tasers result in 

“immobilization, disorientation, loss of balance, and weakness,” even after the electrical current 

has ended; we recognize the important role controlled electric devices like the Taser X26 can 

play in law enforcement; the ability to defuse a dangerous situation from a distance can obviate 

the need for more severe, or even deadly, force and thus can help protect police officers, 

bystanders, and suspects alike; the district court correctly concluded that Bryan’s volatile, erratic 

conduct could lead an officer to be wary; while Bryan’s behavior created something of an 

unusual situation, this does not, by itself, justify the use of significant force; a desire to resolve 

quickly a potentially dangerous situation is not the type of governmental interest that, standing 

alone, justifies the use of force that may cause serious injury; rather, the objective facts must 

indicate that the suspect poses an immediate threat to the officer or a member of the public; we 

agree with the district court that Bryan did not pose an immediate threat to officer MacPherson 

or bystanders despite his unusual behavior; it is undisputed that Bryan was unarmed, and, as 

Bryan was only dressed in tennis shoes and boxer shorts, it should have been apparent that he 

was unarmed; although Bryan had shouted expletives to himself while pulling his car over and 

had taken to shouting gibberish, and more expletives, outside his car, at no point did he level a 



physical or verbal threat against officer MacPherson; Bryan was standing, without advancing, 

fifteen to twenty-five feet away from officer MacPherson between the door and body of the car; 

we reject officer MacPherson’s contention that Bryan constituted a threat by taking a step in 

officer MacPherson's direction; not only was Bryan standing, unarmed, at a distance of fifteen to 

twenty-five feet, but the physical evidence demonstrates that Bryan was not even facing officer 

MacPherson when he was shot: one of the taser probes lodged in the side of Bryan's arm, rather 

than in his chest, and the location of the blood on the pavement indicates that he fell away from 

the officer, rather than towards him; an unarmed, stationary individual, facing away from an 

officer at a distance of fifteen to twenty-five feet is far from an “immediate threat” to that officer; 

nor was Bryan's erratic, but nonviolent, behavior a potential threat to anyone else, as there is no 

indication that there were pedestrians nearby or traffic on the street at the time of the incident; 

finally, while confronting Bryan, officer MacPherson had unholstered and charged his X26, 

placing him in a position to respond immediately to any change in the circumstances; the 

circumstances here show that officer MacPherson was confronted by, at most, a disturbed and 

upset young man, not an immediately threatening one; we conclude that the intermediate level of 

force employed by officer MacPherson against Bryan was excessive in light of the governmental 

interests at stake; officer MacPherson’s desire to quickly and decisively end an unusual and tense 

situation is understandable; his chosen method for doing so violated Bryan's constitutional right 

to be free from excessive force; however, we must conclude that a reasonable officer in officer 

MacPherson’s position could have made a reasonable mistake of law regarding the 

constitutionality of the taser use in the circumstances officer MacPherson confronted in July 

2005; accordingly, officer MacPherson is entitled to qualified immunity; judgment reversed) 

Mattos v. Agarano, 661 F.3d 433 (9th Cir. 2011) (these cases present questions about whether 

the use of a taser to subdue a suspect resulted in the excessive use of force and whether the 

officers are entitled to qualified immunity; in Brooks v. City of Seattle, plaintiff Malaika Brooks 

was tasered; in Mattos v. Agarano, plaintiff Jayzel Mattos was tasered; both women were tasered 

during an encounter with police officers; they subsequently filed suit under 42 U.S.C. § 1983 

seeking damages for the alleged violation of their Fourth Amendment rights; in Brooks’s case, 

the district court ruled that she alleged a violation of her Fourth Amendment right to be free from 

the excessive use of force when police officers tasered her and that those police officers were not 

entitled to qualified immunity; in Jayzel and Troy Mattos’s case, the district court ruled that 

questions of fact existed regarding whether the use of a taser against Jayzel was constitutionally 

reasonable and, therefore, denied the officers’ motion for summary judgment on the basis of 

qualified immunity; two different panels of our court reversed the district courts and held that the 

officers were entitled to qualified immunity; we granted en banc review; we now hold that, 

although plaintiffs in both cases have alleged constitutional violations, the officer defendants are 

entitled to qualified immunity on Plaintiffs’ § 1983 claims because the law was not clearly 

established at the time of the incidents; we therefore reverse the district courts’ denial of 

qualified immunity on these claims; in Brooks, however, we affirm the district court’s denial of 

qualified immunity on her state law assault and battery claims against the defendant officers; on 

the morning of November 23, 2004, Plaintiff–Appellee Malaika Brooks was driving her 11–

year–old son to school in Seattle, Washington; Brooks was 33 years old and seven months 

pregnant at the time; the street on which Brooks was driving had a 35–mile–per–hour posted 

speed limit until the school zone began, at which point the speed limit became 20 miles per hour; 

when Brooks entered the school zone, she was driving 32 miles per hour; once in the school 

zone, a Seattle police officer parked on the street measured Brooks’s speed with a radar gun, 



found that she was driving faster than 20 miles per hour, and motioned for her to pull over; once 

Brooks pulled over, Seattle Police Office Juan Ornelas approached her car; Ornelas asked 

Brooks how fast she was driving and then asked her for her driver’s license. Brooks gave 

Ornelas her license and then told her son to get out of the car and walk to school, which was 

across the street from where Ornelas had pulled her car over; Ornelas left, returning five minutes 

later to give Brooks her driver’s license back and inform her that he was going to cite her for a 

speeding violation. Brooks insisted that she had not been speeding and that she would not sign 

the citation; at this, Ornelas left again; soon after, Officer Donald Jones approached Brooks in 

her car and asked her if she was going to sign the speeding citation;  Brooks again refused to sign 

the citation but said that she would accept it without signing it. Jones told Brooks that signing the 

citation would not constitute an admission of guilt; her signature would simply confirm that she 

received the citation; Brooks told Jones that he was lying, the two exchanged heated words, and 

Jones said that if Brooks did not sign the citation he would call his sergeant and she would go to 

jail; a few minutes later, Sergeant Steven Daman arrived at the scene and he, too, asked Brooks if 

she would sign the citation; when Brooks said no, Daman told Ornelas and Jones to “book her.” 

Ornelas told Brooks to get out of the car, telling her that she was “going to jail” and failing to 

reply when Brooks asked why. Brooks refused to get out of the car; at this point, Jones pulled out 

a taser and asked Brooks if she knew what it was; Brooks indicated that she did not know what 

the taser was and told the officers, “I have to go to the bathroom, I am pregnant, I'm less than 60 

days from having my baby;” Jones then asked how pregnant Brooks was; Brooks’s car was still 

running at this point; after learning that Brooks was pregnant, Jones continued to display the 

taser and talked to Ornelas about how to proceed; one of them asked “well, where do you want to 

do it?;” Brooks heard the other respond “well, don't do it in her stomach; do it in her thigh;” 

during this interchange, Jones was standing next to Brooks’s driver's side window, Ornelas was 

standing to Jones' left, and Daman was standing behind them both; after Jones and Ornelas 

discussed where to taser Brooks, Ornelas opened the driver’s side door and twisted Brooks’s arm 

up behind her back; Brooks stiffened her body and clutched the steering wheel to frustrate the 

officers' efforts to remove her from the car; while Ornelas held her arm, Jones cycled his taser, 

showing Brooks what it did; at some point after Ornelas grabbed Brooks’s arm but before Jones 

applied the taser to Brooks, Ornelas was able to remove the keys from Brooks’s car ignition; the 

keys dropped to the floor of the car; twenty-seven seconds after Jones cycled his taser, with 

Ornelas still holding her arm behind her back, Jones applied the taser to Brooks’s left thigh in 

drive-stun mode; Brooks began to cry and started honking her car horn; thirty-six seconds later, 

Jones applied the taser to Brooks’s left arm; six seconds later, Jones applied the taser to Brooks’s 

neck as she continued to cry out and honk her car horn; after this third tasering, Brooks fell over 

in her car and the officers dragged her out, laying her face down on the street and handcuffing 

her hands behind her back; Brooks sued Ornelas, Jones, Daman, Seattle Police Department Chief 

Gil Kerlikowske, and the City of Seattle for excessive force in violation of the Fourth 

Amendment, Kerlikowske and the City of Seattle for negligence, and Ornelas, Jones, and Daman 

for assault and battery; the case is before us on interlocutory appeal from the district court’s 

summary judgment ruling that the defendant officers Daman, Jones, and Ornelas are not entitled 

to qualified immunity; there are, however, two other specific factors in this case that we find 

overwhelmingly salient; first, Brooks told Jones, before he tased her, that she was pregnant and 

less than 60 days from her due date, and as explained above, Jones and Ornelas paused after they 

learned she was pregnant and discussed where they should taser Brooks in light of this 

information; the record unambiguously reflects that the officers knew about and considered 



Brooks’s pregnancy before tasering her; the second overwhelmingly salient factor here is that 

Jones tasered Brooks three times over the course of less than one minute; twenty-seven seconds 

after Jones cycled his taser as a warning, he applied the taser to Brooks; thirty-six seconds later, 

he tasered Brooks for the second time, and six seconds after that, Jones tasered Brooks for the 

third time; each time, Brooks cried out in pain; three taserings in such rapid succession provided 

no time for Brooks to recover from the extreme pain she experienced, gather herself, and 

reconsider her refusal to comply; Brooks’s alleged offenses were minor; she did not pose an 

immediate threat to the safety of the officers or others; she actively resisted arrest insofar as she 

refused to get out of her car when instructed to do so and stiffened her body and clutched her 

steering wheel to frustrate the officers’ efforts to remove her from her car; Brooks did not evade 

arrest by flight, and no other exigent circumstances existed at the time; she was seven months 

pregnant, which the officers knew, and they tasered her three times within less than one minute, 

inflicting extreme pain on Brooks; a reasonable fact-finder could conclude, taking the evidence 

in the light most favorable to Brooks, that the officers’ use of force was unreasonable and 

therefore constitutionally excessive; when the defendant officers tasered Brooks, there were three 

circuit courts of appeals cases rejecting claims that the use of a taser constituted excessive force, 

and there were no circuit taser cases finding a Fourth Amendment violation; we conclude that, 

although Brooks has alleged an excessive force claim, the law was not sufficiently clear at the 

time of the incident to render the alleged violation clearly established; accordingly, the defendant 

officers are entitled to the defense of qualified immunity against Brooks’s § 1983 excessive force 

claim; because we conclude that a reasonable jury could find that the officers used excessive 

force in tasering Brooks, we affirm the district court’s conclusion that the officers are not entitled 

to Washington state qualified immunity for Brooks’s assault and battery claims) 

Gravelet-Blondin v. Shelton, 2013 WL 4767182 (9th Cir. 2013) (we must decide whether it was 

clearly established as of 2008 that the use of a taser in dart mode against a passive bystander 

amounts to unconstitutionally excessive force within the meaning of the Fourth Amendment; 

because we determine that it was, we reverse the contrary conclusion of the district court and 

remand; In the early evening of May 4, 2008, Sergeant Jeff Shelton and four other officers from 

the Snohomish, Washington Police Department were dispatched to respond to a 911 call of a 

suicide in progress made by family members of an elderly suspect, Jack; when the officers 

arrived at Jack’s home he was sitting in his car, which was parked in the side yard of his house, 

with a hose running from the exhaust pipe into one of the car’s windows; the officers had been 

warned that Jack owned a gun and would have it with him; Sgt. Shelton took precautions to 

ensure officer safety and then asked Jack to get out of the car; ater several requests Jack finally 

complied, turning his car off and stepping out with his hands at his sides; when Jack refused 

multiple commands to show his hands, Sgt. Shelton—concerned that Jack might gain access to a 

gun—instructed another officer to taser Jack in dart mode; Jack fell to the ground and, as officers 

attempted to restrain and handcuff him, he pulled his arms underneath him; he was then tasered a 

second time; Donald and Kristi Gravelet–Blondin (“the Blondins”), Jack's neighbors, were 

watching TV at home when the police arrived at the scene; they heard noise coming from the 

direction of Jack’s house and went outside—Donald Blondin (“Blondin”) in shorts, a t-shirt, and 

slippers—to investigate and make sure their neighbor was all right; when they stepped into the 

yard between Jack’s house and their own, the Blondins heard Jack moaning in pain, and Blondin 

saw officers holding Jack on the ground; Blondin called out, “what are you doing to Jack?;” he 

was standing some thirty-seven feet from Jack and the officers at the time, with Jack’s car 

positioned in between; at least two of the officers holding Jack yelled commands at Blondin: one 



instructed him to “get back,” while another told him to “stop;” according to a bystander watching 

the scene unfold, Blondin took one or two steps back and then stopped; Blondin recalls that he 

simply stopped; Sgt. Shelton then ran towards Blondin, pointing a taser at him and yelling at him 

to “get back;” Blondin froze; the bystander testified that Blondin “appeared frozen with fear,” 

and defendants have conceded that he made no threatening gestures; Sgt. Shelton began to warn 

Blondin that he would be tasered if he did not leave, but fired his taser before he had finished 

giving that warning.; Sgt. Shelton tasered Blondin in dart mode, knocking him down and causing 

excruciating pain, paralysis, and loss of muscle control; Blondin, disoriented and weak, began to 

hyperventilate; Sgt. Shelton asked Blondin if he “want[ed] it again” before turning to Ms. 

Blondin and warning, “You’re next.” Sgt. Shelton then ordered another officer to handcuff 

Blondin; [aramedics called to the scene removed the taser’s barbs from Blondin’s body and tried 

to keep him from hyperventilating; Blondin was arrested and charged with obstructing a police 

officer, a charge that was ultimately dropped; the Blondins then initiated this action, suing the 

City of Snohomish (“the City”) and Sgt. Shelton for excessive force and unlawful arrest in 

violation of 42 U.S.C. § 1983, and malicious prosecution in violation of Washington law, for the 

tasering and arrest of Blondin; Ms. Blondin also sued for outrage under state law for the harm 

she suffered watching her husband’s tasering and being threatened with tasering herself; after 

considering cross-motions for summary judgment, the district court granted summary judgment 

to defendants on all claims; we begin with the district court’s grant of summary judgment to 

defendants on the Blondins’ excessive force claim; we agree that the Blondins have shown a 

constitutional violation but disagree that neither Sgt. Shelton nor the City may be held liable for 

it; taking the evidence in the light most favorable to the Blondins, a reasonable factfinder could 

conclude that Sgt. Shelton’s use of force was unreasonable and excessive, in violation of the 

Fourth Amendment; the right to be free from the application of non-trivial force for engaging in 

mere passive resistance was clearly established prior to 2008; construing the facts in Blondin’s 

favor, as we must, he was standing thirty-seven feet away; Blondin’s failure to affirmatively 

exhibit a “benign motive” is likewise insufficient to demonstrate that he reasonably could have 

been perceived as posing an immediate threat, especially in light of witness testimony that he 

was perceptibly frozen with fear; Sgt. Shelton is therefore not entitled to qualified immunity; we 

reverse the grant of qualified immunity to Sgt. Shelton and the grant of summary judgment to the 

City on the Blondins’ excessive force claim) 

  



 

See also Estate of Gilliam ex rel. Waldroup v. City of Prattville, 639 F.3d 1041 (11th Cir. 2011) 

(estate of arrestee Eugene Donjuall Gilliam, who died about seven hours after being tasered by 

police during a traffic stop brought § 1983 action against arresting officers alleging excessive 

force; after jury returned a verdict against one of the officers in the amount of $30,000 and 

judgment was accordingly entered, that officer appealed; § 1983 does not provide for the 

survival of civil rights actions; the Supreme Court has definitively held that  § 1983 is deficient 

in not providing for survivorship; due to this “deficiency” in the statute, the survivorship of civil 

rights actions is governed by state law if it is not inconsistent with federal law; the issue in this 

case is whether a § 1983 excessive force claim survives in Alabama if the injured party dies 

before the lawsuit is filed, or abates pursuant to Alabama statutory law; we stress at the outset 

that this case, in its present procedural posture, does not involve a claim that the officers’ 

unconstitutional conduct caused the decedent’s death; the state law wrongful death claims under 

Alabama state law and the § 1983 excessive force claims alleging that death was the result of the 

use of force, were both dismissed at the summary judgment stage because the Estate produced no 

admissible evidence that the officers’ use of force caused the decedent’s death; the Estate could 

not establish causation because the district court excluded both of its medical experts; the Estate 

does not challenge on this appeal the exclusion of this evidence;  therefore, the only issue we 

address is whether a § 1983 excessive force claim that did not result in the decedent’s death 

survives in Alabama or abates under Alabama statutory law; we hold that it did not survive; 

judgment reversed); Fontenot v. Taser Intern., Inc., 2012 WL 1379054 (W.D. N.C. 2012) 

(plaintiff’s case against TASER is a products liability action brought by the administratix of the 

estate of the person who was tasered and thereafter died; on March 20, 2008, 17–year old Darryl 

Turner (“Turner”) died shortly after being hit in the chest with a TASER Model X26 electrical 

control device (“ECD”); earlier that day, Turner, a bagger-cashier at a Food Lion supermarket in 

Charlotte, was confronted about stealing food from the store and ultimately fired for 

insubordination; Turner refused to leave the store, so after contacting the store manager and 

observing Turner’s defiant and confrontational behavior, the Customer Service Manager placed a 

911 call to police to request his removal; when Officer Jerry Dawson (“Officer Dawson”) of the 

Charlotte Mecklenburg Police Department (“CMPD”) arrived on the scene, he found Turner 

yelling and cursing at the Store Manager and was concerned that Turner was going to hit him; 

prior to Officer Dawson’s arrival, Turner had shoved a Western Union display off the counter, 

which hit the wall next to the manager, threw an umbrella at the manager, and advanced upon the 

manager, who had retreated behind the counter; at trial, the manager testified that he was 

concerned for his safety, and for the safety of others around him; Officer Dawson issued some 

kind of command to Turner, and although the witnesses have different recollections of what 

exactly was said, it is undisputed that when Turner moved towards Officer Dawson, the officer 

fired his X26 ECD; while the ECD was discharging, Turner continued to walk forward, and he 

grabbed a small rack and threw it to the floor; then Turner collapsed on the floor, never to rise 

again; as a readout on the ECD reflects, the trigger of the ECD had been held down continuously 

for 37 seconds; Officer Dawson testified that Turner was walking for all of those 37 seconds 

except for the precise moment when he fell, after which Dawson let go of the trigger; a second 

officer, Joseph Pryor, arrived right after Turner collapsed, and he ordered Turner to put his hands 

behind his back for cuffing;Turner did not move or respond to orders, so Officer Dawson gave 

him another shock, this time for the standard five-seconds; the jury found that at some point 

while Turner was being tasered, he went into ventricular fibrillation (“VF”), the lethal 



arrhythmia caused by electric shock; firefighters and paramedics arrived, but despite CPR and 

defibrilation, Turner was not revived and was later pronounced dead at the hospital; after a six 

day trial, the jury returned a verdict in favor of Plaintiff and against TASER in the amount of $10 

million; after listening to plaintiff’s and TASER’s causation experts, the jury decided that 

TASER’s product, used as directed, caused Turner’s death; this Court will not displace that 

factual finding; there was substantial evidence before the jury to support its finding of both 

general and specific causation; the Court finds that the jury was clearly convinced of plaintiff’s 

case and believed Turner to be worth a substantial amount to his parents;  therefore, the Court 

finds that a figure toward the high end of plaintiff’s estimation is appropriate and uses $7.5 

million as its estimate of the highest value the jury could have determined Turner to be worth to 

his parents over their projected final forty years; the Court hereby remits the jury’s verdict from 

$10 million to $5,491,503.65). 

  



Annexure 2 

Law Review Literature Examining Police Misuse of Tasers 

 
Note, Don’t Tase Me Bro!: A Comprehensive Analysis of the Laws Governing Taser Use by Law 

Enforcement, 62 Fla. L. Rev. 763 (2010) (financially destitute and homeless, a man began to sob 

after receiving a speeding ticket; when the man refused to sign the ticket, the ticketing officer 

arrested the man; the officer placed the man in handcuffs and began leading him to the patrol car; 

as the two walked towards the patrol car, the man went limp and fell to the ground in despair; the 

man continued to sob and remained limp as the officer tried to lift him to his feet; the officer 

warned the man that if he didn't get up, he would be Tasered; when the man did not comply, the 

officer Tasered the man three times; during each Taser shock, the man convulsed and writhed on 

the ground in pain; when the Tasering stopped, the man still could not bring himself to his feet; 

after another officer arrived on the scene, the two officers easily lifted the suspect off the ground 

and placed him in a patrol car; another man, suspected of physically abusing his estranged wife, 

was verbally confronted by police; moments into the verbal confrontation, the man turned and 

ran; the officers gave chase and attempted to stop the man by Tasering him; the suspect resisted 

the shock and continued to flee; eventually the officers caught up to the suspect and Tasered him 

as they tried to bring him under control; the first man was arrested for speeding and sat on the 

ground crying in despair; the other man was suspected of a violent crime and fled police; can you 

guess which Tasering was ruled reasonable by a federal court?; if you knew that Tasering the 

distraught speeder was ruled reasonable and that Tasering the domestic abuse suspect was not, 

then it should not come as a surprise to learn that a federal district court in Arizona ruled that it 

was reasonable to Taser a sleeping man five or six times; images of officers Tasering suspects 

can be graphic and difficult to watch; such images can spark outrage and protests-particularly 

when the Tasering seems grossly disproportionate to the culpability of the suspect; and when law 

enforcement officers don't face penalties for such disproportionate uses of force, the public is left 

to wonder: how could that be possible?; by design, the law governing an officer’s use of force is 

nebulous; this lack of specificity allows courts to grant law enforcement officers a great deal of 

latitude when deciding how much and what type of force to use; officers can escape liability for 

excessive force if a court deems the use of force reasonable under the Fourth Amendment; 

however, the lack of specificity in federal excessive force jurisprudence makes it difficult to 

determine ahead of time what type and how much force a court would likely consider 

reasonable; thus, the jurisprudence provides officers little guidance about when to use Tasers 

against suspects and how to comply with the Fourth Amendment; Part II of this Note examines 

the safety and effectiveness of Taser use by highlighting key studies on the topic; Part III of this 

Note explains federal excessive force jurisprudence; Part IV looks at excessive force cases to 

determine how courts have applied the law to specific fact patterns; Part IV concludes that courts 

do not heavily restrict Taser use by law enforcement-sometimes even allowing officers to Taser 

passively resisting or vulnerable suspects; Part V surveys state and local laws governing Taser 

use by law enforcement; finally, Part VI concludes that laws governing Taser use by law 

enforcement can be improved by providing officers more guidance about when Taser use is 

appropriate and by crafting laws that provide citizens more protection; Tasers are not without 

their risks; there are significant risks of minor injuries from Taser probes that become embedded 

in a suspect's skin and from falls that occur after a suspect is incapacitated; more significant, 

however, are reports of deaths following Taser usage; a study by American Civil Liberties Union 



of Northern California (ACLU-NC) reported that between 1999 and 2005 there were 148 deaths 

in the United States and Canada following Taser use by law enforcement; Amnesty International 

reviewed seventy-four of those cases and found that although coroners usually attributed the 

cause of death to factors such as drug intoxication or heart disease, at least in five cases, the 

coroners found that Taser use was a contributing cause of death; Amnesty International noted 

that most of the suspects who died after being Tasered exhibited risk factors associated with 

heart failure such as high concentrations of drugs or heart disease; some suspects died following 

a violent struggle with police, and some were restrained using techniques that severely restrict 

breathing such as “hogties” or “chokeholds;” Amnesty International’s findings raise concerns 

that Taser use combined with other factors could exacerbate the possibility of asphyxiation or 

cardiac arrest in some suspects; even worse, in more than half the cases, the deceased suspects 

were subjected to multiple Taser shocks; Amnesty International noted that because the vast 

majority of Taser incidents involve only one shock and no deaths, instances of suspect deaths 

involve a disproportionate number of multiple shock incidents; although some studies indicate 

that Tasers can be safely used on healthy people, there is a dearth of studies that address the risk 

of Tasering vulnerable individuals, and some experts question the safety of Tasering vulnerable 

individuals; thus, although Tasers can be used safely in most instances, there are still significant 

health and safety concerns associated with Taser use; for example, Tasering vulnerable suspects 

such as the elderly, those with heart problems, minors, restrained suspects, or those who are high 

on drugs may increase their risk of heart failure or asphyxiation; and shocking suspects multiple 

times may also increase a suspect’s risk of serious health problems; all of the foregoing factors 

should be accounted for when crafting laws and policies that govern Taser use by law 

enforcement and when considering excessive force claims based on Taser use; the United States 

needs specific laws governing Taser use by law enforcement; these laws should be designed to 

protect citizens by limiting multiple Taser shocks and prohibiting officers from Tasering 

vulnerable individuals; a law governing Taser use should also contain specific provisions that 

protect suspects; for example, a provision that limits the number of times a suspect can be 

Tasered would play an important role in protecting suspects from excessive Taser use by law 

enforcement; cases of fatalities following Taser use involve a disproportionate number of 

multiple shock incidents; and if a suspect has not complied after being shocked three or four 

times, it is unlikely that Tasering could be considered effective law enforcement; thus, a 

provision that limits the number of times a suspect can be Tasered would protect suspects 

without substantially hindering law enforcement officers; it would also be advisable to include a 

provision that prohibits officers from Tasering vulnerable suspects such as the elderly, minors 

below a certain age, pregnant women, or those with known or apparent health risks such as drug 

intoxication or heart disease; and, if after Tasering a suspect police determined that the suspect 

belongs to an at-risk category, a medical evaluation should be provided; finally, a law governing 

Taser use should include a provision that requires all officers equipped with Tasers to complete a 

Taser-use training course) 

Note, The Shocking Truth: Law Enforcement’s Use and Abuse of Tasers and the Need for 

Reform, 56 Vill. L. Rev. 363 (2011) (in June 2010, an eighty-six year old bedridden Oklahoma 

woman was tasered, according to police reports, for taking a “more aggressive posture in her 

bed” that allegedly caused the ten officers surrounding her to fear for their lives; the officers 

have been accused of assaulting the woman and depriving her of oxygen when they stepped on 

her oxygen tank line before tasering her; on September 7, 2010, a school resource officer in 

Middletown, Connecticut tasered a seventeen year old boy accused of stealing a beef patty from 



the school cafeteria; in July 2009, the chief of police of Tucumcari, New Mexico tasered a 14 

year old girl with epilepsy as she attempted to flee and pierced her brain when one of the prongs 

went through her skull; these are just a few of the recent incidents that have called into question 

the overzealous use of tasers by law enforcement and security personnel; the growing number of 

fatalities associated with taser usage as more law enforcement agencies implement them cannot 

be a mere coincidence; law enforcement has often been overzealous in its use of the taser in 

situations in which a taser has clearly not been warranted; whether this was due to ignorance or 

just plain confusion as to the appropriate circumstances for employing a taser, law enforcement 

cannot be expected to know in every instance when a taser is appropriate without some clear, 

unambiguous guidance from either courts, states, or the federal government; ideally, a bright-line 

rule from the Supreme Court could create a clear, uniform national standard that would guide 

both officers and courts; this result is unlikely to be forthcoming, however, because the Court has 

stated that reasonableness under the Fourth Amendment is not capable of precise definition; if 

the federal government is going to continue to defer to the states on this issue, then the states are 

in a unique position to fill the void in taser regulation and alleviate the confusion as to when 

tasers are warranted) 

Note, Tase Me One More Time: An Analysis of the Ninth Circuit’s Interpretation of the Fourth 

Amendment, Qualified Immunity, and Tasers in Brooks v. City of Seattle, 2011 B.Y.U. L. Rev. 

227 (in Brooks v. City of Seattle, 599 F. 3d 1018 (9th Cir. 2010) [on rehearing en banc, Mattos v. 

Agarano, 661 F.3d 433 (9th Cir. 2011)], the Ninth Circuit considered whether officers were 

entitled to qualified immunity when they tasered a pregnant woman who refused to exit her car 

after declining to sign a traffic ticket; following primarily the multi-factor test from Graham v. 

Connor, 490 U.S. 386 (1989), the court found that the officers were entitled to qualified 

immunity because their use of force was reasonable and not excessive under the Fourth 

Amendment;  this Note contends that the Ninth Circuit was incorrect in finding that the officers 

were entitled to qualified immunity for two reasons: (1) the court should not have raised 

probable cause issues sua sponte after the officers waived those arguments, and (2) the officers 

used excessive force when they tasered a pregnant woman three times) 

Comment, Shocking the Conscience: What Police Tasers and Weapon Technology Reveal About 

Excessive Force Law, 59 UCLA L. Rev. 1342 (2012) (a number of deaths and severe injuries 

have occurred during police encounters in which a taser was deployed, and substantial burdens 

presently disadvantage plaintiffs seeking relief for alleged police taser misconduct; thus, it is 

necessary to examine how courts adjudicate such cases and what implications they have for 

excessive force jurisprudence generally and for cases involving police weapons with similar 

properties to tasers specifically) 

Vorley, Vaughn, and Worley, “Shocking” Consequences: Police Officer Liability for the Use of 

Tasers and Stun Guns, 48 Crim. L. Bull. 625 (2012) (tasers and stun guns are conducted energy 

devices used by the police to subdue criminals; as non-lethal weapons, tasers and stun guns are 

not supposed to inflict serious injury or permanent harm, but have contributed to death when 

used on individuals with existing health problems; this paper explores individual police officer 

civil liability under 42U.S.C. § 1983 with respect to use of these weapons in excessive use of 

force situations; the article concludes that lower courts have repeatedly found that any gratuitous 

and unnecessary use of taser is unreasonable and excessive; the taser is a conducted energy 

device (CED) used by the police to subdue criminal suspects or subjects suffering from mental 

illnesses or emotional disturbance; this Article examines case law to analyze individual police 

civil liability as opposed to municipal liability for the use of tasers and stun guns under 42 U.S.C. 



§ 1983 on the basis of the theory of liability established by the U.S. Supreme Court: whether 

force was objectively reasonable under the Fourth Amendment; this study seeks to explore cases 

where the use of the taser as a non-lethal weapon by a police officer was justified and cases 

where such use was found to be unreasonable; analyzing these situations, the researchers attempt 

to aid policy-makers draft guidelines that will minimize the unnecessary use of the weapon and 

optimize its use in situations where traditionally deadly force would be used so that such use can 

save more lives while effectively controlling crime; injury and death in incidents involving tasers 

and stun guns frequently lead to litigation that accuses the police of excessive use of force; 

according to Amnesty International U.S.A., since June 2001, 277 people have died in the United 

States after being shocked by a taser; however, Jason Opeña Disterhoft, a spokesman for the 

organization’s U.S.A. program, said that of these 277 cases, only about 20 deaths were identified 

in which coroners found the taser to be a causal or contributory factor and at least six where it 

was cited as a possible factor; on July 17, 2005, the Associated Press reported that a man died in 

Texas after being shocked between three and six times with a taser by an off-duty police officer; 

the report concluded that in the past nine months, about six people in Texas, with three in Fort 

Worth alone, died after being shocked with a taser; an analysis of 2,050 taser field applications 

across the U.S.A., conducted for Taser International in November 2002, showed that in 79.6 

percent of cases the suspects were unarmed; this does not imply that in all these cases the taser-

use was unjustified; as problems have mounted and injuries have increased, some police agencies 

have begun to limit the use of tasers and stun guns to reduce police liability; in 2005, the Police 

Executive Research Forum (PERF) developed guidelines for the use of CEDs, recommending 

that a use of force report be completed for every taser and stun gun incident; the guidelines also 

recommended that tasers and stun guns should not be used on handcuffed individuals unless they 

are actively resisting, on children below a certain age (11–14 years), and on the elderly (above 65 

years old); Frasier found that some agencies limit the use of tasers and stun guns if a subject is 

obviously ill, pregnant, bicycling or operating a motor vehicle, or would be injured by falling; 

tasers also should not be used if a subject has already been sprayed with O.C. (oleoresin 

capsicum, a.k.a. pepper spray), especially by another agency as the composition of the OC spray 

may not be known to the second agency; albeit controversial, stun guns and tasers are gaining 

popularity around the country; Taser International has, as of July 31, 2010, sold tasers to more 

than 15,500 law enforcement and military agencies in 40 countries; the following are the major 

conclusions of this study: 1. Taser-use alone does not imply excessive force; 2. Totality of 

circumstances must be taken into account; 3. Taser-use for not following verbal commands is 

unreasonable; 4. Taser-use is unreasonable in the absence of active resistance or an attempt to 

flee; 5. Taser-use is reasonable where subject is not subdued despite being handcuffed; 6. Taser-

use after subject is subdued is unconstitutional;7. non-punitive taser-use is reasonable but 

gratuitous taser-use is unreasonable; 8. disproportionate amount of taser-use is unreasonable; 

9. medical attention is advisable after subject has suffered injuries from taser as it could lead to 

deliberate indifference to serious medical needs; 10. more than de minimis injury is required to 

show excessive force by taser; 11. reasonableness of taser-use is judged from the perspective of 

a reasonable officer; 12. Taser-use is reasonable where the use of force is necessary to achieve a 

legitimate result; 13. qualified immunity will not be granted if taser-use is unreasonable) 

Comment, Power Down: Tasers, the Fourth Amendment, and Police Accountability in the 

Fourth Circuit, 91 N.C. L. Rev. 606 (2013) (in North Carolina, the most populated state in the 

Fourth Circuit, police enjoy unusually wide discretion to use tasers and are authorized to deploy 

them in a broad array of circumstances; the device has been used by police in the state as a 



disciplinary device against even non-arrestees, from recipients of parking citations to young 

public school children; in one twelve-month period spanning from 2006 to 2007, the state had 

the unfortunate distinction of having the third-highest number of TASER-proximate deaths in the 

country, trailing only the much more populous states of California and Florida; arrestees are 

frequently tasered as a precursor to being handcuffed for exhibiting mere verbal disagreement, 

and even when they are cuffed and restrained, many North Carolina departments still permit 

officers to use the device to compel further compliance; in many of the district courts that 

periodically review such conduct, little weight is accorded to the Supreme Court’s famous 

admonition in Graham v. Connor, 490 U.S. 386 (1989)--a case that overturned a Fourth Circuit 

excessive force decision and set the standard for all future abuse claims; in Graham, the Court 

held that, when evaluating the reasonableness of an officer’s use of force, courts must pay 

careful attention to the severity of the crime at issue, whether the suspect poses an immediate 

threat to the safety of the officers or others, and whether he is actively resisting arrest or 

attempting to evade arrest by flight; this Comment focuses its attention on the phenomenon of 

taser abuse in the states that comprise the Fourth Circuit: Maryland, North Carolina, South 

Carolina, Virginia, and West Virginia; it assesses the state of the law as presented to genuine 

victims of police abuse who wish to vindicate their right to be free of excessive force under 42 

U.S.C. § 1983, the federal statute under which plaintiffs can seek relief for violations of their 

constitutional rights by state actors; this Comment has been informed by a comprehensive review 

of the existing case law in the circuit; conversations and correspondence with all 100 sheriff’s 

departments in North Carolina regarding their taser policies, meetings with of those litigating 

taser-related civil rights actions on their behalf; the Comment briefly examines the positive 

developments with respect to taser accountability as represented by recent Fourth Circuit 

decisions; despite some encouraging language in these opinions, however, the Comment 

contends that neither does much to substantively improve the condition of those most likely to 

find themselves subject to taser abuse; unlike many of its sister circuits, however, the Fourth 

Circuit has yet to meaningfully consider a claim of excessive force by taser under the Fourth 

Amendment; this fact, combined with the lack of any meaningful regulatory oversight, has meant 

that the task of restraining improper use of the device against arrestees has fallen almost 

exclusively to the federal district courts; civil actions brought by the victims themselves are, in 

effect, the beginning and the end of police accountability when it comes to tasers; in the federal 

district courts of the Fourth Circuit, however, this lack of proper guidance has made 

accountability in cases of genuine abuse hard to come by, despite clear signals from other 

circuits as to the proper scope of the inquiry; this need not be the case; in recent years, a 

burgeoning body of taser law has emerged outside the Fourth Circuit, placing reasonable 

limitations upon--and enunciating important considerations with respect to--law enforcement’s 

use of the device; courts should give fuller effect to the rule--set out by the Supreme Court and 

expressly acknowledged by the Fourth Circuit--that a clear violation of federal law may occur 

when .a consensus of cases from other circuits puts an officer on notice that his conduct is 

unconstitutional; for the sake of public safety, courts must begin to enforce reasonable 

restrictions on the use of a device linked to more than fifty deaths and, presumably, countless 

more injuries, within the circuit in recent years)  

 


